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CHAPTER !
INTRODUCTION

During the thirty years since the United Nations declared

the first Development Decade, a host of national and inter-

national agencies have initiated programs intended to assist

the development of "underdeveloped" communitieS and coun-

tries. While these efforts began in an atmosphere brimming

with the optimism of post-colonial nationalism and the hopes

inspired by technological advances, the gains they have

brought to the so-ca1led "underdeveloped" countries have

been disappointinglY small. OnIy rarely have the targeted

countries and communities been fuII players in their ovrn

development. lncreasingly, Stronger and more persuasive

calls have been made for the integral participation of peo-

ple as subjects in the process, creating and directing their

own develoPment.

This practicum and the international Professional

Exchange project upon which it vtas based took place from

August 1987 to June 1988. They represent one small effort

among _many to promote genuinely participatory community

work. The project and practicum began with a belief in the

need for meaningful involvement of communities in their own

development. The objectives centred on the promotion of com-

munity participation in the work of the Community Develop-
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ment Division (coo) of the sArs1 "cahuide".2

orioins of the Practícum: À professional exchanqe Proiect

The opportunity for this practicum arose with the propo-

sal for an "Exchange of Professionals" between institutions

in Canada and Peru. Three organízations vrere involved in

this proposal: the SÀIS "Cahuide", a cooperative in the

Peruvian highlands near the city of Huancayo; the Marquis

Project, a development education centre in BrandonrManitoba;

and Canada WorId Youth (CWV), a CIDÀ-funded3 development

education exchange, which acted as intermediary and joint

sponsor, because of its previous contacts with the other two

organ izab i ons .

The sÀIS "cahuide" initiated the proposal in order to

increase its expertise in the areas of community development

and education, and to develop a training program for its

community workers, the development technicians (pts) of the

Community Oevelopment Division. The proposal called for a

worker from the SÀIS and one from the Marquis Project to

r SAIS is the Spanish acronym for Agricultural Society of
Social lnteresi. This modél of cooperative land ownership
*"= implemented during the Peruvian agrarian reform of
1970. i provide further details in following sections.
Several good books on the SÀIS model including ones
authored by McCIinLock, Montoya' and Paerregaardr are
listed in the BibtiograPhY.

z officially known as SÀrS "Cahuide"
named in honour of an Incan leader
the Spanish "conquistadores".

Ltd. No.6, this SÀrS is
, Cahuide, who resisted

3 Canadian International Development Agency.
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erork jointly in both Canada and Peru for a total of ten

months. the focus of thi5 work was to be on participatory

community development and education methodologies, promoting

these through training the development technicians (DTs) of

the SÀIS's Community oevelopment Division'

The motivation for the proposal arose out of the SAIS'

analysis of the relationship existing between the workers

the CDD and its member communities. This relationship was'

according to the authors of the SÀIS's Five-Year PIan, char-

acterized by a lack of community participation in the devel-

opment work of the CDD. These authors described the rela-

t ionShip aS "paternal i stic " and "non-part ic ipatory" in

nature (Plan Quinquenal).

This critique and the framework for beginning to address

these problems through training and through a professional

exchange v¡ere contained in the Five-Year PIan or "PIan

Quinquenal" adopted by the General Àssembly of the sÀIS in

April 1987 and again in January of 1988.4 This Five-Year

plan v¡as the result of a tengthy evaluation and planning

process, focusing on both the social and the economic

aspects of the SAIS. The final document contained an evalu-

ative description of conditions in the SÀIS as well as a

general prescriptive plan and direction'

a Changes in the Executive of the SAIS led to a renewed
q;;;;ioning of the Five-Year PIan. Though it was-passed a
Ëecond timé by the General Assembty, it was clear that
there were strong reservations to iL among some of the
delegates and communities.
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The proposed Professional Exchange project v¡as seen as a

means of promoting more participatory working relationships

between the communities and the development technicians

through the development and promotion of participatory com-

munity work strategies and methodologies. The objectives

for this exchange !¡ere outlined in the project proposal as

follows:
1 ) To initiate a program of Exchange of Professionals
having a direct reiationship to.the fields of Education
and community Development both in canada and in Peru.

2, To facilitate experimentation with different methods
and techniques of Education and community Development.

3) To elaborate educational strategies for the develop-
ment of the rural communities, members of the SAIS.

4) To establish a system for the training of rural com-
munity development workers.

5) To experiment with the best methods for the design
of educational materiats appropriate to the cultural
reality of the communities and the means available.

My own involvement aS cooperants in the exchange project

came about tor several reasons. For oner during the preced-

ing years, I had worked with Canada World Youth on develop-

ment education exchanges between Manitoba and Colombia'

During the Manitoban portion of these exchanges I worked in

the Westman region of the province and became involved with

some of the work of the Marquis Project. As a result, I had

established links with both Canada World Youth and the Mar-

quis Pro ject. Furthermore, it vtas in many ways natural- f or

s The term "cooperant"
als Pedro Torres and
the exchange in both

is used to refer to the two individu-
myself who worked together throughout
Manitoba and Peru.
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me to consider work in Latin America, given my familiarity

with both its language and culture' developed during more

than fifteen years of living in Central and South America.

Final]y, the previous faII I had entered the Master of

Social Work program at the University of Manitoba, focusing

on community development and cross cultural social work.

The opportunity, therefore, to work on this Exchange of Pro-

fessionals and to develop a practicum in conjunction with it

was appropriate to both my personal and professional experi-

ences as weII as my academic interests.

Pedro Torres, the Peruvian cooperant, v¡as selected by the

SAIS to participate in this project primarily because of his

position as the staff person with the Education Committee.6

Às such he was responsible for developing community educa-

tion strategies and initiatives and for supporting the edu-

cational objectives of the Community Development Division'

Through participation in this project, Pedro was expected to

contribute to improving the education and community work of

the SÀIS as a whole and to train the community development

techn ic ians ,

6 In the second part of Chapter II I describe lhe organíza-
tional structuie of the SAIS and the Education Committee
with reference to the role of the Ì¡orkers of the Education
Commi ttee .

10



Practicum Obiectives

The proposal for the practicum arose out of the Profes-

sional Exchange project. The practicum and the project on

which it vras based are, therefore, synonymous in many

respects. Important distinctions remain, however, in Sever-

al areas. For one, the practicum focused primarily on the

second ha1f, the Peruvian half of the project. For another,

the practicum had its own objectives which, though consis-

tent with, were separate from those of the exchange project.

The practicum objectives, outlined in the initial Practi-

cum Proposal r vtere as f o1lows:

1 ) To develop greater understanding of the relationship
and the applicãtion of theories of adult education and
of social-change to the process of community develop-
ment in both Peru and Manitoba.

2) To develop skiIIs in the development and application
of technigueã of community devej-opment and education.

3) To develop training strategies and materials for
community development workers of the SAIS "Cahuide" '

4) To increase understanding of the applicability,
across cultural and national boundaries, of strategies
in community development and the training of community
development workers.

These objectives

questions developed

Five of these quest

report. They are:

were given focus through a number of

both before and during the practicum"

ions will be addressed in this practicum

1 ) what was the community work model ernployed by the
SAIS?

11



2) What e¡as the nature of community participation in
the work of the SÀIS's Community Development Division?

3) IrThat f actors impeded the adoption, by the SAIS's
Community Development Division, of participatory meth-
odologies of community work?

4) What factors facilitated the adoption, by the SÀIS's
Community Development Division, of participatory meth-
odologies of community work?

5) What strategies r¡ere most effective in promoting the
acceptance of participatory methodologies of community
work and for what reasons?

lssues Àddressed þ¡ the Practicum

The issues and concerns which the practicum proposed to

address were essentially those identified by the SAIS in the

proposal for the Exchange of Professionals and in its Five-

Year PIan. These rdere defined, by the reports authors,

including members of the CDD and t.he EC, as paternalism and

lack of participation by the member communities of the SÀIS

in the work of the CDD. The SAIS's project proposal posited

these as, primarily, the result of the strategies and meth-

odologies employed by the CDD in its community work.

Through the project they hoped to promote changes in these.

The practicum acceptedr âs its ohrn, both this analytical
premise and the project's overall objective of promotion of

change toward more participatory methodologies.

It is important to note that, while there was this gener-

understanding of t.he need for community participation and

the failure of the CDD to promote it, there was no clear

al

of
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analysis of the exact nature of the CDD's relationship with

the communities nor of the methodologies that h'ere utilized

by the DTs. Consequently, this analysis, in the form of a

needs assessment, was later to become a major part of the

practicum work.

The Prooosed Practicum Intervention
--

The initial Practicum Proposal envisioned the entire

exchange project as the intervention.

this proposal was the development of

based on a needs analysis of the CDÐ. In order to achieve

this, a workplan of five general steps was developed in the

initial proposal. These steps were taken from the educa-

tional model presented by Brundage and MacKeracher (1980) in

which the process consists of: problem assessment ' estab-

lishment of objectives, designing activities to effect

change or learning, and implementation of the designed

activities. These were selected as the most appropriate

method for meeting the objectives of the practicum because

of their flexibility in dealing with the uncertainties

inherent in a project of this nature. As I vrrote in the

Practicum Proposal; "WhiIe ideally v¡e would be able to pro-

ceed through each phase of the project, the implementation

of. the process that I have outlined will allow for concen-

tration of work and research on all or only some of the com-

ponents in response to the circumstances encountered."

The key element of

a training program

13



During the Canadian phase of the exchange the foeus of

the practicum became more clearly centred on the Peruvian

portion of the project, and by the end of this phase a more

specific workplan had been developed. It was upon this work-

plan that we based the majority of the steps we followed

during the Peruvian phase of the project. This workplan con-

sisted of nine steps. The first five represented, in

essence, êD analysis of the models and strategies employed

by the SAIS, through consultation with the various constitu-

ent groups within SAIS. These five v¡ere:

1 ) Meet with the Executive and the management of the
SÀIS to discuss the objectives of the project and the
workplan.

2) Meet with the directors of the Education Committee
and the community Development Division to get a clear
picture of thei; view of the SAIS and the problems
lfricfr they f eel need addressing.

3) Discuss with the Development Technicians of the CDD

their role in the community development process, the
difficulties and successes of their work, and the areas
in which changes are needed.

4) Observe the work of DTs in the communities by accom-
panying them on communitY visits.

5) Meet with community leaders to ascertain their view
of the cDD and the work of the DTs, the problems they
identify and the changes that they would like to see in
this work.

Through implementation of these steps, the first two practi-

cum questions 9¡ere addressed.

The last four steps identified in the tentative workplan

were all part of promoting changes to more participatory

14



community v¡ork methodologies. The first two of these four

were planning steps in which the information gathered in the

preceding analysis would be used to identify problem areas

and needed changes and then to plan activities which would

address these. These stePs were:

6) Bring together all of the information gathered from
the different sources and identify learning needs and
needed changes in relationships and methodologies of
work.

7) Plan learning activities that wiIl address these
needs.

The final two steps were:

8) Implement the learning activities that will promote
the aeËired changes in reÍationships and methodologies.

9) Evaluate the learning activities and the changes
achieved.

Implementation of

for answering the

these final four steps provided the basis

remaining three pracLicum questions.

This workplan, like the initial more general one' allowed

flexibility in designing and implementing learning and

change oriented activities. At the same time, with the ben-

efit of Pedro's invaluable input during the Brandon phase'

it provided an initial framework for conducting an analysis

of the SÀIS' models. As we shall see in the discussion in

Chapter VII, the workplan and the overall objective of pro-

moting participatory methodologies acquire specific focus

through an attempt to promote the DTs' involvement in plan-

ning and implementing two experimental community projects.

15



The Canadian Phase of the Exchanqe Pro'iect

Às the initial canadian phase of the project evolved' a

number of the assumptions with which I and the other members

of Èhe Marquis Project steering committeeT entered the

project were challenged. Based on these assumptions we had

developed the initial objectives for this phase. These Yrere:

1 ) To research and experiment with techniques in commu-
nity education and develoPment'

2) To plan a training program for community developrnent
workers of the SAIS-

3) To develop educational resources for use with this
training program.

The challenges with which reality confronted our assumptions

resulted in changes to some of the objectives and activities

of the Brandon phase and led to the concentration of the

practicum on the Peruvian Phase.

In the first place, whereas the project proposal called

for the training of the community development workers of the

SAIS, it became clear that Pedro had doubts about the com-

mitment of the sAIS to a training program' and about whether

it would be possible to actually conduct a formal training

exercise. In an interim report during the Brandon phase I

wrote:

7 From the outset a steering committee, composed of Marquis
ãtuff, board members and èommunity members, was formed to
õt;;-åiiection and support to the project. tÏtl: group
ãhould not be confused- with the working group that was

establisheC upon my arrival in Peru'

16



the situation within the SAIS and their commitment to
the training itself is less than clear. Pedro is appre-
hensive tha[ direct training will be impossible... The
idea then, of planning and conducting a formal training
program in which t.hey [ors] would all p?5! ic ipate i s
þerñ.ps unrealistic. What seems more.possible to us is
lo pfán for less formal ways in which needs can be
assässed, suggestions and help offered, and the benefit
of some changes demonstrated.

Second1y, while we had anticipated that there would have

been a preliminary needs analysis completed which would

specify training needs and objectives and on v¡hich to base

the planning for training activities and the selection of

community work and education themes for researched during

the Manitoba phase, this was in fact not the case. Planning

the specifics of training and selecting methodologies for

transfer to the SÀIS, which had been objectives of the Bran-

don phase, was consequently made more difficult.

Finally, we had also assumed Pedro would have an academic

and experiential background similar to that of myself and

Lhe Marquis Staff and that he would have a working knowledge

of English. The reality of the situation was that differenc-

es in educational and practical backgrounds dictated that

considerable Èime be spent arriving at mutual understandings

of ideas and concepts related to community education and

development. A language barrier afso created real difficul-

ties for Pedro's direct involvement in vtork in Manitoba and

Iimited both what he could share with and learn from his

colleagues here.

17



As a result of these circumstances the objectives of. the

Brandon phase were altered to more realistically reflect

what the steering committee believed would be possible to

achieve during the five months in Brandon. These vrere:

1 ) Provide Pedro with a cultural orientation and lan-
guage training.
2) Àrrive at a mutual understanding of our respective
organizations, their work orientations, and the devel-
opment work in which they were involved.

3) Begin to identify some potential training needs of
the DTs.

Ð plan and implement activities that would allow
learning and expeiimentation in these identified areas
of need.

5) Compile resources for use in the sAIS'

As is evident from these objectives, there vtas a shift

from the development of a formal training program to a more

flexible approach. In this approach, the focus was on acqui-

sition of experience and resources to be applied, where pos-

sible, in accordance with the reality of the Peruvian situ-

ation upon arrival. It was also as a result of these same

circumstances, and as a result of the need to limit the

scope of the practicum, that the decision was made to focus

the practicum on the Peruvian portion of the exchange.

Overview of the Practicum RePort

This report will focus primarily on a discussion of the

five questions which embody the practicum objectives and on

18



a description of the processes and work through which these

vrere addressed. FolIowing the introduction contained in

this first chapter, Chapter II describes relevant elements

of the historical, socio-economic, and political context

within which the SÀIS operated. The last part of this chap-

ter wiIl outline the organízational structure of the SÀIS'

Chapter III presents an overview of the entire practicum

work in order for the reader to be familiar, in a general

sense, with the Sequence of events. Chapter IV develops a

three-point framework of community work variables, and

reviews orientations to community work found in the litera-

ture. In Chapter V this framework is used to describe the

model of community work employed by the SÀIS, thus answering

the f irst practicum question: 1 ) t^Ihat v¡as the community work

model employed bY the SAIS?

In Chapter VI the focus becomes the nature of community

participation in the work of the Community Development Divi-

sion. In the first part of this chapter, I develop a frame-

work to review the nature of community participation on the

basis of three questions: Why should?...Who within the com-

munity should?. .-. and How should the community participate?

The second part of this chapter applies this framework to an

analysis of community participation in the SÀIS and answers

the second practicum question: 2) What was the nature of

community participation in the work of the SAIS's Community

Development Division?

19



Chapter VII describes the process designed for promoting

change in the community work orientation and methodologies

of the DTs, discussing the development of this strategy, its

application, and its subsequent modification. In Chapter

VIII the results of the initial and the modified change

strategies are analyzed using the Force Field Analysis. In

this chapter the final three practicum questions are

answered:

3 ) t{hat f actors impeded the change to
methodologies of communitY work?

4) What factors facilitated the change to
methodologies of communitY work?

5) What strategies were most effective in
acceptance of participatory methodologies
reasons ?

part ic ipatory

part ic ipatory

promoting the
and for what

FinaIly, Chapter IX Summarizes the practicum experience and

learning, identifying implications for community work.

20



CHAPTER II

A CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND TO THE PRÀCTICUM T^7ORK

In order to more fully understand the work of this prac-

ticum, it is necessary to have an appreciation of the his-

torical, socio-economic and political context in which it

took p1ace. In this chapter I will briefly describe the

most important elements of this context, addressing specifi-

caIIy: the socio-economic reality of the highland regions;

the racial and ethnic relationsi the feudal history; the

period of "Revolutionary Government of the Armed Forces";

and the current economic and political crisis. Each of

these themes is relevant to the nature of the SÀIS "Cahuide"

and to the forces which shape its internal relations, the

patterns of community work, and the change processes it

experiences. In the second section of this chapter, I will

describe the organizational structure of the SAIS.

The Socio-Economic Realitv of the Peruvian Hiqhlands

The SÀIS "Cahuide" is located in the highland departments

of Junin and Huancavelica. Peruvian geographers refer to

three distinct geographical regions: coast ("costa"), high-

lands ("sierra"), and jungle ("selva"). The coastal region

has been the centre of Peruvian political power and wealth

since the time of Spanish colonization (Cuibat, 1987; Palm-

êfr 1980). Rodrigo Montoya (1987 ) underlines the underde-
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velopment of the highlands and its subordinate economic,

social, potitical and cultural role in relation to the

coast. He argues that the State has been unable to imple-

ment policies capable of addressing the basic needs of the

highlands but has instead concentrated social and economic

development in the urban coastal centres.

Though the department of Junin, in which the majority of

the communities of the SÀIS "Cahuide" 1ie, is better off

t,han are Some of the other highland departments such as Aya-

cucho, Puno, or Àncash (Montoya, 1987), these same realities

help shape the tife and attitudes of the campesinoss and

workers within the SAIS. The introduction to the SAIS's

Five-Year PIan (1987) outlines these conditions as they

relate to the SAIS (p1an Quinquenal). The figures presented

in t.his document support the argument made by Montoya

regarding the failure of the government policies, particu-

Iarly agrarian reform, to address the needs of the high-

Iands. These conditions are criÈical for the SAIS in that

they provide a ready target for its internal and external

opponents whose stance influences the range of options open

to the SAIS and the direction it takes.

I Commonly refered to Spanish words such as "campesino",
"haCendådg", "cOmunerO", etcetera. wil1 appear in quota-
tions at first reference, accompanied by explanatory or
contextual notes. Àfter this they will generally appear
in normal script $¡ithout quotation marks.
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Racial/ethnic Relations

While Peruvian society today consists largely of a

racially mixed population in which the concept of "Indian"

as a racial construct has lost much of its meaning, the dis-

tinctions between Indian and non-Indian on ethnic grounds

remain highty significant (Montoya , 1987; Gran , 1 983).

These distinctions are made primarily on the basis of educa-

tion, language, and such life style factors as clothing and

diet. To have adopted the Spanish language and cultural

practices defines one as mestizos rather than Indian. This

contributes to the individual being accorded a generaIly

higher leve1 of prestige within Peruvian society and to per-

sonal feelings of superiority. These in turn reinforce the

generally hierarchical nature of Peruvian society and are a

frequent Source of tension between those who have adopted

western customs and those who have not (del Prado ' 1973).

This tension is present within the SAIS and, in many cases'

aggravates the problems of mistrust and miscommunication

between the campesinos and the SÀIS authorities and develop-

ment technicians. 1 o

s The word "mestizo" referS to a person Of mixed European
and Indian ancestry who has, particularly in the Peruvian
case, adopted weétern cultural values and ascended the
soc ietal- hierarchY.

1o This tension is also found in Peruvian fiction, particu-
larIy the works of Jose Maria Arquedasr âs a_?truggle
pitting the desire for an inversion of the world and a

ieturn-of the Inca and to Incan vrays against the pressure
and need to compromise and accept Western values'
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Feude! HistorY

Both the pre-colonial period, in which the Incas subju-

gated other tribes in forming their hierarchical theocracy'

and the subsequent conquest and colonization of Peru by the

Spanish have led to the strong sense of hierarchy in the

current systemll (PaImer, 1980). During the period of the

Spanish colony, from 1570 to 1821, Indians vrere removed from

their lands and placed on "reducciones" (reservations) where

it was hoped thaÈ they could be controlled and "civilized"'

Much of their land was sold to Spanish and creolle landown-

erS, Or "hacendadoS", beginning a process which conSolidated

Iand in the hands of the oligarchy and reduced to serfdom

increasing numbers of Andean peasants (Marett, 1969;

Bourque, 1985). Hacendados also enlarged their holdings by

i1Iega1 encroachment on the communal lands surrounding their
,,haciendas", (Bourque, 1985; CeIats, 1986; HopkinS, 1980).

By the 1960's virtually all of the best land in the high-

Iands was owned bY the hacendados, and the majoritY of the

campesinos were forced to work in a feudal relationship with

these landowners (Àstiz, 1969; Bourricaud , 1970; Marett '
1969; McCIintock, 1 981 ) .

1 1 Frederick Pike (1972) suggests that there were paralleIs
between the Incan and Spañish hierarchies that aided the-onquest by facilitatiñg the shift _ of allegiance from
tncán authoiity symbots !o those of the Spanish'
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This feudal relationship and the unequal distribution of

Iand from which it arose affected not only past relaLions

between hacendados and campesinos but also the contemporary

interactions between campesinos and development technicians

and other authorities. McClintock (1981) contributes sig-

nificantly to this idea with her application of the concept

of "clientelism" to Peruvian land tenure. Clientelism is

"a private, hierarchical relationship between people of
unequal staLus, based on expectations of mutual
exchange... In such a relationship, the client must
adopt ãttitudes and behavior that are deferential and
individualistic, accepting the inequality and atomiza-
tion that the relationship aSsumes. r' (t"fcClintock, 1981 :
p.G5)

Drawing on the criteria developed by scott (1972) and

Powell (1970) McClintock describes a system in which the

hacendado held secure ownership and maintained close control

over the campesino's contacts with outsiders. In this Sys-

Lem the campesino depended on the goodwill of the hacendado.

She claims that it resulted in mistrust among campesinos by

promoting the concept of "limited good'l12 and by forcing the

campesino clients to depend dírectly on the patron for all

their needs. It also caused campesinos to be reluctant to

participate in any form of organization, and created fear of

and deference to the hacendado and competition between cam-

12 The concept of "limited good" is used by George Foster
(1965) to explain distrust and resistance to change. He
argues that these characteristics of peasant society
reãult from a belief that there is a finite amount of
goods which can be attained only at a cost to others. In
[fte Peruvian context, this belief , prornoted by the
"hacendado", 1ed "campesinos" into conflict with one
another "
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pesinos on and off the haciendas.l3 Within the SAIS the

residual effect of this system manifests itself in the

strained relations between campesinos and the SAIS's devel-

opment technicians and authorities.

The Revolutionarv Government of the Armed Forces: 1 968-1 980

For more than forty years a Iow intensity conflict exist-

ed between the oligarchy and the popular classes. It was

characterized by class struggle, land invasions, and

strikes. When in the 1960's, against the backdrop of failed

national reforms, the military was called to the service of

the highland oligarchy to suppress campesino uprisings, its

leaders concluded that a civilian government was incapabJ-e

of resolving the crisis. ÀS a result, in October 1968, the

Revolutionary Government of the Armed Forces was declared,

and General Juan Velasco Alvarado assumed the role as head

of state.

When the military assumed power, General Velasco Alvarado

declared the start of a "fulIy participatory social democra-

cy" (velasco, 1972 cited in McClintock 1981). Despite the

fact that by 1980 disillusionment with the revolutionary

1 3 These conclusions are supported by
CorneI University's work in the
(oobyns 1971). cesar Fonseca ( 1 985 )

the Lendency to view the campesinos
grouping. He argues that. differentiat
between campesinos has long been
highland communiÈies.

the findings of the
community of vicos

also v¡arns against
as an homogeneous

ion and exploitation
a characteristic of
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experiment was such that previously discredited and deposed

President Belaunde was returned to power, the period of mil-

itary government has teft a lasting impression on both

Peru's socio-economic structure and on its psyche. Govern-

ment pronouncements which emphasízed "authentic participa-

tion", whatever their true intent, vfere a critical part of

this. The adoption, during this period, of the language of

popular participation raised the expectations of the masses

of campesinos I a (Gorman , 1982; McClintock, 1 981 ; Palmer,

1980). While these expectations have never been fulfiIled'

they persist as vague objectives in the minds of many rural

people and stimulate demands for change within the SAIS.

For this reason the military government'S failed attempts to

forge a new relationship with the citizenry, are crucial to

the present-day relations within the SÀIS.

The agrarian reform which began in 1969 s¡as perhaps the

most significant reform of the Velasco regime. It was car-

ried out by the transfer of land from the hacendados to the

campesinos through one of tvro organizational structures,

Àgrarian Production Cooperatives (Ceps) or Agrarian Social

rnterest Societies (Serss) . CAPs Y¡ere f ormed by the trans-

fer of single haciendas to the workers of that hacienda and

?¡ere the form adopted on the wealthy coastal plantations.

The SAIS model, reserved for the sierra, involved the trans*

14 It was not uncommon during my discussions with campesinos
and workers for them to quote slogans from the "revolu-
tionary" period to protest or appeal situations within
the SAIS.
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fer of several neighbouring haciendas, en bloc, to the work-

ers and the peasants of adjacent communities. In this mod-

el, land ownership was not granted to the campesinos on an

individual basis, but to the SÀIS as a collective' control-

Ied by a General Assembly of community delegates.

It is estimated that, in actual fact, the agrarian reform

had a direct benefit for only 15 to 25 percent of the rural

population (Gran, 1 983; McCl-intock, 1 981 ; Stein, 1 985) . The

result was that the agrarian reform created two classes of

campesinos, those who benefitted from the reform as their

communities attained membership in one of the cooperatives,

and those in campesino communities which received no land

and no benefits (Gianotten and de Wit 1987; McCIintock,

1981, 1982; Lowenthal and McCIintock, 1983) fn addition to

this form of differentiation between campesino communities,

within individual member communities, the wealthiest campe-

sinos benefitted disproportionately because of their greater

ability to take advantage of the services and infrastruc-

tures provided (Bourque, 1985; Fonseca' 1985; Mosley,

1984).1s Much of the opposition to the SAIS, both internal

and external, and the pressure which is being brought to

bear upon the model stems from this differentiation. It has

set the stage for invasions of the SÀIS's production units

by neighbouring communities passed over by the agrarian

1s David Palmer (1980) shows how similar differentiation
took place within the fishing and mining sectors and, in
addition, affecLed not only economic benefits but also
political partic iPation "
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reform and by member communities disenchanted with

share of the benefits of agrarian reform.

their

Internal destabilizing pressures also exist within the

sÀIS model. Rodrigo Montoya (1974), in his study of the

SÀIS "Cahuide", identifies confIicts between constituent

groups which he suggests are inherent in the Structure of

the SAIS. These conflicts wiIl be discussed in later chap-

ters as I look in more detail at the nature of the SÀIS and

the relations between its members.

Overall, the agrarian reform did not live up to campesino

expectations, either in scope or in substance. It did not

provide the promised participatory relationship, but was'

instead, a continuation of the top down model. Though land

ownership was altered in Some instances, attitudes remained

largely the same and new hierarchical relationships devel-

oped to replace the old, Ieaving campesinos with IittIe real

increase in influence (Hopkins, 1985).

the Current Crisis

The failureS of the "Revolutionary" government to command

widespread support, of the Agrarian reform to increase pro-

duction enough to keep pace with population increases, and

of the industrial strategy to take hold created the condi-

tions for the electoral return of the deposed president
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Belaunde. Since his return and the subsequent election

Alan Garcia in 1985, the political and economic crisis

Peru has gror¡n markedlY s¡orse.

The political crisis is highlighted by the sharp increase

in guerrilla activity. In May 1980 the Sendero Luminosol6

initiated its campaign of armed insurrection with the bomb-

ing of baIlot boxes in the highland department of Àyacucho.

In the nine years since then, their influence and range of

action has increased to the point that they represent a

serious threat to the military's ability to contain their

spread. For the SAISs of the central highlands they are a

particularly acute threat. Sendero has openly declared that

the SÀIS's must be destroyed because of their alliance with

the "capitalist and imperialist" state. In keeping with this

objective SÀIS workers have been attacked and kilted, and

SAIS property has been destroyed on several occasions.

The widespread economic crisisrtT the acute population

pressure on the rural lands and the guerrilla war in the

country side are creating steady migration from rural to

urban areas. The shortage of land is at the same time one

l 6 "Sendero Luminosotr, or the Shining Path (a reference to
the the revolutionary road of Peruvian marxist Jose Car-
Ios Mariategui) is the principal guerrilla group employ-
ing a maoiét strategy of v¡ar in the countryside. in an
efiort to encircle and cut off the cities from their sup-
ply of food"

17 A price freeze at the beginning of 1988 was broken push-
inã prices across the board up 33% in March of that year.
rnflãtion for the first quarter of 1989 stood at 48%.

of

in
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the most severe sources of tension within the SAIS, creating

open conflict between communities who wish to divide the

SÀIS land and those who wish to maintain the integrity of

the organization and its properties. This conflict has been

contributed to by the policies of both the Belaunde and Gar-

cia governments which have sought to privatize many coopera-

tives, and have changed the status of campesino communities

through the new "Ley de Comunidades Campesinas" (Eckstein,

1983). This new law shifts the focus of development from

the SÀIS cooperative model to that of the individual commu-

nitieS or to So-caIled "multi-cOmmunal enterpriSeS", under-

mining the SAIS' ability to act as a catalyst for develop-

ment within its member communities.

Summary

In outlining the environmental conditions in which the

SAIS exists I have highlighted several points of relevance

to the practicum. First of all, the historical relations of

a hierarchicat nature t.hat extended from the Incan empire

through the colonial era and were Strongly manifested in the

clientelist feudal system of the haciendas set the Stage for

present day relations within the SAIS.

In addition, the period of military rule was extremely

important both for t.he creation of the concrete structures

of the agrarian reform model (ie. the SAIS itself) and for
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the creation of expectations of and attitudes toward partic-

ipation and community development. Subsequent civilian gov-

ernments, in reversing some of the reform programs, have

heightened rural tensions and undermined the SAIS model.

These tensions and threats affect bot.h the present nature of

the work done by the SÀIS and the possibility of methodolo-

gical changes to that work. Finally, the current crisis

has, while exacerbating Èhe external and internal pressures

on the SAIS, created a national climate of tension and inse-

curity which, in itself, affects the options available to

all parties.

SAIS ORGANIZÀTIONÀL SÎRUCTURE

The SÀrS "Cahuide" Ltd. No.6, with which r had the privi-

lege of working, v¡as created under the Law of Àgrarian

Reform No.1 77116 on Àpril 17 , 1971 . In the following pages I

will provide a brief summary of its organízaEional struc-

ture, with particular reference to the Education Committee

and the Community Development Division. It was with these

two organs of the SÀIS that I worked most closely.

The SAIS "Cahuide" was forrned by the expropriation of

seven haciendas in the highlands surrounding the city of

Huancayo. These lands vrere turned over to its current twen-

ty-nine members to be administered collectively through the

General Àssembly, the Executive, and the other administra-
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tive bodies established for that purpose. The head offices

for these entities are located in the city of Huancayo. The

ex-haciendas themselves vrere converted into what are known

as production units (PUs). These are owned by the SAIS and

its members, providing employment and the financial resourc-

es necessary for reinvestment, distribution, and the provi-

sion of services to the members. The twenty-nine members of

the SAIS include the twenty-eight neighbouring campesino

communities and the workers' cooperative, Cooperativa AIta

Sierra, into which the workers of the SAIS have organized

themselves.

The objectives of the SAIS are articulated in its found-

ing statute and target the economic and social development

of the member communities and of the collectively owned pro-

duction units. They are:

1) To constitute a socio-economic organization contrib-
uting to the social well being of its members' serving
as a dynamic agent for the establishment of a united
ente rpr i se .

2) To improve the systems of agricultural and Iivestock
production leading to increases in production and pro-
ductivity.
3) To commercialize and industrialize the production of
its members and of the SÀIS itself.

4) To modernize cultivation and animal husbandry
through knowledge and application of advanced tech-
nique- which permit the rational use of human and capi-
ta1 resources and contribute to locaI, rê9ional, and
national development in keeping with the Development
PIan for the agricultural sector.

5) To raise the social' economic, and cultural levels
of the member communities and their constituents.
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6) To create new sources of production
for the members, diversifying the exploi
ral resources. (Plan Quinquenal)

and employment
tation of natu-

Constituent Groups within the SÀIS

The SÀIS's founding statutes dictate that the twenty-

eight communities and the workers cooperative are the legal-

]y constituted members. Nevertheless, within Lhese twenty-

nine bodies, there are distinct constituencies. The three

main ones are the campesinos of the member communities or

"comuneros", the SAIS workers, and the management of the

SAIS. In many cases these overlap so thatrfor exampler some

workers, are also "comunerosr'. WhiIe on the Surface theSe

may seem to be easily identifiable groups, the subgroups and

the conflicting interests that exist within and betvreen them

make their identification both more difficult and more

important.

a)''@''.''Comunero5''arethecampe5inosregis-
tered as heads of households in the member communities.

They form the largest constituency within the SÀIS. Comune-

ros can be divided in two groups, those who reside in the

community and those who, though stiIl considered residents

for purposes of land ownership, voting, and office-holding'

reside outside the community, usually in Huancayo. The fact

that a large number of the delegates and executives of the
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SAIS reside in Huancayo is significant given the current

political struggles.

b) Workers. The second major constituency, the workers,

also includes important subdivisions. Foremost are the cam-

pesino workers of the production units. These workers ldere

the campesinos of the former haciendas and have in many cas-

es lived for generations on the land, though, importantly'

r.rithout ownership. These workers are not considered "comune-

ros'l since they are not residents in any of the member com-

munities. They are represented ín the SAIS by the workers

cooperative, Cooperativa Alta Sierra.

In addition to these campesino workers of the production

units there are also comunero workers. These are workers

who, while employed on the production units or in the Huan-

cayo office, are residents and members of a SÀIS community.

These workers are associated to the SÀIS both through mem-

bership in the communities and through membership in the

workers cooperative. This dual representation is important

to note because, in the debate over the SAIS's organizat ion-

aI control of the production units versus division of these

units among the member communities r many of these workers

find themselves in a position of conflicting interests.

The third group of workers are those who come from out-

side the SÀIS itself" Many come from Huancayo or from sur-

rounding towns, orr in some cases, from as far away as Lima
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on

Cusco. Of aII the groups, this is the one most dependent

the continued existence of the SÀIS for employment.

within this practicum the workers with whom we are pre-

dominantly concerned are the development technicians of the

Community oevelopment Division. The majority of these, with

a few important exceptions, are from outside of the SÀIS.

While they have connections to the SAIS by virtue of being

employees and through representation in the workers coopera-

tive, they do not share the ties which come from being resi-

dents of a SAIS community or even from being campesino resi-

dents of one of the production units.

c) Manasement. Management of the SÀIS is comprised of

the hired administrators and the elected Executive Council.

These hired administrators are the Executive Director and

the various departmental directors who are almost without

exception hired from outside of the SÀIS. The Executive

Council includes the Fiscal and Administrative CounciIs. Its

members are comuneros elected to Serve aS delegates to the

General Àssembly and then elected by the General Assembly to

either the Fiscal or Àdministrative Councils.

Àdministrative and Orqanizational Bodies

a) General Assemb1v. The General Assembly of the SAIS is

its "supreme governing body". It is composed of two dele-
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gates elected from each of the t$¡enty-eight communities and

from the workers' cooperative, making a total of fifty-eight
(59) delegates. It is obliged to meet at least twice a

year. Àt the year end meeting, the members of the Executive

are elected from among the delegates.

It is worthwhile noting the disparity in numbers between

the delegates representing workers and those representing

"comuneros" and the disproportionate influence this accords

the communities. The workers which total aproximately one

thousand are represented by two delegates, while the commu-

nities are represented by fifty-six delegates. This becomes

important in light of some of the conflicting interests

which exist between these constituencies. These wiIl be

discussed in more detail in later chapters, but suffice it

to say here that, while the workers depend on the SAIS for

employment, some of the communities believe it would be in

their best interests to discontinue the SAIS, dividing the

land and assets among them. Since it is the workers that

depend most directly on the SÀIS for their employment, this

is a source of considerable tension.

b) Fiscal Council. The Fiscal Council is one arm of the

Executive. It is composed of five members and is responsi-

ble for the fiscal control and auditing of aII of the activ-

ities of the Executive Council and of the SAIS in general,
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including the Production Units and the member communities

where necessary.

c) Administrative CounciI. The Administrative Council,

Lhe second arm of the Executive, is made up of six delegates

also elected from the General Àssembly. They are jointly

responsible for "directing the administrative course of the

SAIS. ". administering the economic resources in harmony with

the Àgrarian Reform Law... establishing, negotiating, and

Iegalizing contracts, c.onventions, publications, and other

documents necessary for the administrative, economic, and

financial progress of the SÀIS... " (article 50). Both the

Fiscal and Administrative Councils are ful1 time bodies

whose members operate out of the head office in Huancayo.

d) Executive Director. The Executive Director is

appointed by the federal Ministry of Àgrarian Reform, and is

responsible to the Administrative Council- and through it to

the General Àssembly for the implementation of the policy'

plans, and dictates of these bodies. Beneath the director

there are three divisions or departments: the Community

Development Division (COO), the Commercialization Division,

and the Administrative Division. I will describe the CDD in

more detail below, since it is the division with which this

practicum was most concerned" The other two are responsible
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for the marketing of the products of the productions units,

and for administrative and logistical support, respectively.

e) Community Development Division. The Community Devel-

opment Division was formed to promote the "integrated devel-

opment" of the twenty-eight member communities. Officially

there are nine sectorS or departments under the Director of

the CDD. Five of these fall under the umbrella of technical

assistance: agriculture, veterinary services, business,

forestry, and infrastructure. In addition there are provi-

sions in the organizational plan for departments of educa-

tion, health, social services, and research. In reality, of

these last four, only the departments of social services and

health are presently staffed.

In total there are twenty-five workers in the CDD. In

addition to the professionals associated with each depart.-

ment this includes the director, three drivers, and three

machine operators. While at present the CDD is organized

along professional or sectoral Iines, one of the changes

called for by the Five-Year PIan is for the CDD to form muI-

ti-disciplinary regional teams. Each team would work in one

of four "operation zones" into which the SAIS would be geo-

graphically divided.
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f) Education Committee. The Education Committee (eC) is

charged with the responsibility of formulating and imple-

menting education and training policies for the personnel

and the communities of the SAIS. The EC is directly respon-

sible to the Administrative Council and is composed of three

members chosen from the management team. Its president is

automatically the person selected as first speaker of the

Executive Council.l8 The other members of the EC are chosen

by the Administrative Council and the Executive Director"

In addition to its managerial members, the EC has two fuIl

time employees and a part time secretary who coordinate and

implement iÈs educational plans and programs. The majority

of these programs are carried out in support of and in coor-

dination with the Community Development Division.

With the foregoing description of the SÀIS and its organ-

izat.ional structures aS a reference point, the following

chapter wilI outline, in general terms, the practicum work.

I I This manner of selecting a president for the Education
Committee, in which the position is assumed by virtue of
one'S occupying another albeit unrelated administrative
post, has ltre-potential to place someone unfamiliar with
It¡e educational needs and policies of the SAIS in a posi-
tion of considerable importance to these
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CHÀPTER

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF

III

THE PRACTICUM WORK

This chapter is intended to provide a brief overview of

the work done in this practicum. The objective here is not

to analyze what transpired but rather to familiarize the

reader, in a general wây, with the seguence of events, the

main activities and the general atmosphere within which the

work took place. More detailed description wilI be included

in the analytical portions of this report.ls

Obiectives

As I noted in Chapter I, a shift in the workplan and the

specific objectives of the exchange project had begun to

take place during the Brandon phase. Whereas the original

optimistic intent had been to develop a tentative training

program for the DTs, before going to Peru, this had not been

possible due, in part, to a lack of information concerning

the needs of the Community Development Division. Neverthe-

less, in the Peruvian phase, it was still our initial intent

to carry through with a relatively formal training program.

The workplan prepared at the end of the Canadian phase was

to be the vehicle for developing this. While, as we shall

see, the idea of a formal training program began to fade

't s The reader i s remi nded thaÈ
regarding the development, during
the workplan employed during the
has been provided in ChaPter I of

background information
the Canadian phase, of
practicum work in Peru
this report.
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quickly upon our arrival in Peru, the steps outlined in the

workplan remained valid in the overall plan of promoting

participatory rnethodologies. The overall objective of the

Peruvian phase and of the practicum work remained the promo-

tion of participatory community work methodologies through

implement,ation of the workplan. Likewise, the Iearning

objectives of the practicum continued to acquire their focus

through the five questions listed in Chapter I.

Orientation

The first thing that vlas needed upon my arrival to Peru

was a period of orientation to the SÀIS and the work of the

CDD. This involved activities for both my general orienta-

tion to the geographic and socio-cultural environment as

well as to the specific aims and objectives of the SAIS in

regard to this project. To this end I met with the direc-

tors of the various departments within the SAIS, with mem-

bers of the Executive, and with workers. During this period

I also made several short visits to the nearby SAIS communi-

ties and accompanied DTs on their community visits. It was

possible as I had anticipated in the tentative workplan to

begin to use these activities as a preliminary assessment of

the community work model and community participation in the

SAI S.

During this initial orientation many of my conversations

with the management, executive membersr and DTs focused on
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my role in the SAIS. It was here that the shift away from

the idea of a formal training program as the outcome of Lhe

workplan was completed. It became clear almost immediately

that, though the management and executive of the SAIS wanted

to see changes in the DTs relationship to the communities, a

formal training program was not envisioned by any of the

actors, with the exception of the Canada World Youth adjunct

to the SAIS.20

In some llays my role was unclear for almost everyone

within the SAIS. The DTs initially confused my presence

with that of previous exchange students.2l The Executive had

for the most part been replaced since the proposal for the

exchange project had been approved in the Y¡inter of 1987.

While they understood that Pedro and I were to aid in the

implementation of parts of the Five-Year PIan, Some werer âS

I soon discovered, actually opposed to this plan. These mem-

bers were likewise either sceptical of orr in a few cases

even hostile to, the exchange project and its objectives.

CWY employed a Peruvian to work part time with the SÀIS
as a community development advisor and promoter of spe-
cial projects. It was this person who presented the ini-
tial proposal to the Marquis Project and, in retrospect,
was like1y its principal author.

Canada World Youth had previously placed students (aged
17-21) in the SAIS communities to learn about the devel-
opment issues of rural Peru through living and working
with campesino families. The role of these students was
simply to learn from their host families by sharing their
experiences and did not involve any attempt to advise or
assist in the SÀIS's work.

20

21
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Fortunately, there were also members of the senior man-

agement who viewed the exchange in a manner sinilar to the

way in which we understood it and were supportive in seeking

r{ays in r¡hich we could work with the DTs. One of the most

significant of these was the Executive Ðirector who provided

considerable support at the outset, but who was seriously

injured in an attack

practicum.2 2

by gunmen during the course of the

The result of these factors was that, while the objective

remained the promotion of participatory methodologies, it

became clear that this would have to be achieved outside the

context of a formal training program.23 In addition, the

atLitudes and lack of understanding of the project which

were encountered during the initial orientation made it

imperative for me to develop an understanding with the DTs,

independent of any formal agreement, which would aIlow us to

work together in addressing the question of participatory

22 Although initiatty attributed to Sendero Luminoso, it
seems more likely that this attack was perpetrated by
hostile members within the SAIS communities. In many
$rays it was this incident which confirmed the difficul-
ties of carrying out a training initiative in the exist-
ing circumstances and, more importantly, signalled the
impending collapse of the SAIS "Cahuide" as an institu-
tion.

23 Às I have mentioned, this development vras one that I had,
to some degree, been prepared for by Pedro during the
Brandon phase. He had on a number of occasions expressed
reservations about the possibility of conducting a formal
training program. These reservations seemed to be based
largely on what he felt yras his subordinate position rel-
ative to the DTs, due in large part to his lack of formal
educat i on .
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community work.

The Workinq Group and the Work Plan

It was also during the orientation period described above

that a working group coalesced to provide advice and direc-

tion to the project. This group was composed ol, in addition

to Pedro and myself, the CWY adjunctr24 the president of the

Education Committee, and the director of the Community

Ðevelopment Division. Other members of the SAIS management'

including the president of the Àdministrative Council and

the director of the Personnel Department periodically

attended the meetings of this group and provided feedback to

ir.

The principal role of the working group was to finalize a

workplan for the Peruvian portion of the exchange. To this

end Pedro and I presented the tentative workplan that we had

developed during the Canadian portion. The steps outlined

in this plan were accepted and later elaborated on by this

group. In this workplan we then had the first steps of a

strategy for attempting to promote change in the community

v¡ork of the CDD.

24 Canada World Youth employed a Peruvian who v¡as Seconded
to the SAIS as a community work consultant and liaison
with international non-governmental organizations. It was
this individual, Cesar Salgado, who first came to Brandon
to discuss the project with the Brandon working group"
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The initial steps identified by the working group were to

conduct an analysis of the community work model used by the

CÐD and the nature of community participation in the work of

the CDD. The information gathered through this analysis was

to be used in identifying, with the CDD, the areas in which

changes in their methodologies were needed as well as to

help the working group plan strategies for promoting these

changes. It is this information that is presented in Chap-

ters V and VI, answering the first two of the five practicum

questions. Following the analysis a more detailed plan v¡as

developed to promote the changes.

Analysis of Communitv Work and Communitv Participation

The analysis itself was carried out through interviews

and discussions with DTs, administration, and community mem-

bers. Both the methodology and the results of these inter-

views are discussed in some detail in Chapter V. Many of

these took place while vre participated in aspects of the

regularly scheduled work of the Community Development Divi-

sion and the Education Committee. The existence and goals

of the exchange project did not free Pedro from his other

responsibilities as staff person with the Education Commit-

tee. Throughout the Peruvian phase he and, to a lesser

extent, I were called upon to perform a variety of tasks for

Èhe EC which had Iittle direct relevance to the project

objectives.
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One of the more significant of these assignments was the

"Bajada de Basestr.25 The Bajada consisted of a series of

meetings between representatives of all of the departments

and councils within the the SAIS and the General Àssemblies

of the conmunities.26 The intent was to establish a dialogue

in which the programs and actions of the SÀIS could be both

explained and questioned and in which the communities could

put forward their concerns. In keeping with its mandate to

formulate and implement education and communication policy,

the Education Committee was responsible for coordinating the

"Bajada de Bases". This work became a major task for Pedro

aS staff person with the Education Committee. For myself it

provided an excellent opportunity to become immersed in the

work of the EC and the CDD. Though the Bajada vtas essen-

tially a failure in terms of its formally stated purposer2T

it provided an excellent opportunity for us to engage commu-

nity members in discussion and provided a detailed look at

their views on the work of the CDD. In this way it also con-

25 This translates roughly to "going to the bases". WhiIe
these meetings had, according to the comuneros of Caram-
par been a regular part of the SAIS during the years
immediately following the agrarian reform, it was only on
Pedro's initiative after his return from the Canadian
phase of the exchange that they vrere reintroduced.

Each community has a General Assembly composed of the
members of that community and in which the comuneros of
the community decide communal issues. For an informative
discussion oi traditional and legal forms of authority
and organization within campesino communities see Paerre-
gaards (198) or de1 Prado (1973).

As I explain below, the fact that the appropriate SÀIS
represeñtatives declined to attend denied the communities
the opportunity to participate in a fuIl dialogue.

26

27
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tributed significantly to the analysis of the community work

modet and of community participation in the SAIS.

In large part the failure of the Bajada þras due to the

lack of participation by members of the management team'

both Executive Council members and departmental directors.

Many of these people declined to attend despite the fact

that it was management itself which had endorsed these meet-

ings. In many cases, if Executive Council members attended

meetings at all, it was only in their home communities.

As members of the Education Committee, Pedro and I were

sent to the communities of the left margin2s to carry on the

meetings. The president of the Education Committee instruct-

ed us to explain the Five-Year PIan, and respond to any

questions or concerns that the communities might have.

Clear1y we were in no capacity to represent all of the SAIS

perSonnel who should have been in attendance, and we could

not, therefore, fulfill all of the formal objectives of the

Bajada. Instead vre were able to turn these meetings into

discussions out of which emerged considerable information

about the concerns of the communities particularly in

regards to the work of the CDD.

zB The Mantaro River is used as a geographic reference
point. Communities which are located to the north of the
ãastward flowing river are referred to as the left margin
and those to the south as the right margin.
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Other work in which I was involved during this analysis

portion of the practicum and which provided information for

the analysis of the community work and participation includ-

ed: facilitating a vocational orientation workshop for stu-

dents from the SÀIS communities; participating in a communi-

ty organization course in the community of Santo Domingo de

Cachi; assisting with a census taking in the communities of

the left margin; accompanying DTs on numerous community vis-

its as an observer.2s

Promotion of Participatorv Methodolooies Among DTs

This part of the practicum work corresponded roughly to

steps 6-8 of the workplan which werer âS the reader will

recaIl:
6) Bring together all the information gathered from the
differeñt sõurces and identify learning needs and need-
ed changes in relationships and methodologies of work.

7) Plan learning activities that will address these
needs.

8) Implement the learning activities that wiIl promote
the aeãired changes in relationships and methodologies.

The working group h'as instrumental in elaborating on these

steps and designing the change promotion strategies that we

employed. These steps were designed to begin in an evalua-

tion and planning meeting with all the members of the CDD.

2s I should add that I provided them no end of comic relief
with my attempts to speak Quechua with the campesinos.
nortunãte1y viitually everyone spoke Spanish and communi-
cation was maintained.
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Here the opinions of comunerost management and workers,

gathered through the cornmunity work analysis, could be

brought together and specific problem areas identified.

From this assessment would emerge areas of difficult.y or

need. TheSe areaS in turn were to become points for concen-

tration during experimental community work projects. The

plan called for these projects to be identified by the DTs

and become forums for attempting to address the problem are-

as of the CDD's community work. Two potential projects had

already been identified informally by the working group.

Throughout the interviews for the community work analy-

sis, the development technicians strongly maintained that

the community needed to play a larger role in the planning

and implementation of projects. Indeed, this seemed to be

the universal opinion of those interviewed. On the basis of

this and other information gathered during the analysis, the

working group selected the above change promotion strategy.

In actual fact the assumption that the DTs would participate

in this proposed plan was shattered aS attempts at formal

evaluation and planning with the CDD were made. Members of

the CÐD opposed to the SAIS and the Five-Year Plan prevented

the process from taking place as planned. This development

forced us to alter the manner in which we attempted to pro-

mote DTs involvement in the experimental projects.
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In Chapter VII I will describe the development of the

initial change promotion strategy, its failure, and revision

in more detail. Following the failure of the evaluation and

planning session with the CÐD, much of our strategy for pro-

moting DT involvement in the experimental projects focused

on actually getting these projects 9oing. One of these was

a course in the construction and use of solar energy food

dryers.3o The other y¡as a training course for newly elected

community delegates to the General Àssembly of the sAIS.

30 In the damp climate of the sierra, the preservation of
foodstuffs presents a problem which can be partially
addressed through drying of some fresh meat and produce'
especially the dietary staple, potatoes. In addition to
their household uses, when diced and dried, potatoes com-
mand a high market price as they are used in the prepara-
tion of certain national dishes.
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CHAPTER IV

THEORETICAL MODELS OF COMMUNITY WORK

A Framework for Ànalvzinq the Communitv Work Orientation of

the SAIS

This chapter reviews the community work literature and

develops a framework for addressing the first of the practi-

cum questions: "What is the model of community work

employed by the SAIS?" The chapter begins with a brief

overview of some of the approaches to the study of community

work. I then adapt the framework used by Rothman in his dis-

cussion of community work orientations identifying variables

which will be used in describing the work of the Community

Development Division of the SÀIS. This framework is then

used to review the community work orientations found in the

relevant literature.

The expansion of theoretical community work Iiterature

has been accompanied by an increasing complexity in its

analysis and classification (Roberts, 1979), In what is one

of the classic discussions of community work orientations,

Rothman outlines three basic orientations to community

organization: Iocality development, social planning, and

social action. These he discusses in relation 'to twelve

practice variables: 1) Goal categories of community action.

2) Assumptions concerning community Structure and problem
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conditions. 3) Sasic change strategy. 4) Characteristic

change tactics and techniques. 5) Satient practitioner

roIes. 6) Uedium of change. 7 ) Orientation toward po$¡er

structure(s) . I ) Boundary definition of the community

client system or constituency. 9 ) ¡ssumptions regarding

interests of community subparts. 10) Conception of the pub-

lic interest. 11) Conception of the client population or

constituency. 12) Conception of client role. Other theo-

rists, while including sirnilar criteria, have adopted chro-

nologicatty based forms of description and analysis (Gianot-

ten and de wit, 198731 Hyden, 1986)32 ot those based on

differences in training or change strategies (¡hmed and

Coombs , 1974).33

s 1 De wit identifies six development models (Community
Development, modernization and Lechnological diffusion,
agrarian reform, green revolution, and appropriate tech-
nology) and traces them through a chronological develop-
mentl claiming that each flows from the shortcomings of
its predecessor. He argues, for example, that national
strategies of agrarian reform, such as the Peruvian
experiment, v¡ere adopted due to the failure of the Commu-
nity Development and the diffusion strategies to address
the sLructural impediments to change.

In a manner similar to de wit's' Hyden identifies a chro-
nological progression of community work orientations. He
identifies four which he calls: "trickle dovrn", "inte-
grated development", "sma11 is beautifu1", and the
"enabl ing envi ronment rr .

Ahmed and Coombs identify four rural development orienta-
tions based on their orientation to training and change
strategies. The four they identify are: extension,
training, cooperative self-help, and integrated develop-
ment "

32

33
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The framework which I will use for analyzing the communÍ-

ty work orientation of the SÀIS will identify three

approaches to community work. These three are: Community

Developmentrs4 Technical Planning, and Social Transforma-

tion. While drawing on the work of other theorists, these

three roughly paralleI those presented by Rothman.

Each approach to community work witl be considered on the

basis of its orientation to the following basic community

work variables: 1) community needs and the objectives of

communiLy work; 2) basic change strategies; 3) the community

worker's role and his or her relationship to the community.

While Rothman's discussion considers community work orienta-

tions on the basis of the twelve variables I listed' many of

these tend to overlap. In considering only these three I am

able to summarize Rothman's twelve and identify the charac-

teristics of community work most relevant to this report.

It should be noted that the intent, in developing this

theoretical framework, is not to attach a specific label to

the model of community work predominant in the SÀIS, but

rather to develop an analytical f ramework which, b'! identi-

34 Because "community development" is a term that has been
used to describe many adaptations to community work, in
using it here in its narrower sense I run the risk of it
being confused with other orientations. The reader should
not be offended if what he or she does and calls "commu-
nity development" does not fit under that name in this
framework. What is sometimes called "community develop-
ment" may well use strategies and subscribe to philoso-
phies which here I ascribe to one of the other orienta-
tions.
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fying relevant variables

discussion of that model.

and orientations, will facilitate a

NEEDS ÀND OBJECTIVES IN COMMUNITY WORK MODELS

In his discussion of community organization orientations,

Rothman refers to two conLrasting types of goals, "task" and

"process" goa15. "TaSk goalS" are aimed at the completion

of a concrete task such as a service delivery, or the con-

struction of a specific element of organízaLional or physi-

cal infrastructure. The aims of "process goa1s" include

such things as system maintenance, forming cooperative work-

ing relationships, creating community problem solving struc-

tures, improving the porver base of the community, stimulat-

ing interest and participation in community affairs,

fostering collaborative attitudes and practices, and

increasing indigenous leadership (nothman, 1958). He empha-

sizes that the goals of Community Development t Qt in his

words "locality development", are process goals.

Hakim (1982), from his experience with development

projects in the Caribbean' says that the:

"most productive projects are not necessarily goals;
rather they tend to be projects in which ( 1 ) the local
organization and its members have acquired the ski11s,
knowledge, and capacity to solve problems and manage
problems; and (2) locaI resources and initiatives have-been mobilized for sustained efforts over time. (p"140)
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Àccording to Cary (1970), the primary objective of the

Community Development orientation is to assist communities

in learning attitudes and competencies to bring about their

own development" Roberts (1979) also emphasizes the process

goals of community development. For him learning about both

one's environment and oneself is the first stage of develop-

ment. He says that while development is, in a narrow sense'

about achieving the substantive objectives set by a communi-

ty, it is, more broadly, about a view of nature and a sense

of order. The central objective of community work then is

to promote the learning of the community and of individuals

in it, or as he says to improve "the ability of groups of

people to make Irational socialJ choices, to implement them,

to judge them, and to revise them so that the condition of

life improves" (p.41 ) .

This focus on changes in attitudes and skills makes

development a psycho-social problem (Ander Egg, 1976). Rog-

ers (1969) argues that peasants must change their life style

and attitudes if countries in which they form a majority of

the population are to "modernize".35 Within this school of

thought campesino resistance to change is often seen as the

result of fatalistic, individualistic and conservative atti-

tudes. Erasmus' (1968) theory of the "encogido syndrome", in

which the campesino is seen as timid, suspicious, and apath-

etic, not wanting to relate to people of superior social

3s Rogers is among those
and "development" are

theorists for whom "modernízation"
synonymous.
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status, is one example. Foster's (1965) explanation of the

lack of confidence and the resiStance to change on the basis

of what he ca1ls "the image of the limited good"36 is

another. He argues that the campesino believes he or she

has a finite and limited quantity of goods, and consequent-

ly, does not want to advance beyond his or her share of that

finite amount for fear of Sanctions from fe1low campesinos.

Gianotten and de Wit ( 1987 ) point out that if v¡e accept

these views of the peasant, either that he suffers from the

pathology described by Erasmus or the unrealistic cognitive

orientation presented by Foster, it is impossible to expect

any initiative or progress toward development. The attitudes

of the peasant wilI not contribute to development and must

be changed.

While this psychosocial orientation has been widely crit-

icized, it continues to be prevalent. In his critique Wors-

Iey (1984) emphasizes this in the absence of a political-ec-

onomic analysis, saying that the Community Development model

"drew upon a de-politicized version of Mid-West popu-
Iism... from which any vestige of conflict theory had
been removed. The central theoretical notion vtas that
the farmers' problems vrere basically problems of knowl-
edge (i.e. ignorance) and of communication..."
(p.145).

In Chapter I I
limited good"
evolution of a

of this practicum report, the "image of
is described briefly as it relates to the
hierarchical social structure"

36
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In the Technical Planning model of community work the

focus of needs and objectives shifts toward an emphasis on

concrete tasks and technical change. ThiS orientation corre-

sponds generally to what Rothman calls social planning, and

to the modernization and diffusion theory outlined by Gia-

notten and de wit (1987). The theorists in this group

include both those who, like the extentionists described by

Ahmed and Coombs (1974), base their development strategy on

the acquisition of technical skiIIs, and those who are ori-

ented to solving the substantive and infrastructural prob-

lems themselves.

In this model of development substantive or task goals

rather than process goals become the main focus. The objec-

tives of community work and development are phrased in terms

of alleviating concrete problems rather than in the Communi-

ty Development terminology of building community attitudes

and capacity (Rothman) . "Much more than the community

the diffusion theory reduced the

a problem of technological innova-

wit, 1987: p.137 ) .

In this view of needs and objectives many of the same

issues arise that the CD model would identify through a

problem solving process. However unlike the CD modeI, it is

the direct and efficient resolution of these substantive

issues and not the development of the community's structure,

its capacity, and its attitudes that is the main focus'

development experiences

problem of development

tion. " (Gianotten and

,

to

de
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As v¡ith all theoretical and philosophical orientations,

the three community work models which this framework dis-

cusses are based on underlying assumptions about the nature

of our world. The assumptions upon which the third modeI,

the Social Transformation model, is built are quite differ-

ent from those of the preceding two. The first two start

from the assumption of a unity within the community in which

the interests of its members both rich and poor can be met

simultaneously within existing social and political struc-

tures.37 The Social Transformation model rejects this notion

of an harmonic community and focuses instead on the conflic-

tual nature of povier relations, in which the satisfaction of

the needs of one group within a community may be in direct

opposition to the interests of another (Gianotten and de

wit, 1987; worsley, 1984; Rothman, 1968). This model holds

that the structural components of society place real limita-

tions on the ability of some groups within the community to

develop to their full potential (Brundage, 1980; Akinpelu,

1981)"

s7 In an article entitled "CampeSinado, necesidades basicas
y las estrategias de desarròI1o rural" in M. Nerfin (ed. )

Hacia otro desarrollo: enfogues I estrateqi?s. Mexico:
Sfgfo XXI, 1978, R. Stavenhagen maintains that the
assumptions of the harmonic community view lead to a
reliañce on increased production to automatically
increase the income of the rural poor. In his view the
need for greater production and increased income are sep-
arate problems which do not necessarily share a common
solution. While increased rural production may benefit
large landowners, there is no guarantee thaL it will
bring increased income to the rural poor.
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The perception that the institutional structures of soci-

ety rather than the psycho-social deficiencies of its mem-

bers are the main cause of underdevelopment leads to a focus

on the need for basic changes in the allocation of power and

resources. Criticisms are made of other theories which

leave intact the political and social structure. Their

essential weakness is a failure to give povrer to the masses.

By being initiated from above they are oriented toward the

preServation of the status quo and cannot generally address

the needs and aspirations of the ma jority3 8 ($'iertheim,

1983). In the Social Transformation model, then, the needs

of the community are seen in terms of the need of an

oppressed group within the community for greater povrer and

equality. À principal objective of the development process

becomes to create changes in the structure of society and

the allocation of polrer within it.

A second characteristic of the needs and objectives of

this model is that the need for structural change is inex-

tricably linked to the idea that the condition of the margi-

nalized and the poor is, in addition to being a physical

condition, a state of mind. Gran (1983) argues that the

ability of the powerful within a society to define the

"truth" creates a state of mind in which the marginalized

38 In Wertheim's phraseology the term "emancipation" is used
to refer to the processes by which demands for inclusion
in the rewards of society and for release "from both nat-
ural and man-made shackles" (p.2) arise and are met from
below 

"
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accept their position as inevitable and the order and prior-

ities of society as correct.

Freire's argument in Pedaooqv of the Oppressed is simi-

Iar. Here the needs of. the community are seen in terms of

the need of an oppressed group within the community for

greater consciousness and control. For him the behaviour of

the oppressed class is behaviour prescribed to it by the

oppressor.3s These processes, which are part of the social

relations between dominant and subordinate groups within

society, create the second basic need as perceived in this

orientation. this is the need for what Freire calls "con-

sc ientization" . De Silva (1979, cited in Gran, 1983)

defines conscientization as the process

in which men, not as recipients but as knowing sub-
jects, achieve a deepening awareness of the sociologi-
ca1 reality which shapes their lives and of their
capacity to transform that reality (Gran, 1983: p'56).

The two principal objectives of the SociaI Transformation

model, then, are the establishment of class consciousness or

"consciousness raising" and structural change or povrer

redi str ibut ion.

3e Other theorists who support t.his argument include: Kel-
lough (1980) who relates it to the colonization of the
native peoples of North America in what she terms "cul-
tural colon izaLion"; Usher ( 1 981 ) who identifies the
informal processes within society through which people
are prepared for differential roles, roles of povrerr or
roles as lawful and respecting citizens; and ILlich
(1971 ) who refers to this as the hidden curriculum of
schooling in which the student learns, through non-struc-
tured processes, to function in the social role which
they must fi11.
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BÀSIC CHANGE STRÀTEGI ES

The change strategies of the Community Development model

are best captured by Chin and Benne (1976) in their descrip-

tion of "Normative Re-educative" strategies. The five ele-

ments of the "Normative Re-educative" strategies are:

1) Emphasis is on the client system and the client's
involvement in working out solutions.

2) Problems are not assumed to be technical.

3) Relationships with the change agent are mutual and
collaborative, starting from the here and now.

4) Nonconscious elements are brought to the fore.

5) Behavioural sciences and "people technology" are as
important as "thing technology" (Chin and Benne, 1976).

In these strategies modifications in action and behaviour

are brought about by normative changes, involving knowledge,

information, attitudes, values, skills, and significant

relat i onships . The strategies adopted by the Community

Development model have typically emphasized leadership

training, community participation in problem solving, and

the provision of opportunities for community members to

Iearn how to implement and evaluate programs which meet

their interests (Rothman, 1 968; Cary , 1970; Havelock and

Huberman, 1978). The primary focus is on the integral

involvement of community members in the development process

and on the community worker's personal contact with the com-

munity.
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Cary (1970) provides the reader with a practical descrip-

tion of the Community oevelopment sequence which may aid our

understanding of these strategies. The process begins when

the development worker enters the community and begins

"buiJ.ding relationships". The worker begins establishing

communication on a 1evel comprehensible and meaningful to

the community. He or she "encourages a systematic discussion

of the problems and guides the villagers in thinking and

reasoning about the most important problem to solve first"
(p.1 20 ) . This process of formal and informal discussion,

writes Cary, can go on for some time, but the result of it

should be that community members agree on what needs to be

done.

Àt this point the focus of the process shifts to how the

action is to be taken. The worker helps in the description

of a program and needed resources and quite possibly in the

acquisition of those resources. Throughout this process com-

munity members are learning neld skilIs, f orming new atti-

tudes, and acquiring knowledge which is used in the action

phase (Roberts, 1979) 
"

As implementation begins the worker participates in the

action as one of the community members. He or she must, how-

ever, also maintain enough objectivity to be able to support

the process when the necessary interactions begin to faiI.

Cary claims that this role should be minimal since "the com-
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mitment and social relationships should have developed

the degree that the people wilI voluntarily perform

roles required in the action process." (p.121).

Às has been implied in the discussion of needs and objec-

tives, the Community Development model's image of the commu-

nity as an harmonic whole leads to strategies from which the

notion of conflict has been completely eliminated. It

assumes that the community can work together for the ben-

efits and interests of all its members (worsley , 1984; de

llit, 1987; Rothman, 1968). Conflict and confrontaLion are

rejected as legitimate means of effecting change. Ahmed and

Coombs (1974) claim that the problem solving strategy of

Havelock and Huberman is such a basic repudiation of strat-

egies of po\{er and conf lict. The f ocus of community work

tends to be the whole geographic community or "locality",
rather than an oppressed segment therein. Às Rothman makes

c1ear, the locality development model is concerned with aI1

groups in the community and focuses on the "'unity of commu-

nity life"' (Rothman, 1968: p.33, citing Dunham, 1950). For

those theorists who, like the SociaI Transformationists,

believe that the focus of community work should be on the

oppressed groups within society and that it must use con-

flict strategies to change power relations, the Community

Development model is inadequate.

to

the
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In the Technical Planning model the underlying rationale,

that people are guided by reason and that the needs of com-

munities are best understood in substantive and generally

technological terms, leads to two types of strategies. Both

of them have a strong emphasis on scientific research and

invest igat ion ( ctrin and Benne , 197 6) . The f i rst type

includes those which attempt to raise the technical exper-

tise of communities through the diffusion of technical inno-

vation and technical training. Acquisition of technical

skill and expertise is seen as sufficient in and of itself

to stimulate development (Ahmed and Coombs, 1974; Roberts'

1979).

The second type of strategy focuses on provision of

direct service through creation of the necessary physical

and organizational infrastructure. These strategies rely on

strong central planning and the manipulation of large organ-

izations and bureaucracies in order to address complex

issues (Strrivastava, 1982). One of the specific strategic

manifestations of this approach is what Hyden (1986) refers

to as "Integrated Development". The centrally planned

restructuring in the 1960's and 197A's of which the Peruvian

reforms were part of this orientation.ao Hyden suggests that

4o In Hyden's analysis some strategies of "Integrated Devel-
opment" are associated with progressive transformation of
societal structures. This is not born out in the "inte-
grated development" approach of the SAIS. The identifica-
tion of this strategic orientation with the Technical
Planning model does not suggest that the model is orient-
ed toward structural social change.
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the inadequacy of the "Trick1e Down" approaches and the slow

pace at which diffusion strategies were capable of effecting

change led many governments to turn to centrally planned

restructuring and to some form of redistribution. While

centralized power is an important ingredient of the social

planning elements of this orientation and is justified on

the basis of its contributions to efficiency and coordina-

tion, Dalin argues that its efficacy should not be overrated

since attitudes and knowledge cannot be coerced.

Om Shrivastava (1982) also identifies several elements

which are characteristic of the Technical Planning model.

There is a heavy reliance on modern technology, including:

high yielding variety seeds, tractors, fertilizers, pesti-

cides and other technological inputs. Secondlyr âD extensive

organizational structure is generally required to make these

inputs available to the farmers. A third element is that

technically trained people are employed to go into the coun-

tryside to disseminate the nev¡ information. In addition to

this he says that typically there is no expectation that a

critical assessment of the socialr ÊConomic and cultural

reality wiIl accompany the infussion of modern technology'

nor that rural people will have an important part in the

strategy. "Development of people is hardly emphasised as an

end goal in itself" (p.3). These strategies "reduced the

problem of development to a problem of technological innova-

tion" (Gianotten and de wit, 1987: p"137).
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A critical element of these strategies is the identifica-

tion of farmers who are more "advanced" and amenable to

change. They serve as examples for the rest of the communi-

ty in adopting improved technology. In Peru, in the 1980's,

this idea of the "agricultor de enIace", the link between

the traditional community and modern technology, has become

prevalent. The idea is that by giving special technical

assistance to these campesinos modernization will advance in

a chain reaction (Gianotten and de wit, 1987).

The strategies associated with the Social Transformation

model are also of two basic types. These correspond to the

two definitions of needs and objectives. The first type

involves those strategies that are aimed at the direct

appropriation of social and political poster, while the sec-

ond type focuses on the creation of an at{areness among peo-

ple that change is needed and is possible.

Chin and Benne (1976) refer to the first type as "power

coercive" strategies. They are aimed at directly amassing

povrer to alter the structure of societal relations. These

strategies take the form of mass political actions' of leg-

islative measures and of political lobbies (Rothman, 1968).

The idea of people needing to organize in order to be able

to make demands and back thern up with significant pressure

runs throughout the writing of Gianotten and de Wit (1987),

on their experiences in the organization of rural people in
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Peru, and of Àtinsky (1971 ) in his work with "People's

Organizalions". Underlying these is the belief that even

marginalized people, if united around issues, have at their

disposal the means to seize power and create change. These

strategies represent a clear break with the "harmonic commu-

nity" view. They are directed against the external factors

and attempt, through conflict, to bring about some change in

them. Kettner (1985) says that conflict is one of the most

powerful tools for less influential members of the communi-

ty. This conflict may come about as people attempt to

change existing organízations (atinsky' 1973) or as they

focus on the creation of alternative institutions (Gran,

1984; Gianotten and de wit, 1987; Paerregaard, 1986).

The second type of strategies which belong to this commu-

nity work orientation are those aimed at the educational or

conscientization needs identified in this model. The strat-

egies to achieve these goals come in several forms. Freire

proposes what he caIls problematization, a dialogic problem-

posing process. This process' developed in the field of

literacy training, calls for the learner and the educator to

explore together, in a horizontal relationship, themes from

the experience of the learner. In Latin America, perhaps

more than anywhere, the ideas of conscientization have

emerged in programs of popular education (nrandao, 1984).

within this context popular education is understood as a

form of political education which constitutes a tool for the
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development of a class consciousness (Brandao, 1984; Sulca,

1984).

WhiIe the definition provided by Brandao and by Sulca

reinforces popular education's class orientation, Some writ-

ers are critical of it for what they perceive to be its

failure to explicitly address class conflict. Lovett (1983)

and Repo (1977), drawing on a marxist perspective of theo-

rists such as Antonio Gramsci, argue for an educational

strategy which focuses greater emphasis on the class analy-

sis. Lovett (1983) argues that Freire is plagued by what he

calls "existentialist arnbiguity" (p.142), Ieaving the door

open for any kind of education and providing no direction

for constructing positive social change. Lovett calls for

more rigid specification of definite bodies of knowledge and

principles of inquiry which fit the purpose of transforma-

tion.

Lovett's criticisms of Freire and the popular educators

notv¡ithstanding, there is a common orientation among propo-

nents of this community work model toward education of the

community which starts from the "daiIy practice of the popu-

lar classes" (Brandao, 1984) and moves with them to a great-

er understanding of the reality of their position and of

their potential to alter the structures and power relations

which create it.
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To speak of this orientation as having strategies which

address education and strategies which focus on action is

not to suggest that there is a complete separation between

them. WhiIe each program or project finds its equilibrium of

education and action, process and task, the Social Transfor-

mation approach emphasizes the blending of these two in ever

widening cycles of action and reflection, leading to praxis

(rreire 1973).

THE COMMUNITY/T^TORKER RELATIONSHI P

The role of the community worker and his or her relation-

ship to the community in the Community Development model is

described by Rothman aS "enabler". Chin and Benne say that

the "change agent must learn to work mutually and collabora-

tively..." (p.33). This suggests that, though the develop-

ment worker should take the Lead in stimulating and motivat-

ing change through community participation, he or she does

not take the role of expert in regard to substantive prob-

lems. Instead, he or she aids the community in initiating a

process of problem solving. The role of decision making

must be left up to the community. Roberts (1979) contends

that it is primarily in this area of problem solving and

facilitation that the worker must demonstrate relevant

expertise, since the community worker cannotr generallyt

claim any other source of power.
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While this participatory relationship may be present in

the ideal model of Community Development which these theo-

rists describe, and indeed the literature on Community

Development practice is replete with references which

espouse it, many critics maintain that in practice it has

rarely been employed. Midgley (1987), de Zeutter (1989) and

Korten (1980) cl-aim that, within the international context

of Community Development, meaningful participation by commu-

nity members has been the exception. They argue that the

failure of Community oevelopment to live up to the expecta-

tions which accompanied it has been due, in large measure,

to this lack of participation.

In the Technical Planning model the roles of the communi-

ty member and the community worker are the most clearly dif-

ferentiated of any model. Àuthorities and experts control

change. Typical of strategies in this model is the top-down

articulation of problem and solution. WhiIe community par-

ticipation may be part of the response, it will generally

not include involvement in the definition of the problem or

planning the solution, nor will it be done from a normative

perspective but rather from a "sense of utility" (Rothman

p.30). Though within many centrally planned programS and

projects of diffusion there is lip-service paid to two-way

communication, de Zeutter ( 1 986) argues that it rarely

occurs. Max-Neef (1986) describes the form of communication

in this model as analogous to an umbrella in which all the
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spokes arrive at a centre to which they bring their concerns

and from which they receive their direction.

In criticizing the relationships developed through the

Technical Planning model, Gran (1983) uses the example of

the Tanzanian ujamaaa 1 to argue that the result of centrally
planned development projects is frequently an alliance

beLween rural elites and sponsoring government or agency

officials. He maintains that the lack of authentic cognitive

respect for rural people is the central reason for their

non-cooperation. In his opinion it is impossible to create

participatory relations from the top down. Chambers (1983)

supports this idea, pointing to biases against the partici-

pation of the poor in centrally designed projects which

influence community workers to work in and for the centres

of polrer.

In the Social Transformation model, the role of the com-

munity worker is seen in a variety of ways, ranging from the

horizontal mutual learning relationship described by Freire
(1973) to the more directive educator called for by Lovett

(1983) and Repo (1977). Freire's work, which has become a

model for a great number of popular education and develop-

ment projects, calls for a fundamental altering of the rela-

tionship between the teacher and the learner. Whereas the

efficient socialist villages
governmenÈ in 1967 in response
ial and economic opportunities
national resources.
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teacher or the community worker is traditionally seen as an

authority who deposits information in a "banking" fashion,

provides services or directs projects, he or she must learn

to associate with the community in a mutual learning rela-

tionship. The redistributive objectives of the transforma-

tion model demand reversals in the relationship between com-

munity members and community workers which allow the

community member to be seen as a "constituent" or an

"employer" of the community worker (Rothmanr 1968).

At the heart of the Social Transformation orientation

then, is a change in roles and the creation of an horizontal

relationship which values previously marginalized groups.

Stil-1, the domination of marginal groups through cultural

oppressiona2 necessitates critical analysis. The community

worker must not abdicate his or her responsibility by

embracing "consumer Sovereignty", o t reinforcing inequality

by responding to the whims of community members in isolation

from the socio-political perspective of class analysis

(erookfield, 1981; Lovett, 1983). The worker should be pre-

By "cultural oppression" I am referring to the phenomenon
iãentified by rieire, I11ich, Gran, Kellough, Carnoy (in
Gumbert , 1984), and others which I previously mentioned
(see: Chapter IV, "Needs and Objectives"). The central
hypothesis of each of these theorists is that a dominant
gioup can dictate the actions and perceptions of the
oppressed.

Lovett employs this term to refer to educational projects
which respond to the requests of the community with no
critical analysis of the forces at work in it and no role
for the educator in attempting to help the community
select the most appropriate directions.

42
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pared to

attempting

political

contribute

she must

commun i ty .

contribute to the

to illuminate the hi

context. He or she

to the learning of

be prepared to learn

conscientization process by

storical, cultural and socio-

should be in a position to

the community just as he or

from the experience of the

Adoption of the Socia1 Transformation Model for the

cum.

Practi-

The Social Transformation model is the one which most

closely fits the approach adopted in this practicum. While

in some cases it might be argued that there was little in

our approach to separate it from the Community Development

model, the philosophical basis of the transformation

approach, particularly its call for reversals of roles and

its goals of structural change and redistribution of povrer

were reflected in our work" By attempting to create changes

in the relationship of the communities to the SAIS, increase

the participation of communities, and create minor changes

in the structure of the SAIS, our approach assumed charac-

teristics of the Social Transformation model.

While adopting the Social Transformation model as the

philosophical orientation for this practicum, there were

limitations to the extent to which iÈ could be realized

within a project of this nature. In its complete manifesta-
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tion this model would result in radical structural changes.

Clearly it can only be applied in this sense over a long

period of time. In this practicum, then, the time factor

was a limitation to its full realization.

In addition to the time element, another Iimitation to

implementation of the Social Transformation model was my

relatively limited knowledge of the Peruvian reality. To

the extent that the consciousness raising approach implies

that the worker should have an indepth understanding of the

processes of oppression at work in the community and help

communities gain a better understanding of this reality, my

limited knowledge of and experience with the Peruvian situ-

ation was a limiting factor. Still, by focusing on the

methodologies of community work used by the DTs and on the

participation of the communities in the development process

it vras possible to take some steps in the direction pre-

scribed by this orientation.
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CHAPTER y

THE MODEL OF COMMUNITY WORK EMPLOYED BY THE SÀIS

This chapter wiIl directly address the first of the prac-

ticum questions outlined in Chapter I, "What v¡as the commu-

nity work model employed by the SÀIS 'Cahuide'?". Thi s

question will be anSwered using the framework developed in

the preceding chapter. The community work of the SAIS will

be described in terms of its orientation to the three vari-

ables addressed in this framework. Once again, these are:

the definition of needs and objectives of community work,

the basic change strategies, and the role of the community

worker and his or her relationship with the community. This

description, that is the ansvrer to the central question of

this chapter, will be based on information gathered from

three sources: 1) The theoretical literature; 2) rnterviews

with management, workers, and community members; and 3) Per-

sonal Fie1d observations of community work done by the CDD

and the EC.

This chapter is structured in such a Yray as to present

the information gathered from each source independently. In

this wâyr what the literature suggests about the SÀIS model

in regard to the three elements will be presented first,

followed by the information gathered through interviews and,

finally, by the information drawn from my additional obser-

vations.
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THE LITERÀTURE

In considering the information that the literature pro-

vides, I wiIl look primarily at the literature which

addresses itself specifically to the SAIS mode1, including

both the SÀIS "Cahuide" and other SAISs in the central high-

lands. In the background information provided in Chapter

Il, however, I made reference to several authors who discuss

the national model, describing the reforms and national

development strategies of the Velasco years. Before going

oor it is worth briefly reviewing what they have written.

These authors suggest that the development needs and

objectives identified in the military government's model,

the model out of which the SÀIS evolved, were seen in two

ways. On the one hand, development vtas viewed from a per-

spective that saw needs primarily in terms of increased

industrialization and increased agricultural productivity
(North, 1 983; McCIintock, 1982) . This represents what I

have called the Technical Planning approach. On the other

hand, there was also a belief in the need for a restructur-

ing of the power relations within the country by shifting

social and political power ayray from the oligarchy to a new

urban industrial class and, to a lesser extent, to the popu-

lar classes (CotIer, 1 983 ; Pasara, 1 983 ) .
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The change strategies described by this literature focus

on a legislative and planning approach to addressing the

needs and objectives. The agrarian reform, the elimination

of large and inefficient haciendas, and the input of capi-

taI, technical training and equipment into the agricultural

system v¡ere key elements of this approach (wiener , 1987;

Gianotten and de I^lit , 1987 ) . Ànother key element of the

government'S change or development strategy was the estab-

lishment of centrally controlled mass organizations such as

the National System for the Support of Social Mobilization

(srHauos).44

In terms of the relationship between the campesinos and

the state, most authors concur with Eckstein's (1983) char-

acterizatiOn Of the government's program aS a "revol-ution

from above" which failed to significantly alter its rela-

tionship with the popular classes. Despite the government's

claims of a new participatory democracy, the relationship

maintained most of its hierarchical features (CotIer, 1975;

Gianotten and de Wit 1987; McCIintock, 1981; Pasara ,19831.-

Wiener, 1987)

44 SINAMOS was the vehicle which the government, in reject-
ing the formation of a political party, chose for citizen
paiticipation. This centrally controlled organization was
iesponsible for promoting social action and community
development. Through it citizens could, theoretically'
participate in local and national political action
(¡¿cctintock, 1981; Pasara, 1 983 ) .
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LT TERÀTURE REFERENCES TO THE SAIS MODEL

The following discussion will consider what the studies

which look specifically at the SAIS "Cahuide" and/or neighb-

ouring SAISsas suggest about the community work variables of

the model employed by the SAIS.

a) Needs and Obiectives. Montoya's (1988) discussion of

the indicators of development typifies the SAIS's orienta-

tion to the development needs of the communities. In this

orientation the needs are identified as increased production

and income generation (both in the communities and on the

production units), improved physical infrastructure, and, in

the socio-cuItural arena, improved housing, health, and edu-

cation.

While this view of the needs in terms of substantive

problems is the most widely evident (t'lcCtintock, 1983; Mon-

toya, 1988; Paerregaardr lgST), there is also an underlying

acceptance of the need for redistribution of povrer and for

attitude changes. The perception of the need for redistribu-

tion of power is seen in Montoya's (1974) analysis of the

conflicts and contradictions which exist within the SÀIS

45 In referring to studies of neighbouring SÀIS's within the
Mantaro valley an assumption of similarity is being made.
This assumption is justified by the studies of Paerre-
gaard, McCIintock, and Montoya in which critical aspects
are at times described with no distinction made between
SAI Ss.
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"Cahuide". He describes a general feeling among the campe-

sinos that they deserve restitution for years of oppression

under the hacendados.a6 McClintock (1981) makes the case

that the SÀIS also identifies a need to change the campesino

attitudes and eradicate the vestiges of Erasmus' (1968) and

Foster's ( 1 965 ) psychological constructs of "limited good"

and "Syndrome of the 'encogido"'.47 StiIt, the predominant

definition of needs found in the literature is task orient-

ed, described in substantive terms as increased production,

the detivery of direct service, and the construction of

physical inf rastructure.

b) Chanqe Strateqies. The Spanish terms "asistencialis-

mo" and "infraesÈructuralismo" are used by Sulca (1984) and

by Montoya (1974) to describe the strategies of the SÀIS in

its conÌmunity work. By the former they mean the provision

of direct services to the communities. In this approach the

community worker performs the needed task or provides the

needed material rather than facilitating or training the

community. The direct service areas in which this takes

He argues, for one, that there is an attitude of revenge
in the communities in which their members wish to take
control of the SAIS. This is a result of the fact that
the present day technicians and administrators of the
SAIS were in Some cases administrators and technicians on
the haciendas andr âs such, were the front line of an
oppressive structure.

These constructs, used by these authors to explain peas-
ant behaviour and attitudes' were described briefly in
the preceding chapter in the discussion of the psycho-so-
cial aspects of the Community Development model.

46

47
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place include health care, veterinary servicesr agronomYr

reforestation, financial Ioans, research and planning, and

related areas (Paerregaard, 1987). By the latter term,

"infraestructuralismo", they mean a predominant concern with

the physical infrastructure of agricultural production and

community Iife, including such things as the construction

and maintenance of buildings, roads, and machinery. Montoya

makes clear that projects that go beyond the "asistencialis-
mo infraestructural", are the exception to the general pat-

tern of work. This view is supported by the SÀrS's diagnos-

tic review which appears in the Five-Year Plan.aB

c) SÀrS/Communitv Relations. The fact that the agrarian

reform gave the communities ownership of the SÀIS's lands

brought about changes in the relationship between the admin-

istration and workers of the SAIS on one hand and the campe-

sinos on the other. McClintock (1981, 1983), more than most

analysts, emphasizes the increased participation and politi-

cal involvement of the campesinos subsequent to the agrarian

reform. Montoya ( 1 988 ) also acknowledges some changes,

pointing to the altered relationship between technicians or

48 One project that appeared to go beyond Montoya's "asis-
tencialismo infraesÈructural" $¡as the communal farm in
the community of Cachi where, in contrast to the norm in
other conmunities, the CDD worked with the comuneros and
the administrator of the adjacent production unit to
develop the community's capacities and attitudes for
operating and controlling the communal farm. The support
included ongoing training and the facilitation of commu-
nity participation in planning, in addition to continuing
technical assistance.
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hacienda administrators and the campesinos. These changes

reduced the technicians from "technician/bosses" to simply

"technicians" and created a situation in which campesino

delegates could say: "We, the comuneros, have contracted you

to vrork f or us and not to warm a chair in the of f ice in

Huancayo" (Montoya, 1974: p.1 07 ) , something unthinkable

before 1969. Nevertheless, in the actual realization of com-

munity work, the comuneros' relationship to the technicians

and management of the SAIS seems to have changed only margi-

nally as evidenced by Montoya's description: "The techni-

cians make plans, the politicians decide, and the people

concerned [ttre comuneros] wait... what say do they have in

their own probJ-ems? None ! " (Montoya , 1974: p. 107 ) .

This position is supported by Paerregaard's (1987 ) study

of the relat.ionship which two communities of the Mantaro

Valleyras Usibamba and Chaquicocha, had with the SÀISs

"Tupac Àmaru"5o and "Cahuide" to which they belongr respec-

tively. She concluded that, while the SAISs played major

roles in the resÈructuring of the organízational frameworks

of the communities and provided considerable economic assis-

tance,

4s The Mantaro Valley in which the city of Huancayo is
located, is one of the richest agricultural areas of
Peru.

50 The SÀIS "Tupac Àmaru" is the largest of the SAISs of the
central highlands and also includes portions of the Man-
taro VaIIey and surrounding areas.
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ongoing communication between the comuneros and the
directors of the SÀIS in order to exchange ideas and
opinions about the use and purpose of the assistance
provided by the SÀIS to the communities has not been
maintained. A mutual relation between the two parties
r¡hich could ensure the active participation of the
comuneros and allow them to take part in planning for
the development of their own communities is lacking
(p. ee) .

McClintock (1981) refers to the SÀIS "Huanca", Iocated in

the same geographic area and with very similar conditions to

the SAIS "Cahuide". She describes the elected executive as

being autonomous from their base sites while living in Huan-

cayo, having litt1e contact with their home communities, and

aspiring to professional careers. Remy (1987 ) notes that,

at least in part, the top down nature of the relationship

stems from the tension which exists between the indian and

white/mestizo communities. This tension is reflected in a

general disregard for what she terms the "saber indigena" or

indigenous knowledge.

In his discussion of the conflicts within the SAIS, to

which I have previously referred, Montoya (1987 ) further

supports this view and hetps us understand the tensions and

the hierarchical relationship of the SAIS to its member com-

munities. He suggests that a conflict exists between the

communities and the DTs because, despite the formal owner-

ship consigned the comuneros, the technicians have superior

knowledge and information regarding the technical issues of

the SAIS. Consequently they enjoy greater influence and

In this wãyr there is a contin-power than the comuneros.
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ued domination by the technicians in their relationship with

the campesinos.5l This conflict and the DTs domination is,

he says, compounded by a second structural characteristic of

the SAIS. !.Ihi1e the delegates from the communities are the

official authorities, their relatively short terms of office

of two years make it difficult for them to gain the experi-

ence and knowledge necessary to effectively challenge the

technicians' decisions. The DTs superior position in the

hierarchy is thus maintained.

In addition, the tension between comuneros

aggravated by a sense of mutual resentment. DTs

hand, particularly those who worked on the former

believe that they have been robbed of what was'

their land. Comuneros, as mentioned, often see

cians and administrators as the representatives

feudal system.

and DTs is
on the one

hac iendas,

in a sense,

the techni-

oÍ. the old

5 1 To say that the ÐTs have superior knowledge refers to
their knowledge of the technical aspects of agricultural
production and ignores the communities' knowledge sys-
tems. WhiIe Montoya's discussion does not address the
relative merit of different knowledge systems, the fact
that the DTs knowledge is more highly regarded than that
of the campesinos is imperative for this domination to
occur. For this reason Social Transformation theorisÈs
such as lvan Itlich and Paulo Freire insist on the valu-
ing of community knowledge,
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I NTERVI EWS

The second source of information concerning the community

work orientation of the SAIS is interviews and conversations

with members of the three principal constituent groups: com-

munity members, workers, and management, both the adminis-

trative staff and the Executive CounciI. These took place

primarily within the orientation

the practicum work.

and assessment phases of

Methodoloqv

The basic question in a community participation pro-
gramme is how the members of a given community with all
their problems, traditions and diversities, can be
motivated to act together to improve their communal
environment. The answer to this question does not
depend on surveys but on dialogue (nifkin, 1 980:
p.120).

rn keeping with this attitude the "interviews" were, in

many cases, informal discussions and conversations. They

were aimed not only at gathering information, but also at

establishing dialogue between usr as cooperants, and the

SÀIS constituents and among the constituents themselves.

Despite the informal nature of many of these interviews' I

have chosen to call them "interviews" because of my express

purpose of using them to gather information. t^lhere I refer

to these as "formal" it indicates that these meetings vrere

prearranged as opposed to spontaneous and that I asked pre-

determined questions.s2 In presenting the information gath-

s2 It should
or persons

also be noted that
"interviewed" had
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ered through these interviet{s, I will not attach more value

to that gathered in one form of interview over the other.

The more formal interviews v¡ere conducted using open end-

ed questions which addressed the three areas of needs,

strategies, and relationships. These took place in the

offices of the SAIS in Huancayo. In the informal interviews

similar questions were raised within the context of broader

discussions. These took place in a variety of situations,

for example, astride sacks of potatoes during eight or ten

hour trips to communities, in the relative lucidity of the

early hours of social gatherings, or over coffee and coca

tea in the plaza.

The interviews with management stere conducted with both

members of the senior administration and the Executive Coun-

ci1. From the senior administration they included: the

directors of the Community Ðevelopment Division and thre Per-

sonnel Department, the managers of two production units, and

the Executive Director of the SAIS. Interviews with the

Executive included: the president and vice-president of the

Àdministrative Council, the president of the Education Com-

mittee, and the vice-president of the Fiscal Council. These

interviews were both formal, during the initial phase of my

orientation to the SÀIS, and informal later when the themes

and questions were pursued more deeply.

tions to ask as weII. This v¡as especially true during
the orientation phase.with
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The interviews with the workers of the Community Develop-

ment Ðivision, and of the Education Committees3 were con-

ducted, in many instances, in an informal manner during

trips to the communities, and during the course of the work-

ing day. The close contact which the working environment

created facilitated this form of interview. Nevertheless,

there were Several exceptions to this informal norm which

are worth noting. One of these vras the series of meetings

with groups of development technicians planned by Pedro as

part of my orientation to the SÀIS. Ttrese were initial

opportunities to establish a mutual understanding of the

practicum project and for me to become familiar with the

SAI S. Another was the evaluation and planning session

scheduled with the entire CDD to which I referred in Chapter

III. In addition, I arranged formal interviews with three

DTs with whom I had had Iittle personal contact throughout

the project. These individuals had been identified to me as

opponents of the SAIS and of the exchange program. I felt

that their contributions would help to form a more complete

picture of the community work orientation of the SAIS.

Interviews with community members were also held in both

the formal and informal manner and in both group and indi-

vidual settings. The formal interviews were for the most

s3 As the discussion of the structure has indicated the EC
$ras composed of two members of the Executive and the
director of the Personnel DeparÈment. Two workers were
attached to this committee. One of these vras Pedro Torres
my co-worker and the other was Fernando Monguia.
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part conducted v¡ith community groups during the Bajada de

Bases described in Chapter III. Informal interviews or con-

versations with community members occurred daily.

In presenting the information gathered through all of

these interviev¡s, I will highlight the main opinions related

to the community work variables of needs and objectives,

strategies, and community/SarS relations. s a

Needs and Ob'iectives

Information gathered in interviews concerning the first

community work variable centred around three themes which

roughly paralleled those found in the literature. The first

of these related to substantive issues; the second was con-

cerned with changes in comunero attitudes and behaviours;

and, in the third, there lìtas a sense of need f or a redistri-

bution of power and resources within the SÀIS and within the

national economic and political structure.

The focus on substantive production needs is perhaps best

exemplified by what has been the focus of the SAIS's efforts

in the establishment of the high-altitude dairy operation at

s4 In presenting the interview information I will summaríze
it and attempt to identify the predominant views of each
constituency. In several ways the community work model of
the "asistentas sociales", or social workers, of the CDD
does not coincide with that of the rest of the CDD. Part-
1y because of this departure, as well as the fact that
much of the information about their work came from obser-
vation instead of interviews, I have chosen to discuss
their perspectives and community work approach under the
following section entitled "Additional observations".
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the Laive production unit.ss Typical of views within this

orientation was the following statement by the manager of

one of the production uniLs:

"If we ever want to get ahead and get our campesinos
out of the misery in which they live v¡e have to be able
to produce enough to build them their schools and roads
and help them seL up small businesses. It's the most
basic thing! "

This view was shared to a large extent by atl the DTs.

throughout the SÀIS. When asked to describe their jobs and

the objectives of their work the DTs repeatedly stressed

concrete tasks and the direct delivery of services to the

communities, such as those described in the preceding dis-

cussion of the literature references to the SAIS. To a

lesser degree they also referred to the diffusion of agri-

cultural technology.

Comuneros also emphasized direct services particularly in

regard to provision of machinery. À common example of this

was their reguests for the CDD to províde earth moving

equipment, bulldozers or dump trucks, . to help clear roads

that were frequently blocked by mudslides. The fact that

this focus on needs as substantive in nature was shared by

ss The production unit of Laive, located at an altitude of
aproximately 3400m. above sea Ievel-, is internationally
recognized as a leader in high altitude dairy farming.
The development of this production uniL has involved
highly selective breeding processes, extensive mechaniza-
tion, and the cultivation of specialized pastures.
Achieving these advances has also meant financial sacri-
fices by all the communities. For several years the com-
munities agreed to forego the distribution of SAIS prof-
its.
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both DTs and community members seems significant. Because it

is shared by community members, in addressing substantive

needs DTs are addressing felt needs identified by the commu-

nities, and not merely reflecting their own preferences. At

least one DT attributed the overwhelming emphasis on con-

crete task objectives to the disapproval expressed by some

community members when he had attempted to lead them in

problem solving exercises.

The second theme apparent in the interviews was that the

needs and objectives of the SAIS can be defined as changes

in the communities' behaviour and attitudes toward each oth-

er and toward the SAIS. This orientation had two foci. One

was that there v¡as a lack of knowledge and skill among the

comuneros. " frheyJ do not know how to take care of their

animals and crops and they have ruined pasture land with

overgrazing".uu thís concern was shared to some extent by

alI groups,

them.

though the preferred responses differed among

The Second focus was on comuneros' attitudes toward each

other and, more importantly' toward the SAIS. It was among

members of management and the CDD that the concern for the

communities' supposed disinterest in and lack of cooperation

s6 This was a comment made by one of the agronomists during
a trip which took us through some of the pasture land of
the Laive PU. While the land had been overgrazed, the
community responds to these criticisms by saying that
they lack sufficient land while the SAIS has large tracts
of land that are unused,
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v¡ith the SAIS and its objectives was strongest. In an

interview with the president of the Executive Council and

the General Àssembly delegate from RacracaIla, both men were

highly critical- of the community's failure to respond with

enthusiasm to the call for a faenasT to repair the road

through the community. In their opinion the community mem-

bers had become "individualistic" and "selfish" and had for-

gotten the benefits which the SÀIS had brought them. This

idea that the comuneros failed to acknowledge the good which

had come from the formation of the SAIS and the work of the

CDD was a recurrent one in the interviews with management

and CDD workers.ss In these ideas lve see reflections of the

psycho-social analysis of development needs which forms part

of the Community Development model.

The third theme regarding needs and objectives focused on

an imbalance of povrer and resources and on the need for

redistribution. There were two areas of primary concern

here. One was the imbalance between the rural and urban

areas and between agricultural and manufactured goods. Here

the needs are perceived to be for readjustments in agricul-

ture and economic policy which wilI contribute to an

57 A "faena" is a communal- work project organized by the
communal authorities or sometimes the SÀIS, to which all
households are expected to contribute.

In one of Pedro's presentations at the Marquis Project,
during the Canadian phase of the exchange project, he
dwelt on this same concern. Afterwards, he and one of the
Marquis staff members engaged in a discussion of the
problem out of which emerged a portion of the strategy
for the Bajada de Bases.

58
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improved ret,urn on production. while freezes have been

imposed on agricultural products, the costs of inputs into

the agricultural production have continued to rise (Gianot-

ten and de wit, 1988; wiener, 1987) and the campesino is

increasingly less able to overcome what Stein (1985) calls

this "price scissor". with the increasing urbanization of

the Peruvian populationss electoral and political power has

become highly concentrated in the urban centres (Stein,

1985). This then resulÈed in a generalized perception, evi-

denced throughout the intervievts, of a need for a realign-

ment of powers between rural and urban areas. One example

relates to the control exercised by the potato marketing

cartels of Lima. Comuneros r DTs , and management aÌ i ke

expressed the need to address the overwhelming povrer of this

sector to set prices, control supplies and prevent campesino

groups from directly marketing their ovrn produce.60

The second perception of

cial the redistribution of

resources, within the rural

the SAIS itself.61 there is

redistributive need sav¡ as cru-

resources, particularly land

sector and, specifically, within

a strong movement, both within

60

ss While the population of Peru doubled between 1940 and
1971, its -uiban population increased six times (Stein,
198s).

The reader is reminded that, while the Iiterature sug-
gests that the rural sectors had reason to believe that
there was need for redistribution of power, whether this
is objectively the case is less important than the fact
that responses in interviews demonstrated that they
believed it to be the case and identified it as a need.

Here the effect of the agrarian reform in creating two6l
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the SÀIS and in the external communities, for partition and

redistribution of the SAIS's lands. Some of the member com-

munities insist on the transfer of direct ownership to them.

Non-member communities meanwhile, having in some cases

already invaded SAIS lands, look on with interest, hoping

that an eventual dissolution of the SAIS would afford them

the opportunity to acquire more land. Since the agrarian

reform Iaw does not grant the SÀIS permanent title to the

lands, and as the demand for partition and population pres-

sures grow, the integrity of the SAIS' lands is increasingly

at risk, and the conflict over its future grovrs.

The conflict present in these demands for redistribution

is largely one between the management of the SAIS, particu-

Iarly the administrative branchr G 2 and some communities,

both inside and outside of the SÀrSr63 The management sees

the need as one. of legislative action to safeguard its

lands, while the communities see their needs in structural

terms of redistribution. This struggle has divided the SAIS

communities into those who wish to maintain the SAIS and

classes of campesino, to which I referred in Chapter II,
is important to keep in mind.

In Chapter II I described the tvro branches within the
SÀIS management, the hired administrators and the Execu-
tive Council, elected from among the delegates to the
General Assembly.

The member communities of the Canipaco which seek to dis-
solve the SAIS and partition its resources have no inten-
tion of this redistribution including non-members. The
fear of losing land to outside communities was one factor
that helped to keep the SAIS together.

62

63
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those who think that they would benefit more from its dis-

tribution. It has aLso created sharp divisions between mem-

bers of management and between workers because of the con-

flicting interests of these constituent groups, to which I

referred in the description of the SÀIS' structure. Vlorkers

from the communities of the Canipaco which stand to gain

from partition are in a position in which their interests as

community members conflict with their interests as SAIS

workers.6a This conflict of interests does not escape their

colleagues who, with partition, would lose their livelihood,

and creates added tension between them. A similar situation

exists between members of the Executive CounciI.

From these interviews, then, it was apparent that the

three orientations to needs and objectives that were identi-

fied in the framework of community work orientations are

present within the SAIS. The orientation to needs in terms

of community capacity building that we find in the Community

Development model is the least powerful. Ànd while the ori-

entation to substantive and technical task objectives was

the most frequently described in the interviews, the focus

on redistribution and structural change ßâY, in my opinion,

be the most critical because it concerns the very survival

64 The communities of the Canipaco may gain most from a par-
tition of the SAIS, because, while they presently experi-
ence the most severe land shortage, they border on the
most successful production unit, Laive. Since their plan
is that the PUs should be divided among the communities
which border on them, they beLieve that Laive would be
theirs.
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of the SÀIS.

Chanqe Strateqies6 s

The strategies described by the three constituent groups,

relate to the needs and objectives that Lhey identified.

The first of these, responding to the substantive and con-

crete needs, v¡as the direct performance of concrete tasks by

DTs. ÐTs and comuneros alike described how, during communi-

ty visits, DTs vaccinated animals, provided medical treat-

ment to comuneros, operated machinery for clearing roads or

fields, and provided other direct services to the communi-

ties. These visits also included the provision of technical

advice to the farmers at critical times in the crop cycIe.

Through these actions DTs demonstrate an attitude which

says; "We'11 take care of that..." or "Let us teIl you what

or how to do that. . . ". These approaches correspond most

closely to the strategies described by Shrivastava (19821

and by Gianotten and de Wit (1987), in which trained techni-

cians promote a shift to modern technology through their

example in the countryside in work with the more advanced

peasant s .

6s It should be clear that vrhen I speak of strategies I am
referring to those that the CDD is currently employing in
its work in the communities, and not to the strategies
which individual DTs or comuneros might have preferred or
hoped for. Sti1l, just as there is sometimes difficulty
in seperating from the literature actual practice from
theory so too, in these interviews' it was sometimes dif-
ficult to separate people's hopesr Prêferences, and crit-
icisms from what was in fact transpiring.
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À second strategic orientation, similar to the "Integrat-

ed Development" described by Hyden (1986) 
' was the idea of

the SAIS and especially the CDD as the planners of projects

for the communities. In this approach scientific investiga-

Èion and research are highly valued and central planning and

control are used to maximize the resources and expertise for

satisfying the substantive needs of the communities. The

Five-Year Pl-an typified this strategy. In the preparation of

this document a team of researchers developed socio-economic

profiles of the communities and proposed development plans

for each on the basis of presumably technical and scientific

data.

The director of the

described the process for

opment Projects" 6 6

Community Development DivÍsion

developing the "Integrated Devel-

66

Firstr wê knew that we must produce a plan for the
development of our member communities because our
comunero brothers are dissatisfied with the conditions
in their communities and Sendero and the enemies of the
SAIS are always very opportunistic. Sor wê spent months
analyzing the situation of the communities, the avail-
able resources, the skills, the population, and the
market opportunities. Then, when the team had gat.hered
all the information, the most difficult part of the
work began, because now we had the task of integrating
this information into a comprehensive plan that would
respond to the needs of each community and also to the
global advancement of the SArS and aIl its members,
workers, and the comunero brothers. we had to work day
and night here in the office for weeks to prepare this
plan for the General Assembly meeting in January.

The Five-Year Plan included a proposal for a significant
economic development project in each community. These
were referred to as "Proyectos de Desarrollo Integral""
of the Five-Year Plan.
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This description illustrates the cenLral planning aspects of

the community work model of the SAIS. The team to which the

director referred in this interview was composed of the

director, several DTs, a sociologist, and the Canada World

Youth adjunct to the SÀIS.67 One of the frequent criticisms

that $Ias heard from community members concerning these

projects and the analysis from which they evolved was that,

in developing the pIans, this team of researchers and plan-

ners failed to visit some of the communities.

À third strategy, Fêsponding to the perceived needs for

knowledge, emphasized a variety of technical training cour-

ses for the communities. These courses v¡ere conducted by

DTs and outside experts for members of the communities and

were generally held either on the SAIS's properties in Huan-

cayo or in one of the communities.6s The needs for attitude

changes which were identified by management and by DTs were

also addressed through these training courses. There was a

strong feeling among DTs and management personnel that

67

68

As I mentioned previously Canada WorId Youth employed a
representative who was seconded to the SAIS to act as a
community work consultanL and who vras part of the project
working group during the Peruvian portion of the
exchange.

Participation in these courses varied depending on the
nature of the course. On some occasions participation
would be Iimited to one or two persons selected from each
community, and on others participation might be open to
all interested members of a particular community. These
courses wiIl be discussed in more detail in the following
chapter on the nature of community participation in the
SAIS.
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comuneros could be inspired to work harder and cooperate

among themselves and with the SÀIS if subjected to exhorta-

tions during training courses. This idea was expressed

repeatedly by both members of the EC and the CDD. Typically

they spoke of the need to "motivate" or "educate" comuneros

to cooperate with projects of the CDD or other community

work. Most of ten the mean ing of thi s vras l imi ted to verbal-

ly lecturing them on the need to cooperate and work harder.

Às far as the strategies for reaLizing change in the

national economy, the SArS is committed to lobbying through

national campesino and agricultural organizations.6s In

addition, DTs have encouraged comuneros to join the Confed-

eracion Campesina de Peru (CCp) to pressure government. This

has, however, become a less popular strategy in part because

of the ambiguous relationship between the CCP and Sendero

Luminoso and its increasing opposition to the SAIS model.To

Several organízations, the National Àgrarian Confedera-
tion (CHa), the Unitary National Agrarian Congress
(CuNa), and the National Agrarian organization (oNe),
were established with the agrarian reform to bring
together aI1 of the cooperatives (weiner 1987). Through
these organizations the SAIS has attempted to pressure
government on such issues as pricing policy, credit
assistance, and the restructuring of services to the
rural areas.

Although the CCP was one of the prime movements behind
the agrarian reform, the reform's failure to address the
needs of t.he majority of campesinos, and the creation of
a new landholders in the country side have made the CCP
one of the main opponents of the SAIS model, in some cas-
es working with Sendero to undermine it (weiner 1987) 

"
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S¡t S/Communi tv Relat ions.

rn terms of the community/sers relations, r wiIl address

primarily the DTs' relationship to the comuneros' but also

the relationship between the members of the Executive and

the communities. The latter is relevant because of the

SAIS' structure in which the Executive has close control

over the actions of the CDD.

In interviews with the Executive members, r focused on

the manner in which they, ês policy makers for the CDD' made

decisions about which projecÈs to undertake and, specifical-

ly, how they knew what the communities needed or wanted.

Their responses illustrated that they' as members of the

communities, considered themselves to be the representaLives

of the communities, and fuIly aware of the conmunities'

needs. For them their relations with the communities was

not an issue because they claimed to be part of the communi-

ty. These opinions are illustrated in the response of a

senior member of the Administrative Council. we had been

discussing how decisions t{ere made for the CDD, and I asked

how he and the other members of the Executive ensured that

what they recommended for the CDD's work in the communities

v¡as either what the communities needed or wanted. He

responded: "We are from the communities, that is my home and

we know far better than any technician what is needed there.

I don't need to go there to know what is needed." This
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response supports the idea held by members of the Executive

that they did not need to formally consult with the communi-

ties. This attitude was evident in the Executive's failure

to attend the meetings of the Bajada de Bases to which I

referred in Chapter II.

when this member's response is compared with the reac-

tions of comuneros, some of the contradictions and tensions

between the communities and the Executive are apparent. The

Executive member's response is particularly interesting in

light of the fact that he had not lived in the community

since the age of twelve or thirteen and was considered to

have become highty separated from the community context and

its culture.Tl rn the interviews, the comuneros who actually

reside in the communities expressed the feeling that the

interests of the members of the General Assembly and Execu-

t.ive had, in many cases, become more closely linked with

those of the urban or "mestízo" milieu and the concerns of

political advancement than with the interests of the conmu-

nities.

In regards to the relat

ties, interviews with the

and contradictions identif

referred in the preceding

interviews vfith community

ionship of the DTs to the communi-

comuneros pointed to the conflicts
ied by Montoya (1987 ) to which I

review of the literature. In

members the relationship was fre-

7 1 This member had
terms to which I

come to be regarded
refer in Chapter I i
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quently criticized for what they called the DTs' "doctor's

visits". By this they meant that the DTs spent minimal time,

did not listen attentively to them or get to the heart of

the matter, but nevertheless gave orders. Àt the same time,

howeverl they spoke of themsel-ves as the owners of the SÀIS

and the DTs as their employees.

Adding to this contradiction !,Ias what seemed to be an

increasing lack of confidence in the technical or profes-

sional abilities of the DTs.72 The president of one of the

communities told me, in speaking about the development

projects of the Five-Year P1an, that; "the Community Devel-

opment Division has great ideas but they don't explain any-

thing. No one has enough confidence to do something just

because they say."73 These comments illustrate the frustra-

tions that community members felt in being nominal owners

but at the same time having to depend on the CDD for materi-

a1 and technical assistance. Community members also criti-

cized the training courses as being what they called "capa-

citacion de salon" or "classroom training". They complained

that it was too theoretical, and lacking the needed practi-

During the practicum this issue became increasingly heat-
ed due to two instances in which the DTs interventions
contributed to losses on the part of the comuneros. In
one case, several head of cattle died after receiving the
r{rong injection. In the other, several families who had
agreed to plant their potatoes as recommended by the CDD
obtained yields well below average.

Here he was referring to the fact that the CDD proposed
that the community start commercial fish farming, but had
failed to detail the technical aspects of this nor how
the marketing and general operations might be done.

72

73
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cal component.

Interviews and conversations with the Development Techni-

cians also produced a varied and sometimes complex picture

of. their relationship with the communities. On the one hand

they almost unanimously expressed a philosophical commitment

to an equal relationship with community members and

described themselves as employees of the communities. On

the other hand, they claimed that there was a lack of con-

sultation and communication between the communities and the

CDD and spoke of themselves as experts who should tell the

community what to do. In this second role they treat and

speak of the comuneros in paternalistic terms. In the same

instance to which the community president referred in criti-

cizing the CDD's development p1ans, the community v¡as

strongly criticized by DTs and by the director of the CDD

for lacking any initiative and not having gone ahead with

the project.

This contradictory situation, which gives nominal owner-

ship of the SAIS to the communities but leaves much of the

control in the hands of DTs, vtas summed up nicely by one of

the women at the Bajada de Bases meeting in Talhuis:

We are supposed to be the orrrners of this SÀIS. That was
what the Ágrarian Reform was all about, but they lpts
and Managementl ttrint that they can tell us how to do
things, and, worse, they don't even knor+ how to use a
'taclia'.7a we should get rid of aII of them, but then
who would vaccinate the cattle?

7 4 The "taclia" is a type of spade used routinely to culti-
vate in the highland region.
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Another aspect of their relationship which reflects Mon-

toya's (1987 ) analysis and was evident in intervieh'S with

both DTs and comuneros was that of resentment and fear to

which I have referred. Comuneros are resentful that, though

the agrarian reform spoke of them as owners of the lands,

their oyrnership is indirect and the DTs and SAIS administra-

tors continue to exercise great control. DTs are resentful

and antagonistic because they believe in some cases that the

communities are undeserving owners of the land who hold too

much povrer through their majority representation on the Gen-

eral Assembly, thus controlling the working conditions and

wages of all the SÀIS workers. They believe that the commu-

nities profit disproportionately from the work of the CDD

and the production units. This vras a position expressed by

some DTs and workers of the SAIS offices in Huancayo and the

productions units. It harkens back to the rhetoric of the

Agrarian Reform which promised "the land for those who work

it. "

The related feeling of fear within both the CDD and the

workers of the PUs came from two sources. One was the pos-

sibility of them losing their jobs as a result of attempts

to partition the SAIS or attempts to disband the CDD.75 The

7 s An attempt
gates from
narrowly de

to disband the CDD
the communities of

feated at the General

on the part of the dele-
the Canipaco Valley was
Assernbly meet ing in Jan-
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more serious, however, l¡as the threats made

lives of DTs from unknown sources.T6

against the

One way in which I tried to understand the nature of this

relationship was to ask the ÐTs about what they learned from

the community and what they thought they provided the commu-

nity. By asking this type of question I was attempting to

establish whet.her they viewed the community as a source of

knowledge to draw upon for their work or if they perceived

themselves to be the sole experts. There vras really, as far

as I could te11, Do one clear ansvler. Besides references to

Iearning about the "reality of the community", âD illusion

to the poverty, isolation, and hardship, a considerable num-

ber of individual factual bits of information could be men-

tioned. However, in general these seemed not to have been

connected with the broader scope of their work. That is,

while DTs readily acknowledged the campesinos knowledge

about certain plants, for example, they did not appear to

incorporate this into their work. In some cases this was

due, it seemed, to a lack of appreciation for the validity

of this knowledge and, in others perhaps, to a sense that it

was beyond the scope of their job or ability.

uary 1 988.

7 6 white these threats were made in the name of Sendero
Luminoso, there was much speculation among DTs and other
SÀIS staff that in fact they were the work of some of the
communities who would prefer to see the SAIS disband.
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An example might serve to illustrate this point. During a

course in Cachi, one of the veterinarians Yras describing the

symptoms and recommended treatments for a variety of cattle

ailments. The majority of his prescribed treatments

involved the use of fairly costly medications. After the

lecture a group of comuneros approached him and asked what

he thought of certain indigenous treatments for the same

ailments. His response was essentially that he did not have

time to worry about that, and, though it might work, he

could not be bothered to use or recommend them. The atti-

tude seems to be that he, or the DTs in general ' are experts

in their field and have this expertise to share with the

communities and that, though the communities may also have

certain knowledge, it is not real1y worth learning except as

incidental or folkloric information.

A final aspect of the relationship that was revealed in

interviews with the comuneros was of the DTs as a link to

the external agencies and bureaucracies. This came often in

the form of DTs or the director of the CDD finding funding

for community or individual projects. One example of this

that was ongoing during the project was in regard to a

hydro-electric project in several of the communities. In

order for the communities to be serviced by the electrical

company they had to provide documentation of the number of

houses and potential users, make this available to Èhe

appropriate authoriLies, and generally go through the
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bureaucratic maze. Several community members spoke

help of the DTs in walking them through these tasks.

of the

In summary a picture emerges from these interviews of a

relationship characterized by conflict, mistrust, and role

differentiation. There is no evidence that the role rever-

sals or the mutual learning relationships called for by the

Social Transformation model exist. Vertical communication,

with requests going up and lectures and instruction coming

down, typifies the community/serS relations.

ÀDDI TIONAL OBSERVÀÎI ONS

The final source of information used in describing the

model of community work employed by the SÀIS is field obser-

vation regarding the nature and conditions of the SAIS's

community work. I wiIl describe three observations which

are significant for understanding the community work model

of the SAIS.7 7

77 WhiIe these observations vtere made largely independent of
the interviews it would be a mistake to say that they
were in all cases entirely so. The case of the "asisten-
tas sociales" work for example vtas discussed in some of
the interviews, but, as I mentioned, I have chosen to
discuss it here, in part, because of its departure from
the norm followed by the CDD in general.
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Professional Representation.

One of the obvious factors which supports the predominant

emphasis on substantive and technical needs found in the

interviews is the relative representation of the various

fields or professions within the CDD. Of the twenty-five

DTs, all but four of them represented what rnight be called

"physical" as opposed to "social" sciences. rhis division
was also evident in the leadership of the CDD. Each of the

four team leadersT I within the CDD had a technical back-

ground, two agronomists, a veterinary scientist, and a for-

estry engineer. This predominance of technically oriented

DTs reinforces the substantive and task oriented view of

needs and objectives.

Communitv visit Routines.

During the practicum I made eight trips of 2-7 days to

the communities with the CDD 'teams'. rn the course of

these community visits I was able to participate in and

observe the work of the DTs. By far the majority of empha-

sis and time was devoted to addressing the concrete physical

needs of the communities. The following list is a sample of

some of the services performed by the DTs on visits to com-

munities in which I participated:

7 I Part of the
Plan vras for
cally based
mented, the

restructuring
the CDD to be

teams. Though
teams and their

called for in the Five-Year
divided into four geographi-
this had not yet been imple-
Ieaders had been chosen.
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i) Vaccination of livestock.

ii) Dipping sheep.

iii) Taking soil samples for testing.

iv) Performing minor surgery on horses for removal of

an oral tumor.

v) Clearing roads and leveling land for construction.

vi) Preparing land for reforestation.

vii) Selecting sites for wells and sanitary facilities.

viii) Testing residents for tuberculosis.

ix) Àdvising on pesticides and fertilizers.

x) Performing bookkeeping and accounting tasks.

Each of the community visits followed a similar routine.

They were generally not prearranged with the community mem-

bers or authorities because of the difficulties of transpor-

tation and communication.Ts Upon arrival in a community Ofs

would seek out the local authorities and the nevrs that the

technicians had arrived would spread by word of mouth.

Those comuneros ¡rho had Specific problems or needs would

come search out the DTs in whatever locale was provided for

our accommodations. Typically, in addition to attending to

the concerns brought forward in this wâY, DTs would visit

79 While the CDD owned several small
often unavailable either because of
or because members of the Executive
Èheir use. On several occasions we
waiting for public transport or for
ava i lable .

pickups, these were
frequent breakdowns

Council would require
spent up to two days
a SAIS vehicle to be
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the communal farmso and check on other projects that l¡ere

ongoing. For example, in the community of Talhuis, one of

the tasks was to check on the progress of the reforestation

project which had been previously started.

The pattern observed in these visits also serves to rein-

force previous information regarding the reLationship

between the CDD and the communities. In no instance, for

example, did I observe a formal needs assessment or problem

solving process with the community as a whole. In most cas-

es DTs remained somewhat apart, even isolated from the com-

munity during their visits, responding to comunero requests

by performing specified technical tasks such as those Iisted

above. Àn example of the isolation maintained by DTs was a

visit to the community of Racracalla. The four DTs with whom

I went spent much of the two days indoors v¡aiting for the

rain to end or for comuneros to come solicit their help.

Even during meals they ate by themselves, and there l{as very

littIe interaction with the community. while community mem-

bers went about the potato harvest, the CDD team watched

from the window waiting for the rain to stop.

80 Most of the communities had begun small community owned
farms with which to supplement community needs. These
included both Iivestock, often sheep or llamasr â5 well
as grain or potatoes, while the intent s¡as for a1l commu-
nity members to share in the work and the benefits of
these, in reality the success of these operations and the
importance given them by the communities were, in many
cases, questionable.
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À11 of this reinforces the image of the DT/community

relationship as one of expert to recipient similar to that

described by Shrivastava (1982). In his description of what

he calls the "rural development" model, referred to in Chap-

ter IV, the emphasis is almost entirely on the provision of

expertise to solve substantive problems with "no attempt to

critically assess the social, cultural, economic and politi-

cal reality of rural society..." or to ensure "...that peo-

ple in rural areas are in any v¡ay important in this develop-

ment strategy... I t is assumed that outsiders (more

educated, knowledgeable and competent than rural people)

know the answers and can do rural development from outside"

(strrivastava, 19822 p.4). Many of these attitudes were typ-

ified in the approach of the CDD.

In addition to what they suggest concerning the community

work model of the SAIS, these observations illustrate the

tensions that existed between DTs and community members.

DTs clearly did not feel entirely welcome in the community.

This was in part a result of the conflicts between the com-

munities and the SAIS's workers. They are also indicative

of a practical difficulty that some DTs have with the condi-

tions in the countrysider or what they refer to as "la real-

idad del campo". DTs are, to a certain extent r accustomed to

city life and some find it inconvenient and demeaning to

trarnp around in the mud, eat Iitt1e besides boiled potatoes,

and sleep on sheep skins on the floor. Consequently, they
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have a difficult time integrating into the community and

gaining the respect which might come from being outside in

the rain helping with the potato harvest instead of sitting

indoors.

The"@-Sociales-".

within the CDD there stas a glaring and perhaps signifi-

cant division. Of the twenty-five members, twenty-one of

them v¡ere men while the remainder were female "aSiStentas

sociales" or social v¡orkers. While much of the work that

they performed conformed to the model of the CDD in general

and to the description that has emerged from the literature,

interviews and observationS, there were Some clear depar-

tures from it.

Immediately noticeable in the way the "asistentas"

described the needs of the communities and the objectives of

community work were their references to conscientization,

organization, and empowerment. WhiIe continuing to work

with the rest of the CDD to address substantive issues in

the communities, the needs were expressed by this group of

DTs in a manner distinct from that of the rest of the CDD.

Their work was almost exclusively with the women of the com-

munities and their objectives in this work were principally

to organize the women into groups in which they could build

self awareness, solidarity, and increase their capacities to
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address the needs of the community. Some of the specific

needs that the asistentas mentioned were for income genera-

tion and health, for a "voice in the community" and to "rec-

ognize their power". By this the asistentas meant that the

women performed a large percentage of the productive labour

and needed to recognize the significance of this and, by

organizing themselves, gain the voice within the community

to which they believed the v¡omen were entitled.

In terms of the strategies of cornmunity work that they

employed, the last several years had seen the asistentas

make a deliberaÈe change in their work. Where they had pre-

viously worked largely as "home makers", helping the campe-

sinas with household tasks, they were nolr primarily working

as organizers, and educators, promoting self-heIp projects.

The principal method employed by the asistentas in their

work with the vromen was the establishment, in each communi-

ty, of a "club de madres" or mothers' club. These clubs v¡ere

organized around issues identified by the vtomen. Through a

process of needs assessment, discussion and training, the

groups attempted to deal with community problems. GeneralIy

the needs targeted were concrete community issues. Through

the process of analyzing them and taking action, the "club

de madres" satisfied substantive needs and underwent an edu-

cational and self-avrareness building process. They also

gained increased respect within the community. In the vil-

lage of Cachi the women had been particularly successful in
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marketing produce grown by the "c1ub de madres" and had put

the money toward improvements in the school. During one of

the community meetings in Cachi, issues regarding the school

vrere brought up; it became abundantly clear that no decision

could be made without their approval. According to the

asistentas, the principal gains vtere in the women's initia-

tive, self-respect, and participation in the community.

The "asistentas" relationship with the women of the com-

munities lacked much of the conflictual tension characteri-z-

ing the broader community/SerS relations. In the strategies

that they employed, particularly the group discussions of

needs and solutionsr wê see a more mutual relationship, one

in which the community is empowered to define their problems

and solutions. Their role vras characteristically less

directive and more that of facilitater, instructor in some

instances, and organizer in others.

Àt the same time it is worth noting that there was open

resistance from some of the community authorities to these

problem solving strategies when used with the community at

large rather than with just the "c1ub de madres". The

"asistentas" attributed this largely to the fact that the

community at large vras not accustomed to this approach and

preferred the usual immediate authoritative ansvrers to spe-

cific problems. While there is ample support for this idea

in the literaturêrBr the reader will notice the irony of the

81 De Zeutter (1986), Shrivastava (1982) and Gran (1983) are
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communities' criticism of both the authoritative approach of

the DTs and the problem solving approaches of the asisten-

tas. The resistance to the problem solving and participato-

ry methodologies used by the asistentas appears to be con-

sistent with the focus on substantive problems and

directive, top-down resolution of problems. Given that, âs

vre have seen, the latter was the primary methodological

approach both in the SÀIS and in general societal and gov-

ernment relations, a certain degree of resistance to the nevt

and relatively untried methods is understandable. This may

be particularly so when, as the "asistentas" pointed out,

the alternative methodologies vtere being implemented by

women. In their opinion the opposition to participatory

methodologies encountered among community authorities was

also due in part to their being women. That these approach-

es r/rere relaLively more successful among the women than the

men of the SÀIS may reflect the closer relations and better

acceptance that the asistentas were able to develop with the

women.

SUMMARY OF THE COMMUNITY WORK MODEL OF THE SÀIS

but a few of the theorists who
oughly prepare a community for
tory community work process.
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Needs and Obiectives. The orientation to needs and objec-

tives within the SÀIS is weighted heavily toward substantive

issues. These include:

1 ) Improving the technology on the productions units
and in the communities.

2) Improving Lhe agricultural techniques used by
comuneros.

3) Raising the community economic standard.

4) Improving the physical i.nfrastructure within the
communities, including roads, buildings, weIls, sanita-
tion facilities, etcetera.

There is also evidence of a belief in the need for behav-

ioural and attitudal change, especialJ-y toward the SÀIS as

an institution and the comuneros responsibility to it.
WhiIe aII the constituent groups believe this need exists,

they, âs I have shown, hold different views of the solutions

to it.

The need for structural change has taken on increasing

significance as the threats to the continuation of the SÀIS

mount. As these increase, it becomes more and more difficult
to address other needs without first resolving these.

Needs for community solidarity and for building self-a-
trareness and the communities' capacity for addressing their

needs are also recognized particularly among the "asistenLas

sociales" in their work with the women of the communities.

However, this appears to be a somewhat isolated perspective,
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encountering some resistance at the leve1 of DTs and commu-

nity authorities.

Basic Chanqe SLrateqies.

During the course of the practicum the following change

strategies became evident. First, F€lated to the primary

identification of needs and objectives' was a strategy of

the DTs providing direct service to the communities. Second,

vras a strategy of providing technical training for communi-

ties. À third strategy was that of centrally conducted

research and planning in the Huancayo office for the devel-

opment and implementation of community projects. A fourth

strategy or group of strategies which was used by the dif-

ferent constituent groups for varied ends s¡as directed at

structural change. It included political lobbying by the

SÀIS's representatives, direct community actionr mass demon-

strations, strikes, and even violence and the threat of vio-

Ience.

commun i ty/sAr s Relations.

In analyzing the relations between the communities and

the SÀIS I have focused on the communities' relationship

with the DTs. The relationship is generally a hierarchical

one in which information flows vertically to the centre.
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Both the literature and the interviews demonstrate that,

while there is a rhetorical recognition of the need for two-

way communication and problem solving, this does not in fact

take place. Instead, the communities request and requisi-

tion, and the CDD directs and lectures.

The relationship is further characterized by conflict

between the communities and the DTs. This conflict stems

from the historical relations between these groups and from

the contradictory situation in which the communities are

ovrners of the SAIS and employers of the DTs, while at the

same time DT'sr ês employees, are in possession of technical

knowledge and the povrer and title associated with it. This

situation is aggravated by feelings of resentment and fear,

heightened in the current climate of threatened dissolution

of the SAIS. Ultimately this overshadows all activities

which the SAIS undertakes"
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CHAPTER VI

COMMUNITY PÀRTICIPÀTION IN THE WORK OF THE SAIS ''CAHUIDE''

This chapter addresses the second of the five practicum

questions: What was the nature of community participation

in the work of the SÀIS's Community Development Division?

To do this I begin the chapter by developing a framework

that will facilitate the description of participation in the

SÀIS. This is followed by a description of the nature of

participation, based on my observations of three community

work projects.

A THEORETICÀL FRÀMEWORK FOR ÀSSESSING PARTTCIPATION

The concept of participation seems to have lost consider-

able definition. It seems that "community" as a modifier as

in "community radio" or "community controlled projects..."

which is intended to connote participation is in effect used

as a "marriage of political convenience and justification"

(nrookfield, 1981). The concept has become vague, meaning

different things to different people and can be found equal-

Iy in the development rhetoric of capitalists, socialists

and others (Repo , 1977; Smith , 1982) .
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Despite this, the demands for participation of communi-

ties in their olvn development are legitimate and even criti-

cal. Surely the health of a community can be measured, at

least in part, by the existence of opportunities for partic-

ipation in its institutions that are accessible to all its

social and interest groups (Brager, 1987\. Goulet (1989)

claíms that participation is indispensable to development

and that the quality of development is largely determined by

the quality of participation.

Brager (1987 ) suggests that we need to ask several ques-

tions regarding participation: whY, who, when, and how

should people participate? nalph Kramer (1969), on the

basis of work with Community Action Programs in California,

poses similar questions, âsking what the role of community

people should be and who should speak for them. In the fol-

lowing discussion, r will address three questions which form

a framework for analyzing participation: 1) why should the

community participate? 2) wtro should participate? and 3)

How should the community participate?

Whv should the communitv participate?

The first broad distinction which can be made in regard

to this question is that made by Denis Gou1et (1989). He

suggests that participation can be seen in the "instrumen-

talist" fashion as the best means for achieving diverse ends

or in the "tefeological" manner as a goodr âfl end in itself.
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For his part Brager (1987) identifies three motivations

for participation: integrative, socio-therapeutic, and

external change. Integrative goals are concerned with sta-

bility and conflict avoidance in the relationships between

communities and workers. The community worker or agency

seeks to involve the community in the development process

prirnarily to gain their support for it rather than out of a

genuine concern for communication and feedback. Brager

claims that, where this latter concern exists, it is secon-

dary to the desire for stabititY.

Rothman's ( 1 968 ) aiscussion of community work suggests

that these goals are most consistent with the Technical

Planning approachr âs planners attempt to get community mem-

bers "orì side". However, the criticisms of many development

initiatives suggest that these goals are common even within

the Community Development orientation despite its philosoph-

ical commitment to participation (Gianotten and de Wit'

1987; de Zeutter, 1986). Havelock and Huberman (1978) sug-

gest that the integrative motivation may arise from the con-

tradiction that commonly exists between the felt needs of

the community and the needs that a sponsoring agency or gov-

ernment may have identified. De Zeutter describes how a

sponsoring agency can become so enamoured with its own agen-

da that it finds it impossible to make the changes which the

community demands. The result is that the efforts of Èhe

"development team" or agency become focused on convincing
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the community of the validity of or the need for the project

as it has been planned from the outside (de Zeutter' 1986).

Brager's second motivation for community participation,

the socio-therapeutic rationale, maintains that "the specif-

ic outcome of the community effort is less relevant than

whether the social and political development of the partici-

pants has been advanced" (Brager, 1987: p.75). Advocates of

this perspective believe that by involvement in the communi-

ty development process the community will gain the compe-

tence and attitudes necessary for its development. This

rationale for community participation is most commonly

espoused by the those within the Community oevelopment ori-

entation. Its lack of focus on concrete achievements may be

its most serious weakness.

Environmental change is the third motivation addressed by

Brager for community workers to promote the participation of

the community. Here, while the utility of community partic-

ipation as a process which develops the necessary ski11s,

knowledge, and attitudes for development is not denied, the

participation of communities is seen chiefly as a source of

power to promote substanÈive or structural change. The

objectives may be changes in locaI services, basic altera-

tion of the social system itself, or arnelioration of a spe-

cific substantive problem in such areas as health or hous-

ing. One of the common yrays in which participation is used
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to create substantive change is by having the community pro-

vide the labour needed f.or the implementation of a particu-

lar development project. As I noted in the discussion of the

Community Development orientation, this limited focus for

community participation has often been one of its shortcom-

ings.

Who should participate?

As noted in the discussion of community work orienta-

tions, the issue of who should participate in development

initiatives is often couched in ambiguous references to the

community as a homogenous and harmonic whole (Cary, 1970;

Rothman, 1968). What much of this discussion has tended to

ignore in its sometimes ambiguous calls for the community as

a whole to participate is that even poor communities are

differentiated and that there is a process of domination

which takes place within them (uotlnsteiner, 1982j Stein,

198s).

Where a recognition of differences exists it was and is

often spoken of in terms of two ill-defined groups, the

"eIite" and the "grassroots". Àlternatively, the recogni-

tion of differences has been based on an analysis of who is

most 1ikely to change and to modernize (Gianotten and de

wit, 1987; Rogers, 1969) . Rogers and Shoemaker (1971)

developed a Iist of criteria attempting to identify those
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most likeIy to change in order to target diffusion and

extentionist strategies at those most likely to participate.

Since studies have shown that participation is positively

correlated with income it is not surprising that development

strategies, which have targeted those identified as the most

1ikeIy to participate, have frequently contributed to ine-

quality by benefitting wealthier members of a community dis-
proportionately (woIfe, 1982; Wertheim, 1983).

The increasing recognition of this differentiation and of

the ineffectiveness of the "trickle down" (Hyden, 1986)

approaches to address the needs of the poorest community

members has led many theorists to call for more concentrated

attempts to involve the poor in the development process

(GaItung, 1978; Gran, 1980; Shrivastava, 1982). Hollnsteiner
(19e2) argues thaÈ it should be poor individuals and not the

community as a whole that participates, and Galtung (1978)

calls for evaluations of development to be undertaken from

the perspective of the poorest and least powerful. He says

that means must be found for the direct participation of

these groups in locaI decision-making.

In calls by Chambers

and by de Zeutter (1986)

we find similar attempts

edge of the non-elites

part, marginalízed their

(1983) for "reversals of learning"

for genuine two-way communication,

to value the experience and knowl-

in a system that has, for the most

contributions. Crucial too, in the
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discussion of who should participate, is the argument that

"indigenous" or "native" leaders be involved as opposed to

the establishment of new leaders or of new organizational

structures. (efinsky, 1969f de Wit, 1987; de Zeutter' 1986)

How should the communitv participate?

This question can be seen to have two parts: First, when

or at what moment in the development process should communi-

ty members be involved? Second, to what degree should they

be involved? nrager (1987) identifies three needs, the need

for leadership, for expertise, and for participation, which

must be considered in determining to what extent the commu-

nity should participate. He suggests that a balance must be

struck between the accomplishment of substantive tasks, for

which the community may not have the requisite expertise,

and the gains in learning and conscientization or attitude

formation that may result from community participation.

Goulet (1989) makes a sirnilar observation suggesting that

participation's "dual nature as both goal and means implies

unending compromises between antagonistic requirements of

efficiency and equity".

If we look at the process of community work as involving

several stages: needs analysis, planning stage, implementa-

tion, and evaluation, it is possible to describe community

participation based on the stage at which the community is
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encouraged or allowed to become involved (GouIet 1989).

Within each of these stages it is also possible to consider

participation along a continuum which measures the degree of

involvement.

Kramer (cited in Brager, 1987) devised such a continuum,

plotting the degree of involvement that participants may

have within the development process. He identifies seven

points on the continuum or possibilities for community

involvement:

i) The community member does nothing and is told noth-
ing of the agency or worker's plans.

ii) The community receives information.

iii) the community is consulted as the agency seeks
support.

iv) The community has an
or worker is prepared to
necessary.

v) The community is involved in joint planning.

vi ) The community has delegated authority in which the
agency asks the community to make a series of decisions
around an identified problem and within set Iimits.
vii) The community both identifies a problem and makes
the key decisions. The agency "is willing to help the
community at each step to accomplish its own goals,
even to the extent of administrative control of the
programs." (Kramer, 1970 cited in Brager, 1987z p.67)

Summarv of the Framework

advisory role and the agency
make some modifications is

In considering the nature

the process of community work,

of community participation in

we have asked three crucial
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questions: Why should the community part

the community should participate? How,

extent, should the community participate?

ic

or

ipate? who within

when and to what

Three basic approaches are generally found to the first
question: community participation to create various levels

of cooptation or agreement with agency plans; participation

for the learning of the community; and participation as a

st.rategy f or creating change.

To the second question, regarding who should participate,

community work theorists respond by pointing to the "whole

community", to the disadvantaged in a recognition of signif-
icant social differentiation, or to some form of elite in a

trickle down approach.

Fina1ly, the third question concerning timing and extent

of participation requires a response at two IeveIs" First it

addresses the stage or stages at which the community partic-

ipates. Second, it describes the degree to which it partic-

ipates in each stage.

The Participatorv Model of the Practicum

Using the preceding theoretical framework developed for

describing the nature of community participation in the

SAIS, I witl briefly describe the model of participation

which was adopted for this practicum. This model: or what
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rnight best be described as a philosophical orientation to

community participation, provided one of the fundamental

bases, along with our community work orientation and the

community work assessmefltrs2 f.or the strategies, objectives

and work of this practicum.

While the participation of the community is frequently
justified on the basis of the three motivations or goals

listed in the framework, I approach the question of why the

community should participate, first of aI1, from the teleo-
logical perspective identified by Goulet (1989). that is, I

accept the inherent right of the community, recognized

throughout community work literature, to participate in its

own development. From this starting point, the socio-thera-
peutic and external change goals also provide motivation for

the objective of increased community participation central

to this practicum. In this orientation, however, I specifi-
cally attempt to avoid the cynical form of integrative goals

described by Brager (1987), in which participation is sought

only as a means of, to use McClintock's terms, "getting peo-

ple to do what outsiders think is good for them" (ucClin-

tock, 1981: p.99). While it is essential that people feel

ovrnership and commitment, these should be genuine conditions

which arise out of authentic and meaningful participation

and not fabricated for the maintenance of stability or the

82 when I refer to "community work assessment" I am refering
to the assessment of both the community work model
employed by the SAIS and the community participation in
the work of the CDD.
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advancement of an agencyrs ov¡n goals.

The orientation adopted in this practicum to the question

of who should participate finds its focus in the goals of

community work. The goals of transfer of power and of

equality, which are an essential part of the Social Trans-

formation model adopted by the practicum, lend strength to

caIls for the deprived and disadvantaged to participate in

the development process. Believing that the participation

of community members is a means of transferring power to

them, this orientation calIs for the participation of those

most in need of this transfer. The participation of elites,

in the absence of participation by the oppressed, serves to

maintain the status quo and thwart the objectives of equali-

ty (Gran , 1983; Worsley, 1 984 ) "

In terms of how the community should participate, this
philosophical orientation adopts the idealistic starting
point found in the Iiterature of the United Nations which

calls for community involvement in each stage of the devel-

opment process.

"Genuine participation leading to self-reliance and
continuity in community-based social services grows
most often out of people's involvement frorn the first
phases of problem identification and data collection,
through programme and project design, to ultimate
implementation, management, and evaluation" (Unicef ,
1982: p "122) .

Likewise the degree of participation at each stage should'

as closely as possible, approximate the seventh point on
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Kramer's conÈinuum, in which it is the community that makes

all the key decisions.

Naturally t.his orientation represents a guide or an ideal

toward which to strive. In the world of actual practice, and

certainly in the world occupied by the SÀIS "Cahuide", there

are limitations to the extent to which it can be achieved.

There are at least four significant limitations to the suc-

cessful implementation of this orientation.

a) Lack of sÞontaneous participation. while it is pref-

erable that the community initiate development work, its

failure to do so should encourage the community worker to

demonstrate to people their options. As Alinsky (1976) says'

people must feel that they can achieve something before they

will become involved.

b) Difficultv in the definition of need. While the

belief that the community is able to define its needs is

central to community work (Hakim 1982), the control exer-

cised by elites through "opinion leaders" and less subtle

forms of coercion can create a discrepancy between the felt

needs of a community and the goals of development and the

principles of participation.

c) Lack of resources. The idealistic orientation to com-

munity participation of the United Nations suggests that the

community should provide the resources for development.
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Bugnicourt (1982) warns, however, that too often the majori-

ty of the burden of participation has been placed on the

poor. It is unreasonable to expect the poorest to contribute

the most in terms of time and effort when they have the

least to spare. Furthermore, in a situation such as the

SÀIS where community workers are paid, albeit indirectly, by

the communities, it is reasonable to expect them to do some

of the r,¡ork and make some of the decisions.

d) Lack of skiIls and/or knowledqe. In each of the stag-

es of a community work project, the lack of skill or knowl-

edge is a limiting factor to community participation. Par-

ticularly where the goals are largely substantive, a lack of

needed ski11 and knowledge wiIl cause a community worker's

role to increase and the community's role to decrease or

change.

In addition

ers, specific

the attainment

to

to

of

these general limitations, there stere oth-

the work in the SAIS, which also affected

the participatory ideals. One of these

relates to the nature of the projects through which we

attempted to promote the changes to participatory methodolo-

gies.83 At least one of these, the delegate orientation, was

by definition aimed at the community elites. While we could

and did attempt to get the participation of other community

members in the planning stages, the primary focus in this

I 3 See Chapter vI I
these projects,

for a full discussion of this process and
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project remained centred on these elites.sa

Another limitation, relating to our rationale for promot-

ing participation, vras the extreme concern of DTs for the

protection of their jobs. Às a result of the insecurity

surrounding the continuity of both the SAIS and the CDD, DTs

were often more concerned with participation solely for the

integrative goals that our orientation attempts to avoid

than for external change goals or as an inherent right of

the community. In promoting participation, then, as will be

clear in the discussion of change promotion strategies in

Chapters VII and VIII, this concern for integrative goals

was recognized and used as a driving force to help persuade

DTs to experiment with participatory methodologies. While a
possible inconsistency with the stated participatory orien-
tation needs to be acknowledged, its potential for getting

DTs to experiment with participatory methods seems to justi-

ty its use.

Despite these limitations, the orientations to participa-

tion adopted in this practicum and the Socia1 Transformation

approach to community work provided the framework for the

promotion of the participatory methodologies of community

work r+hich were the practicum's essence"

I4 These delegates are not considered "eIites" merely
because of their position as delegates, but also because,
as I explain in the following assessment of community
participation, they typically come from among the wealth-
ier members of the community.
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DESCRIPTION OF PÄRTICIPÀTION

In the second portion of this chapter, I

address the question of community participation
wiI

in

I directly
the SÀIS.

The information which forms the basis of this section is

drawn largely from my observations of three community work

projects, âs well as from the interviews and conversations

with members and workers of the SAIS. The three projects

were: a reforestation project, the Bajada de Bases to which

I have referred, and a leadership training course.

The reforestation project took place in the community of

Carampa.ss This project was the responsibility of the CDD's

forestry engineer, and involved planting aproximately two

hundred and fifty trees in the areas of the community most

affected by erosion.

The second project, the Bajada de Bases, has already been

briefly described in foregoing chapters. It was designed as

a series of meetings between members of the CDD, the EC, the

management and the communities. These meetings, in which

information regarding both the plans of the SÀIS and the

8s similar projects vrere being conducted in other communi-
ties, but it. lras only in Carampa that I had the opportu-
nity to speak at any length with community people about
this project. From the conversations with the DTs and
observation of the reforestation project in Cachi how-
ever, I am lead to believe that the situation in Carampa
was roughly parallel to Èhat in other communities.
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concerns of the communities could be exchanged in dialogue

fashion, $¡ere scheduled for each of the member communities.

Looking at what actually happened during the Bajada provides

us with an example of the structured participation of the

communities in the SÀIS and the nature of communication

between the various constituents.

The third activity which forms the basis of this analysis

was the leadership training course in the community of Santo

Domingo de Cachi (Cachi).. Consideration of this project

aIlows some understanding of the participation of comuneros

in a specifically educational project.

Whv does the Communi tv Part ic ipate?

In the theoretical review I identified three motivations

for workers to encourage the community to participate: inte-
grative, socio-therapeutic and environmental change goa1s.

In the three projects described, participation vtas encour-

aged or allowed primarily for integrative and/or environ-

mental change goaIs"

Participation in the reforestation project, served envi-

ronmental change orr in Goulet's (1989) terms, instrumental-

ist goals, in so far as the intent $¡as for the community to

provide the manpower to accomplish concrete tasks. The ini-

tial participation of the community in identifying the num-
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ber and type of trees that they needed could normally be

seen to flow from both integrative and environmental change

goals. However, the failure on the part of the CDD' by not

providing the requested trees and by not ensuring that the

project met community approval, âIienated the community and

resulted in the community's withdrawal of all participation

or interest

The Bajada de Bases, inspired by the criticisms of and

threats to the CDD'86 also had integrative goals as its pri-

mary aim. Management, particularly, sought to convince com-

munities of the need for the CDD and the value of the

projects identified in the Five-Year PIan. The fact that

the Bajada was not completed as intended and that many mem-

bers of management declined to become involved illustrates

the lack of commitment to it as a means of achieving exter-

na1 change or even socio-therapeutic Aoals.

While integrative goals were the predominant motivaters,

it must be noted that there was also, oD the part of some

individuals, genuine motivation to promote participation for

external change goals and because of a belief in the inher-

ent value of participation. These people believed that, by

allowing two-way communication, the bajada could stimulate

alterations in the patterns of work of the DTs and identify

areas of focus and highlight community concerns. An example

86 The criticisms of and threats to the SÀIS and the CDD are
described in detail elsewhere in this report.
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from the work of the Education Committee's coordinator will
illustrate these motivations.sT The coordinator ïras respon-

sible for some of the meetings of the Bajada, and, though he

was, Iike Pedro and I, left to carry them out on his own, he

went to great lengths to write a fulI report of community

concerns and comments.ss This represented, on his part, a

commitment to external change goals. Àt the same time, not

only did members of management rarely accompany him, but his

report was rejected by the president of the Education Com-

mittee as unnecessary and trivial. This example illustrates
a cynical focus on integrative goals by people such as the

president of the EC and a commitment to external change and

possibty socio-therapeutic aoals on the part of such indi-
viduals as the EC coordinator.

Participation in the Cachi leadership course centred on

the community identifying a need for the course and making

the request. More than anything the comments of the direc-
Èor of the CDD led me to believe that this illustrated the

instrumentalist objectives of participation in the SÀIS.

The director of the CDD indicated that this form of partici-
pation served a valuable function in determining which ser-

vices wiIl be provided to which communities based on the

As described in Chapter II, the EC had two full time
staff people, one of which was Pedro, and the other of
which was a coordinator with roughly paraIlel duties.

It should be noted that the coordinator wrote this
report, in part, to support our analysis and aid the
change process. Information from it supported our find-
ings and the development of a change strategy.

87

88
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number and stridency of reguests.ss While this type of par-

ticipation could serve each of the three goal categorÍes'

and undoubtedly did to some extent, these comments demon-

strate the CDD's perspective on this participation as a part

of the planning process in an instrumentalist fashion. The

participation provided the CDD with information needed to

make a decision. It was not for socio-therapeutic Aoa1s nor

solely for the integration of the community into the pro-

Fêê e

Who Participates?

The reforestation project was initiated by the CDD in

response to a national campaign for soil conservation in the

highlands. The CDÐ made trees available to each of the com-

munities and proposed that they decide how many and of what

kind they wanted. The forestry engineer was responsible for

assisting in the technical aspects of the project including

selection of planting sites,
trees.

planting, and care of the

8s This manner of determining the type of course or project
to be carried out corresponds to Brookfield's ( 1 981 )
description of "adult education in the community" in so
far as the community dictates what course will be offered
regardless of its focus. It also correlates, to some
extent, with the "consumer sovereignty" against which
Lovett (1983) speaks in demanding a more class focused
educational endeavour "
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In the case of Carampa,

and it v¡as specified that
responsible delivered two

instead of the eucalyptus

instructions to plant them

stration of how to do it.
died in their burlap sacks

two hundred trees were requested,

these be eucalyptus. The DT

hundred and fifty pine trees,
reguested, and Ieft them with

but with no explanation or demon-

The result was that the trees

bef ore they lrere planted.

Two instances of actual or intended participation can be

identified. The first took place at the planning stage of

the process. The community's General Àssembly instructed
the president to request two hundred eucalyptus trees
because of the superior lumber that the eucalyptus provides,

and because they had previously attempted to plant pine

trees and these had died. There was also intended partici-
pation in the ÐTs instructions to the community. The commu-

nity was to be involved by planting the trees in a communal

work project. This demonstrates the idea that it is the

community as a whole that should participate. In this case

there does not seem to be any attempt to differentiate
between different sectors of the community.

TÞ" "Bajada de Bases" also officially targeted the commu-

nity as a whole. Nevertheless, of all the community members

it v¡as the community authorities who v¡ere most likely to
participate. These tended to be younger men from wealthier
famirieseo creating a bias in favour of the more powerfur in

so Gianotten and de Wit describe the positions on the commu-
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the community. In the description of the practicum work I

noted that not all of the communities actually received vis-
its from the SAIS representatives as scheduled in the Baja-

da. This means that some of the communities did not partici-
pate at all. This division between who participated and who

did not was a matter of chance, in so far as poor road con-

ditions or other extenuating circumstances prevented sched-

uled visits from taking place. On the other hand, it also

had much to do with family ties between members of the man-

agement and Executive and members of the communities. In

the case of the visits made by Pedro and I to the communi-

ties of Canchapalca, Talhuis, and Chipche the fact that

Pedro has family members in each of these was a deciding

factor. Paerregaard (1987 ) supports this, describing how

family ties form the basis of most communal relations.

the fact that the Bajada de Bases took place in the com-

munities rather than at the office in Huancayo is also sig-
nificant for the question of who participated. By having

the delegates, management and direct.ors go to the community

more people v¡ithin the community had the opportunity to par-

ticipate. This can also be seen to support the idea of

nity councils as responsibilities that young men are
expected to fulfiII. They are generally positions filled
by young often unmarried men because of the time commit-
ment that they involve. There is in addition a certain
amount of financial obligation in that the members of the
council and especially the president are expected to
sponsor certain yearly festivities as "padrino" or godfa-
ther. This was generally supported in conversations with
comuneros and with conmunity authorities,
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indigenous leadership espoused in the Iiterature to which I

have referred. The Bajada provided opportunity for poorer

comuneros to participate without leaving the community and

tended to legitimate the community as a place of importance

worthy of a visit by the upper echelons of the SAIS manage-

ment. This lent importance to the Bajada as an exercise in
community participation and two-way dialogue, but also made

more significant the overall failure of the SAIS to follow
through with the Bajada in its intended form.

By looking at why the leadership course was held in

Cachi r w€ can infer some things about who participates with-
in the SÀIS. There are two principal reasons for the course

being conducted in Cachi. For one thing, according to the

figures found in the Five-Year PIan, Cachi was the community

with the highest percentage of its members residing outside

of the community, mainly in Huancayo. This provides them

with easy access to the CDD office where reguests are placed

for a variety of services. The director of the CDD con-

firmed what seemed apparent throughout the practicum, name-

ly, that one of the main criteria for determining which

projects the CDD would undertake ?ras the persistence with
which a community demanded services.sl

s 1 I would suggest that this orientation also relates to the
leadership style of the director, which in Chapter VIII I
identify as "conserver", and to his weakened position
within the SAI S , which made him part icularly vrary of and
susceptible to criticism and pressure both from the com-
munities and the workers. The discussion in Chapter VIII
elaborates on these.
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The other reason for the selection of Cachi for the

course has to do with the perception that the comuneros of

Cachi were more amenable to change and more accepting of new

ideas. There was a belief that communities which raise live-

stock are more like1y to change than those devoted to agri-

culture because the nature of their work, which involves

travel to diverse communities and to urban centres, tends to

expose them to new ideas. This opinion, shared by members

of the CDD and by officials of the agriculture ministry, is

also one of the conclusion reached by Ruiz and Cordova

(1973) in their study of the SÀIS.s2

In this we see then that who participates has a great

deal to do with the pressure that they can bring to bear on

the CDD, and that it is also based on a concept of a differ-
entiated community in which some members are targeted for

participation because they are considered more open to
change. It is important to note, however, that in none of

the three projects was there a conscious effort to target

the poorer or more marginalized segments of a given communi-

ty.

ez In an interview, the director of the departmental govern-
ment's agriculture extension office, a man who had previ-
ously worked with the SÀIS, supported this concept of
amenability to change, claiming that it explained the
relative dynamism of these communities. Some of the cri-
teria upon which Ruiz and Cordova draw for their study of
change r+ithin the SAIS are those identified by Rogers and
Shoemaker (1971) to which I referred previously.
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How does the Communitv Participate?

As discussed, this guestion has two parts, when and to
what extent does the community participate? the question of
when refers to the stages outlined in the framework: needs

assessment, planning, implementation, and evaluation. The

question of what extent refers to Kramer's (1970) seven

point continuum of participation as described by Brager
(1e87).

rn the reforestation project the community of carampa

participated, during the planning stageres in an approxima-

tion of what Brager describes as an advisory role. They

request the type of tree that they believe wourd be most

appropriate to address their needs. However, given that the

community's request was ignored by the ÐT invorved, this
participation loses significance. The second element of
participation, or more accurately, intended participation,
vras in the planting of the trees. The project presumed that
the community woutd participate in the imprementation in
this way. This participation at the implementation stage

wourd occupy a low revel on the continuum of community par-
ticipation, at which the community is informed or instructed
in what to do, but does not make decisions or provide infor-
mation. Às has already been noted, the failure of the cDD

to accept the advice or reguest of the community resurted in

e 3 The assessment
munity appears
himsel f .

of the need for reforestation in the com-
to have come from the director of the CDÐ
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a premature end to the project and with it a virtual absence

of participation. StilI, this case illustrates the nature

of participation that the CDD intended for the community to

have, the lack of respect they accorded this participation,

and the community's reaction to this. In addition, it must

be recognized that the decision to not participate in the

implementation stage, ie. the planting of the trees, can in

itself be considered a form of participation and of control
over the project. In essence the community has, though not

at the behest of the CDD, made the most important decision.

The Bajada de Bases was an initiative of the Education

Committee. The communities were informed of it after the

planning had taken place, thereby eliminating the opportuni-

ty for community participation in the planning stage. Commu-

nity delegates did, however, provide impetus for the Bajada

by their strong criticisms of the CDD and the SAIS adminis-

tration in general. In this vray they had an important role

in the needs assessment stage of the project.

Community members also participated actively in the

implementation stage of the Bajada in the communities in
which it actually took p1ace. The communities' formal role

in this phase corresponded to what Brager (1987 ) refers to

as consultation and advisory roles. At this point on Èhe

continuum, the workers or the agency seeks support, is pre-

pared to listen and is willing to make modificalions to the
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program. However, as I have already described, the partici-
pation which actually took place failed to live up to this
formal intent. The failure of SÀIS management, Executive,

and DTs to participate fully in the Bajada minimized the

significance of the communities' participation. Just as in
the project in Carampa, there seems to be a lack of respect

for the communities' right and ability to participate. This

is, of course, consistent with the analysis made in Chapter

V regarding community/SefS relations.

The leadership training course in Cachi was initiated due

to community participation in identifying the need and in

requesting the course. In subsequent stages, however, there

was little community involvement. The planning was conduct-

ed in total isolation from the community and in large part

by experts from outside the SAIS. The course material
itself was delivered through didactic lectures, leaving lit-
tle room for active participation by or feedback from the

community members, It v¡as in relation to this that the

comuneros complained of the "classroom training" I refer to

in Chapter V. There was also concern expressed

munity members and by ÐTs that the communi

involved in an evaluation of this course.

by

ty
both com-

was not
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Summarv of Communitv Participation in the SÀI S

Observations of three community projects conducted during

the time period of the practicum has provided us with the

preceding description of community participation in the work

of the CDD, based on questions of why, who and how the com-

munity should participate. The description provided

responds to the second practicum question: What was the

nature of community participation in the work of the SAIS'

Community Development Division?

Most encouragement of community participation by DTs

stemmed Iargely from integrative motivations. The CDD and

the SAIS in general sought to promote community participa-
tion largely to dampen some of the criticisms which were

Ieveled against it. There was, however, on the part of some

individuals, a focus on external change or instrumentalist
goals. This focus also appeared in some of the participation
which was intended in the reforestation project.

In terms of who should participate, promotion of communi-

ty participation was seen to be generally directed toward

the community as a r.¡hole with Iittle differentiation between

members of the communities. Where there was a focus on the

participation of one group within the community over

another, it related primarily to the notion that these

groups would be more amenable to change than would others.

There appeared to be little if any conscious effort Èo iden-
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in

f.y those groups within specific communities that were more

need of assistance.

Consideration of the questions "when" and "to what

extent", which are embodied in ansyrering how the community

should participate, reveals that participation took p1ace,

or was intended, at several different stages. These included

the needs analysis, planning and implementation stages. The

extent to which the community participates, however is found

to be low, corresponding largely to the lower half of Kram-

er's continuum. Participation v¡as generally restricted to
the community receiving information, being consulted as the

CDD seeks support, or taking on an advisory role. This low

Ieve1 of participation occurred in spite of projects in

which greater participation was theoretically envisioned,

due to a lack of respect for the community's potential role.
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CHAPTER VII

CHANGE PROMOTTON STRÀTEGTES

A Description of the Process Used to Promote Participatory

Communitv Work Methodoloqies

As a description and analysis of the community work of

the CDD emerged from interviews and observation, w€r the

project cooperants and the working group, began to focus on

the identification of the desired changes in the practices

of the CDD and a process or strategy for promoting these

among the development technicians. As the reader will
recall from the discussion in Chapter III, during the orien-
tation phase of the practicum the working group agreed to a

workplan for promoting participaÈory methodologies which had

as its first step the analysis of the community work of the

CDD" This analysis r.ras intended to assist both in the iden-

tification of desired changes and in the development of the

strategy for promoting them. In this chapter I will
describe the application of this analysis to the planning of

the change promotion strategy, the implementation of this
strategy, and subsequent modification of it,

Up until this point the change sought through the practi-
cum has been broadly identified as the adoption of partici-
patory methodologies of community work. The need for this
change was supported at all levels of the community work
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analysis. During this next phase the change itself is oper-

ationalized as the participation by the DTs in the planning

and implementation of two experimental community projects.

These projects are the learning activities provided for in

the workplan. While more specific areas of needed change

have also been suggested by the analysis, the process which

the working group developed for promoting change required

that the identification of specific problems and needed

changes to be addressed by the experimental projects be done

by the community development technicians themselves.

The Chanqe Prornotion Strateqv

Throughout the analysis phase of the practicum, strat-
egies for promoting change within the SAIS were discussed

with the working group; however, it was only as this phase

ended that the working group agreed to the specifics of a

change promotion strategy based on the framework provided by

the workplan. ea Many of the strategy's specifics evolved

from a proposal for a "PIan of Cooperation" between the EC

and the CDD. This proposal yras developed by the project

cooperants, Pedro and myself, in an effort to stimulate the

planning of a change strategy. The change promotion strat-

s4 It is importantr âs I have mentioned, that the reader not
begin to think of this process in the strictly linear
fashion that a written description tends to impose upon
it. Ì.Ihile each phase of the practicum had its particular
characteristics which make it distinct from others, they
each also overlapped both in chronology and in activi-
t ies.
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egy itself consisted of the following, roughly chronological

steps, designed to begin in a two-day planning and evalua-

tion meeting with the CDD.

The first step, ât the two-day meeting, was for the

results of the community work analysis to be presented and

discussed with the entire CDD. Out of this would emerge a

common picture of the SAIS' community work, a picture in

which the communities' perspective as presented in the

interviev¡s would be seen by the DTs. This presentation of

the communities' perspective was in itself important given

that the community work analysis suggested that it was not

understood by the CDD.

The second step was for areas of strength and weakness to

be identified in the work of the CDD. This in essence con-

stitutes a needs analysis for the CDD. This identification
of the problem areas within thç CDD's work was to be

achieved through discussion, and was to focus primarily on

the methodologies and approaches used as opposed to the

technical or logistical concerns.ss

Once

the CDD

communi

a common understanding of

was arrived at, the third
ty projects to be identified

the difficulties faced by

step was for experimental

. through these projects

ss ÐTs frequently complained of Iogistical impediments to
their yrork such as lack of reliable transportation. While
the decision to not focus on these limited the participa-
tion of the DTs to some extent it was believed to be nec-
essary by the working group in order to allow us Lo con-
centrate on the methodological questions.
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the identified problems would be focused on and the neces-

sary methodological modifications attempted. As mentioned,

the working group had already identified several potential

projects. These would be presented to the CDD as options'

but the possibility remained that other projects would be

considered more appropriate.

Depending in part on the projects selected as well as on

interest of the members, a regional team would be selected

to participate with Pedro and myself in planning and imple-

menting the projects. In the planning and implementation

the concerns and problem areas listed were to be given par-

ticular attention in experirnenting with alternative, partic-

ipatory methodologies of work. WhiIe this work would focus

on one of the regional teamsrto be agreed upon in the evalu-

ation and planning meeting, the rest of the CDD would have

input to and feedback from this team through weekly meet-

ings.

Development of the Chanqe Strateqv

This change promotion strategy emerged from several

sources. Principal among these was the community work analy-

sis. As described, the analysis was intended to inform both

the changes sought and the strategy for promoting them.

This it did, contributing to the strategy by providing the

information and analysis described be1ow.
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In the first place, almost without exception, the people

with whom lre spoke in the interviews expressed the belief

that the communities should be more involved in the communi-

ty work of the CDD. This fact led the working group in gen-

eral, and me in particular, to conclude that the DTs would

wiltingly associate themselves with attempts to increase

community participation. It suggested that what was needed

more than anything was a forum or a plan within which the

DTs could evaluate and modify their methodologies. Through

the evaluation and planning meeting and the experiment.al

projects we attempted to provide that forum.

A second factor that influenced our planning of the

strategy was the opinion expressed by the communities that

their concerns were not heard by the ÐTs. This led us to

begin the process with a meeting in which the communities'

opinions, as represented in the analysis, could be presented

to the CDD. Àt the same time this wouldr wê hoped, help to
increase the value of community information in the eyes of

the DTs. If we look back to the community work analysis and

the DTs' view of what they could learn from the community,

we see that this was demonstrablly missing.

Another factor highlighted in the analysis which the

working group felt would contribute to the success of the

change promotion efforts vras the communities' criticism of

the CDD. Comunero dissatisfaction with the work of the CDD
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reached such a level that, just prior to the start of the

Peruvian phase of the project, a motion in the General

Àssembly to disband the CDD vlas narrowly defeated.s6 This

event and the continuing criticisms of the CDD, typified by

comunero descriptions of the DTs' "doctor's visits", had

convinced many DTs that changes were needed in their rela-

tions with the communities. Consequently we believed DTs

would be ready to seize the opportunity to explore alterna-

tive methodologies of work and relations with the communi-

ties.

While the comuneros' criticism of the CDD and their sense

that it was deaf to their concerns lent importance to our

strategy which promoted the presentation of these viewsr our

strategy did not envision a joint evaluation and planning

meeting between these two constituencies. This was in large

measure because of what the analysis revealed about the

intensity of fear and resentment that existed between the

tvro groups. As a result of these tensions and the fact that

DTs needed to be a part of the process, the members of the

working group agreed that an evaluation and planning meeting

at this point would best include only members of the CÐD.

sG The motion to disband the CDD was in fact defeated only
after the workers of several production units arrived at
the site of the General Assembly meeting to pressure deI-
egates to maintain the CDD. This is an example of the
direct political action that the workers' organization,
Frente Unico de los Trabajadores, used to overcome their
relatively weak representation in the General Àssembly.
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Ànother characteristic of the CDD that vtas evident in the

community work analysis and that contributed to the strategy

that we adopted was its central planning focus. In previous

sections I have described how the CDD planned projects for

the communities. While this process was criticized within

the analysis, the plan for a meeting of the CDD in which the

analysis could be discussed and problem areas identified'

fit well with this central planning style of work. By com-

mencing the process in this vray it could be familiar and

nonthreatening. At the same time recognition of a general

Iack of community participation as problematic could moti-

vate planning for inclusion of comuneros in the preparation

of experimental- projects. It might be added that our stra-

tegic approach also appealed to the composition of the plan-

ning group, particularly the presence of the director of the

CDD who maintained significant control over the process.

Ànother element of the change strategy vtas that it

focused, through the experimental projects, oD the substan-

tive or technical work of the SAIS. The community work

analysis pointed clearly to these as the main focus of the

CDD's work, Consequently, in selecting potential experimen-

tal projects r wê focused on those with task oriented goals

or substantive and technical objectives. Methodological

changes and increased community participation in this type

of project were seen to fit with the overall orientation of

the CÐD's work. In the same way comuneros' demands for
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"practical" as opposed to "classroom" training also influ-

enced our decision to use experimental community development

and education projects as the means of promoting change orr

in other words, âs the learning activities of the overall

workplan.

Through the analysis h'e had also become avrare of alterna-
tive approaches that had been used in the CDD. One of the

most significant of these v¡as the work of the "asistentas

sociales" or social work DTs. We believed that in order to
gain the support of the CDD and the other DTs for the pro-

posed participatory methodologies, it would be important to

include these people and their experience in the planning

process. By having an evaluation and planning meeting with

the entire CDD we believed that the voice of these DTs could

be raised in support of the proposed changes, and, just as

importantly, provide criticism and ideas from the practical

experience of their community work.

In a similar manner, the presence of. DTs within the CDD

who were in favour of and in some cases working for the dis-
solution of the SAIS contributed to a strategy of a meeting

with the entire CDD. It v¡as believed, mistakenly as it.

turned out, that the "dissident" DTs would not openly oppose

the process in a meeting of this nature. We believed that

they would conform to the official position of the CDD and

their formal status as members of the organization.
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In addition to the community work analysis there were

other sources of information or influence which guided the

development of the change strategy. One of these was our

philosophical commitmenL to participation and the Socia1

Transformation model described in Chapters Iv and VI. These

orientations made it imperative that the DTs have a role in

defining the problerns within their work and the changes to

be sought. Partly for this reason we employed an approach

which left the identification of needs and changes up to the

DTs. within the working group there v¡as some disagreement

around precisely this issue. Some members advocated an

approach in which Pedro and I would independently identify

the projects, the work methodology, and the problems to be

addressed and the CDD director would assign a

with us.

team to work

There were also other factors which we learned that,

though not reflected in the community work analysis, influ-

enced our selection of the change promotion process. One of

these $ras the fact that the CDD was in the process of being

divided into regional teams" This factor affected the

change strategy in so far as it meant that the DTs had to

become involved in the experimental projects as a team of

four or five. The implication was that it would not be pos-

sible for DTs to decide whether or not to participate on an

individual basis. Consequently, the involvement of all the

DTs in identifying experimental projects was more important.
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I also became increasingly av¡are, both through members of

the SAIS and my association with people from outside of the

SÀIS, that there was considerable external legitimation for

change in the SAIS as well as public avrareness of the con-

flicts within it. The external legitimation came from other

community work professionals who expressed publicly and pri-

vately their opinion that the community work of the SAIS

needed changes which would give communities a larger role in

decision making. Àt a workshop with the SÀIS "Tupac Amaru"eT

and various community organizaLions prior to the Peruvian

phase of the exchange project these criticisms had been

shared with the CDD and management.

In addition, many members of the public with whom I had

contact outside the SAIS expressed the opinion that the SÀIS

administration v¡as acting as the new landowner or "hacenda-

do" in its relations with the communities. The opinion that

only those at the top of the SAIS's hierarchy benefited and

that its communities v¡ere as marginalized as they had been

under the prerevolutionary structures l.¡as common on the

streets of Huancayo. I believed that aI1 of this would fur-
ther influence the DTs to explore the use of alternative and

more participatory methodologies through experimental commu-

nity work projects.

e7 The SAIS "Tupac Amaru" is the largest of the SÀISs of the
central highlands, It is generally considered, by the
community organizations with which I had contact to be
relatively progressive in terms of it.s methodologies and
relations with its rnember communities.
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À final factor that influenced our strategy vlas the com-

position of the working group which developed it. The fact

that this group included the director of the Community

Development Division and the president of the Education Com-

mittee meant that any desired changes could theoretically be

imposed on the CDD. In my opinion this may have led to our

underestimation of the resistance to the proposed change.

In addition to this, the composition of the working group

probably influenced the decision to not include community

members in the evaluation and analysis meeting. While I have

previously explained this as a result of the tensions exist-

ing between the two groups, in retrospect, it sras undoubted-

1y in part influenced by the presence of directors who them-

selves may not have regarded the communities' presence as

very important.

Implementation of the Chanqe Strateqv

Once

mot i ng

tor of

planned

uat i on

agenda,

point

though

the working group had agreed on the approach to pro-

the change, a meeting with eedro, myself, the direc-

the CDD, and the leaders of the regional teams was

. It was in this meeting that we organized the eval-

and planning session, including dates and times,

format, and those to be in attendance. Àt this

team leaders vrere opt imi st. ic about the outcomes ,

they expressed concern that some of the DTs might not
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be able to fit the meetings into their schedules because of

obligations to certain communities.

It s¡as as the evaluation and planning session itself

began that obvious barriers began to appear. It was almost

immediately evident that a group of approximately five DTs

ted by the ex-director of the CDD intended to prevent the

process from going ahead. This opposition was not so much

aimed at the promotion of participatory methodologies

itself, but was more a general opposition to the SÀIS as a

whole and to the director of the CDD in particular.eB

The meeting was scheduled to begin with Pedro and I pro-

viding a summary of the information contained in the analy-

sis and highlighting the concerns expressed by the communi-

ties. The opposing group prevented this from taking place

initialty by raising several concerns which successfully

focused the attention of the DTs on other concerns and led

to the disintegration of the process. This meeting ended in

disarray with the DTs split between those who wanted to go

ahead with the process and explore their community work

approach and relationship to the communities and those who

were either entirely opposed to this or felt that other

issues needed to be resolved first.se

98 This was an extension of the opposition we
analysis phase, coming in large part from
and delegates of the Canipaco Va1ley.

9ihile I have not described in detail the
opposing DTs, they focused on several i
these was their objection to the location

sav¡ during the
the communities

tactics of the
ssues. One of
of the meeting;

99
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It is perhaps important to note the position taken by the

asistentas sociales in this process since they r.Iere identi-

fied as a group that could promote the acceptance of the

proposed changes t given their inclination toward participa-

tory methodologies. The DT's, including the ex-director,
who opposed the changes were successful in focusing the

attention of the asistentas sociales on important issues of

remuneration and time off rather than on methodological

issues. In the case of two of the four asistentas who had

families, these issues $tere extremely important and took

precedence over dealing with the proposed changes. Asa

result, the contribution that these workers could make to

the promotion and planning of the change was minimized.

ModificaLions to the Chanqe Strateqv

In the face of this resistance it $¡as clear that vte need-

ed to develop an alternative strategy to promote the desired

changes. the initiat reaction of the working group vras to

disregard the CDD altogether and work directly with the com-

munities on the experimental projects. The director of the

CDD, not wanting to become further embroiled in confronta-

another was the absence of the director and of certain
support staff. They also focused on uncertainties sur-
rounding the implementation of the Five-Year PIan, the
regional division of the CDD, and longstanding disputes
regarding remuneration for days in the field. It was in
part the considerable influence of the ex-director which,
as I explain in Chapter VII, came in part from his asso-
ciation with certain members of senior management that
made these tactics successful.
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tion with the ex-director who had amassed considerable

political support within the SAIS, was willing to let the

whole project go ahead without any involvement of the CDD.

While this might have been logistically possible, Pedro and

I, and the Canada World Youth adjunct resisted this course

of action because $¡e still believed that it would be possi-

ble to involve DTs in the projects and thus promote some

methodological changes. For us the goal of using the

projects as learning activities for the DTs was more impor-

tant than completing the projects soleIy for the immediate

benefit of the communities.

In the end we agreed on a modified strategy of change

promotion. Where the first strategy had been based on a

fornal process of evaluation, needs identification, planning

and implementation, this modified strategy focused on infor-
ma1 contacts and voluntary invol-vement of the DTs in the

experimental projects. The director of the CDÐ provided the

flexibility within the department for DTs to become ínvolved

if they so chose. Pedro and I for our part began to go

ahead with the experimental projects without the formal com-

mitment of any team to it. The main steps in this modified

straLegy were, first, to decide on and begin to implement

the projects, and secondly, to establish closer informal

contacts with the DTs, discussing the planned projects when-

ever possible and making sure that they understood that they

were needed in order to implement them.
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The rationale for the second strategy lay in the recogni-

tion of several factors through a preliminary application of

the Force Field Analysis (rFe).10o These factors or forces

will be identified in the analysis contained in Chapter VIII

as restraining forces or impediments to change. Àt this
point in the application of the FFA the discernible forces

included the ex-director's strong and influential opposition

to the SÀIS and a sense of uncertainty about what the change

might mean to the DTs in Èerms of working conditions and

status. I believed that if DTs could see one of the experi-

mental projects in action and possibly gain a positive sense

of it, they would be much more likely to become involved.

Another contributing factor to the changes in the strat-
egy was that throughout the work up to this point I had

experienced much more success communicating and establishing

relations with the DTs on an informal basis than in formal

meetings within the SÀIS. Àn example may illustrate what I

mean by the relative success encountered in establishing

informal relationships. During the early part of my vrork in

the SAIS I became aware of rumoured suggestions that I was

in fact working in collaboration with the cIA. Absurd as

this may sound from the vantage point of the sth floor of

the Tier Building, in the context of the Peruvian political

10o This analytical framework and its application will be
discussed in detail in the following chapter. At this
stage of the practicum I began to use the FFÀ as a tool
to help understand the resistance to change that we
expe r i enc ed .
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situation and past relations with the united States, it

gains the benefit of doubt. One of the workers who seemed to

believe in this possibility vras the president of the workers

organization, the Frente Unico. Early on I attempted to

involve him in one of the formal interviews, in this way

hoping to dispel his suspicion, but I met only quiet hostil-

ity. Later, however, r was presented with the opportunity,

quite by coincidence, to share several drinks and several

hours of discussion about the SÀIS and our work. The result

vras a remarkable turnaround and an amicable relationship in

which he openly supported and encouraged our efforts among

the other workers.

I believed that this might carry over to the change pro-

motion and that it might be easier to get DTs involved if I

spoke to them informally. In addition, I felt that infor-

mally DTs might be less swayed by the opposition of the ex-

director. This was particularly true with regards to the

asistentas sociales whose support we believed could be

enlisted both to promote and plan the changes. we believed

that by moving toward an informal process the asistentas

would be less constrained and would be able to support their

colleagues in adopting participatory nmethodologies as weIl

as provide them with insights from their experience in the

communities. The initial application of the FFÀ suggested

several reasons to substantiate these assessments which will

be discussed more fully in the next chapter. In part they
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address the degree of commitment required, the reversability

of the change: ôs v¡elI as the issues of control.

Another contributing factor in the decision to go ahead

with the projects without any formal commitment from the

DTs, v¡as that both projects that were chosen, the solar food

dryer project and Lhe delegate orientation, vtere, by general

consensus, needed in the communities and would be of benefit

on their own. The delegate orientation particularly was

needed preparation for the year-end General Assembly meeting

at which new delegates would assume their positions. There-

fore even if y¡e failed to involve DTs, by definition failing

in the change effort, the projects, with the support of the

Centre for Rural Development, would be beneficial to the

SAIS in and of themselves.

Implementation of the Modified Strateqv and the Experimental-

Proiects.

Once the working group had agreed to this informal

approach Pedro and I began to plan for both projects and to

make an effort to interest DTs in them. We met with the

director of the Centre for Rural Development to coordinate

the course in soLar energy food dryers. At the same time we

invited any interested DTs to accompany us to the community

of Canchapalca where the solar food dryer course was to be

held. Here we discussed with the community the potential use
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for the course, the most appropriate course participants,

the nature of the resources that the community could pro-

vide, and the logistics of accommodation and transportation.

The project had three objectives: to instruct community mem-

bers in the construction of solar energy food dryers and

their use; for the community to construct a food dryer for

its own use; and to provide DTs with a practical demonstra-

tion and experience in a participatory training course. From

the point of view of the practicum objectives, this last s¡as

the most important.

We also began to plan for the training and orientation of

delegates to the General Àssembly by meeting with former

delegates and community members to discuss needed areas of

Iearning. The planning of the delegate orientation vras typ-

ically a responsibility of the Education Committee and

Pedro. In attempting to promote it as an experimental

project in participatory methodologies, we encouraged DTs to
join us in these discussions with former delegates and to

help us plan the delivery of the components of this orienta-

Èion. In some cases DTs v¡ere asked to deliver parts of the

orientation. In other cases, members of management or Pedro

and I were responsible for sessions. Pedro and I were also

responsible for the overall coordination. We used our role

as coordinators to influence the approach used by DTs in

planning and presenting aspects of the orientation. We did

this both by encouraging them to talk v¡ith the new delegates
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about the orientation and by suggesting techniques that

could be used during the presentations and discussions.

DT Partic ipation in the Experimental Pro'iects

The results of this second strategy vlere immediately evi-

dent. within a matter of days three of the four members of

the regional team in whose area the solar food dryer course

was to be conducted began to take part in our work. They

accompanied us on our visit to Canchapalca in which we

sought additional information regarding community interest

and use for such a course. Àlthough the meeting with the

director of the CDR took place in Lima and none of the DTs

could attend, the regional team leader for the Canchapalca

region approached me to ask that I ensure that certain

aspects were considered during the planning. It r'Ias after

this meeting, when the dates had been set and the purchase

of needed materials made, that most DTs began to take a more

active interest in the course.

When the course commenced a total of six members of the

CDD came to Canchapalca to participate. WhiIe they initial-

Iy took on an observer role, they gradually became more

involved in the construction of the solar dryers and in

assisting the campesinos with the technical aspects of it.

The most significant involvement during the course itself

took place at the suggestion of one of the CDR instructors"
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At his suggestion DTs met in the evening to discuss and

evaluate the work of the day. Toward the end of the course,

I suggested Lhat course participants became involved in

these discussions, and DTs agreed.

FinaIIy, what I consider an important achievement took

place after the course vras completed. The director of the

CDR and one of Èhe instructors, unhappy with some portions

of the course, asked me to assist them in redesigning the

presentation of material. r in turn invited the DTs who had

been involved to assist us in this, and in the end three of

us r including one of the DTs spent two days redesigning the

cour 5e .

The delegate training course while also providing some

good opportunities for DT involvement was not as successful.

this was due in part to the fact that our planning was

interrupted by armed attacks on one of the produciion units

and the attempted assassination of the Executive Director.

After these incidents, the plans for a General Assembly were

temporarily placed on ho1d. Even when it was decided to go

ahead with the Àssembly and the delegate orientation the

dates and site were not announced until the very last moment

for safety reasons. 1 o r

10r Despite these precautions on the first day of the dele-
gate orientation, two individuals tried unsuccessfully
to plant explosives in the main offices in Huancayo.
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Despite these circumstances DTs joined us in discussions

with present and former delegates concerning needed themes

for the orientation. Several of them also assisted in the

planning of the sessions on communication and identification
of problem areas for the SAIS, which Pedro and I del-ivered.

In Lhese sessions vre used approaches which involved the del-

egates in active exercises and discussion. Two of the DTs

helped us with the preparation and implementation of these.

In all, approximately ten of the twenty-five DTs became

actively involved in planning and implementing the experi-

mental projects subsequent to the modifications in the

change strategy. While this was clearly not the total
involvement of the CDD that we sought through the formal

approaches of our initial strategy, it did represent a sig-

nificant individual commitment to attempting some degree of

change toward more participatory methodologies. In the next

chapter the reasons for the different results of the two

change strategies will be assessed using a Force Field Anal-

ysis.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE

CHAPTER VI I I

DIFFERENTTAL RESULTS OF THE CHANGE

STRÀTEGI ES

In the preceding chapter I have described our attempt to

promote change toward more participatory community work

methodologies. Our change goal has been operationalized as

the involvement of DTs in the planning and implementation of

two experimental community projects. While the initial
change strategy failed, modifications to it resulted in some

significant success. Tn this chapter I will provide at

least a partial explanation for the differential results

encountered by these two strategies, through an analysis of

the factors which either impeded or facilitated the accep-

tance of change by the development technicians. this analy-

sis will apply a theoretical model adapted from Brager and

Holloway's (1g87) description of Kurt Lewin's Force Field

Ànalysis (rra). This model wilt be described in the first
portion of the chapter. Through the analysis of the change

effort, this chapter wiIl effectively address the last three

of the five questions which were articulated as the focus

for the practicum's learning objectives. These are:

3) What factors impeded the adoption, by the SAIS Com-
munity Development Division, of participatory methodol-
ogies of community work?

4) What factors facilitated the adoption by the SÀIS
Community Development Division, of participatory meth-
odologies of community work?

5) What strategies were most effective in promoting the
acceptance of participatory methodologies of community
work and for what reasons?
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Answers to aII three of these questions have already

begun to appear in Chapter vII's description of the process.

In the case of the last question particularly, I .have

already described the strategy which, in our case, was most

effective. However, by responding to questions 3 and 4 and

by assessing the vrays in which the modified change strategy

altered the factors that impeded and those that facilitated

change, I hope to directly address the second part of this
question. That is: Why were we able to promote change to

participatory methodologies as operationalized in our

description, through a strategy of informal contacts, when a

strategy of formal cooperation,

tarfed I

evaluation and planning

THE FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS

Force Field Ànalysis is a model developed by Kurt Lewin

( 1 951 ) in which opposing forces within a change situation

are systematically identified (Kettner, 1985). It has as

its basis the idea that apparent stability in social systems

is the result of opposing and countervailing forces that

interact to create what we perceive to be stability. If

these forces shift, that is if their relative strength is

altered, the stability of the system is also altered (Brager

and Hollovray, 1978).
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The Steps Involved in the Force F'ield Analvsis

rn my application of the framework I will make several

modifications which enhance its relevance and applicability

to the present analysis. These will be noted as each step

is described in detail. 1 o 2 The principal modification is

that I apply the framework twice by considering the balance

sheet of forces present in each of the two change efforts.
By doing this the analysis wiIl suggest reasons for the

greater success of the second effort, thereby responding to

the last of the practicum questions.

The steps

tify them are

1n the FFA as Brager and Holloway (1987 ) iden-

1) Specification of the Change GoaI. The

FFA begins at the tirne a change goal emerges in the mind of

the change agent or catalyst. Brager and Holloway (1987)

suggest that the FFÀ may be applied initially to choose

between possible change goals and then more comprehensively

to determine a course of action.103 Às more realistic aoals

1oz Though for the purposes of description and analysis
these steps are outlined in a linear sequential fashion,
they are in fact performed to some degree simultaneously
and are repeated in a spiral-like manner.

1o3 Though Brager and Holloway (1987 ) suggest that Force-
field analysis might be "employed at any point in this
process of goal development (i.e., whenever the worker
has an approximate notion regarding what she or he would
like to achieve) or it may be used more than once to
help him choose among alternate possibilities. "(p.156), Kettner (1985) seem to presenÈ a more limited
definition of FFA as applicable only once the goal has
been clearly defined.
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are devised, the analysis is carried further to suggest are-

as and methods of intervention.

2) Identi f ication of critical and fac ilitating actors.

The next step in the application of the FFA is to list the

critical and facilitating actors. Critical actors are those

whose support for the change goal is necessary and who, if

they choose, can bring it about. The facilitating actorsr oD

the other hand, are those whose approval must be gained

before the issue can reach the critical actor or those who

exercise significant influence over the critical actors.

3) Development of a balance sheet of forces. Having

articulated the desired change goal and having identified
the critical and facilitating actors the change agent con-

structs a balance sheet of the driving and restraining forc-
es by listing specific elements of the organization and its

environment that witl promote (driving forces) or impede

(restraining forces) the change goaI. In this analysis the

balance sheet of forces represents the answer to the practi-

cum guestions 3 and 4, concerning which were the factors

that facilitated or impeded the change and the adoption of

part ic ipatory methodologies.

4) Categorization in terms of amenability, potency, and

consistency. Consideration of these three attributes, in

planning a change effort, allows the change agent to identi-
fy the forces on which to focus his efforts. For our purpos-
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es of analysis they will help to explain the results of the

change efforts.loa Àmenability to change refers to the ease

or difficulty with which a restraining force can be weakened

and a driving force strengthened. Because this analysis

takes place after the fact, amenability can be judged by

whether the force was, in fact, altered in the modified

change ef f ort.

The potency of the force refers to the degree of effect
that it has in contributing to or blocking the desired

change" In the development of the balance sheet, I will

rank the potency as "lovr", "moderate", or "high". These

rankings are based on the qualitative data gathered through

interviews and observation. To assist in ascribing a value

to the potency of each force, I take into account several

elements of the data. I consider the frequency with which a

particular force was mentioned, reasoning that those which

are referred to more frequently have greater potency. The

generality of references to a particular force is also con-

sidered. If people throughout all levels of the SAIS made

reference to a particular force it would be given a higher

potency ranking. I also consider some forces to have more

potency based on their effect on the DTs or the organlza-

tion. For example, I believe that the restraining force

1o4 only the first two of these,
wiII be explicitly considered
framework due largely to the
association with this change ef
nificant consideration of consi

amenability and poteûcy,
in my application of the
short term nature of my
fort which makes any sig-
stency impossible.
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arising from the death threats.against DTs will be, by its
nature, more potent than the force arising from threats to

their professional status. Using qualitative data, support-

ed by description, quotations, oÍ case examples, allows me

to make estimations of the potency or significance of a

force to the change effort.

5) Definition of forces as working or framing. Working

forces are those that are moderate to high in aII three of

the attributes. Framing forces are those that create a con-

text of predictability for the worker's efforts. These are

low in amenability and high in consistency, and do not inde-

pendently contribute to the change efforts.lo5 In this anal-

ysis working forces are those which, in the modified change

effort, are identified as driving forces of moderate or high

potency. Framing forces are those which maintain the same

potency and status as either driving or restraining forces

in both change efforts.

6) Development of a balance sheet of forces for the modi-

fied change strategy and comparison with the first one. In

order to adapt the theoretical framework to my analysis an

additional step will be incorporated into the FFA. Here a

balance sheet will be developed for the forces present in

1os Brager and Holloh'ay (1987) do not suggest what propor-
tion of the forces should be working forces before the
worker can reasonably expect success in his or her
efforts. The results of this analysis may suggest what
proportion of driving to restraining forces vras neces-
Sary for change to be accepted and implemented in this
case.
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the modified change effort, reflecting the changes in driv-

ing and restraining forces brought about by the modifica-

tions in strategy. This balance sheet and its comparison

with the initial one will explain the reasons for the rela-

tive success of the modified strategy.

Sources of Drivinq and Restraininq Forces.

In order to accurately identify the driving and restrain-

ing forces that v¡ere present in the practicum's change

effort, it is necessary to be aware of the types, or catego-

ries, of forces that may be present in a given change envi-

ronment,. In this section I will draw on the writings of

several theorists, pFincipally Rino Patti and Yeheskel

Hasenfeld, to identify five categories in which restraining

and driving forces are found.

1) Environmental factors. Self-evidently no organization

or individual operates in isolation from its environment.

Hasenfeld (1980) identifies two elements in the external

environment that are significant forces in the change situ-

ation. The first is the availability of financial resourc-

es. While the scarcity of financial resources is Iike1y to

create restraining forces, if a change will free up or lead

to the acquisition of additional resources, driving forces

can be expected. External legitimation is the second factor

that Hasenfeld claims is important in the change effort.
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"The greater the external support for change, the greater

the ability of the change agents to neutralize resistance to

the change" (Hasenfeld, 1980: p.513). In this way external

legitimation becomes a driving force for change.

While explicit mention of possible legitimation provided

by the client group itself is conspicuously absent from the

writings of both Patti (1985) and Hasenfeld (1980, 1983), vte

will see in the following analysis that this can in fact

become an important force in the change environment.lo6

2) Orqanizational factors. Organizational factors out of

which arise forces for and against organizational include:

a) The values and ideologies of the organization. The

more closely the proposed change reflects the existing
ideology, values and goals of an organization the more like-
Iy it is that it wiII be implemented (Brager, 1978; Hasen-

feId, 1983).

b) The value orientation of the leader. Patti (198s)

suggests that there are three types of leaders "conser-

vers", "c1imbers", or "professional advocates" with dif-

1o6 Admittedly it could be pointed out that the client group
might be included in the external environment to which
Hasenfeld refers. However, given the fact that he refers
specifically to professional groups and not to the
client group, and given the possibility that these Èwo
could be in opposition to each other, I believe it is
reasonable to conclude that this factor is absent from
his framevrork. It should also be noted that Kettner
( 1 985 ) , do refer to "public awareness", which would
include the client group, as a third aspect in assessing
the political environment.
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fering propensities for encouraging change. on a continuum

from consolidation to innovationloT the conserver r+i11 faII

near the consolidation end, addressing demands within exist-

ing structures. The professional advocater oD the other

hand, is generally nearer the innovation end of the contin-

uum, and is prepared to "adopt fundamental and far-reaching

changes..." (eatti, 1985; p.327). The response of the

"climber" to change opportunities is the most difficult to

predict and will depend on what he determines to be the most

personally expedient course of action.

c) The change agents ability to provide inducements.

Hasenfeld (1980) claims that it is important for change

agents to be able to offer assurances and inducements to

staff that fear adverse effects of changes, and to be able

to enlist sources of pol.Ier to combat the threat to existing
relations represented by the proposed changes. The change

agents ability to do this will depend first of all on his

position within the organization and on his success in

enlisting executive support, forming coalitions, or entering

areas of high uncertainty and risk within the organization.

d) The presence or creation of sunk costs and slack

resources. Sunk costs refer to those expenditures of time,

energy, commitment, and money that have been made in the

107 These terms are attributed Lo Louis C" Gawthrop in
Bureaucratic Behavior in the Executive Branch: Àn AnaIv-
sis of Orqanizational Chanqe. New York: Free Press,
1969, p.1 81-2.
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existing system. These

resources, in the form of

been firmly committed to a

absorb these sunk costsrlo
( 1 980 ) , essential for the

become restraining forces. Slack

money and personnel that have not

particular program, can partially
I and are, according to Hasenfeld

implementation of change.

3 ) Nature of the Chanqe. The third category of factors

that must be considered is the nature of the change itself.

Here we wiIl consider the "depth" and the "generality" of

the change.1os Patti suggests three "depths of change": pro-

cedural, programmatic, and basic. r 1 o Procedural changes are

those that alter the day to day operations without substan-

tial1y changing the program itself. Programmatic changes

are those which alter the programs and services provided by

an agency to enhance the degree to which it achieves its

mlsslon. Basic changes are those which alter the core

objectives of an agency.

loB Hasenfeld's discussion seems to presuppose that change
wilI involve increased demands on organizational
resourcesl where this is not true, the same resistance
created by sunk costs cannot be expected.

los Though not directly mentioned in the literature, a third
aspect of the nature of the change that will be evident
in the analysis of the change effort was its associa-
tion, real or imagined, with other changes. This asso-
ciation can affect the perception of bot.h the depth and
generality of a proposed change.

110 Brager and Holloway (1987 ) refer to a roughly equivalent
typology including: people-focused, technological, and
structural changes.
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The scope or generality of a change

of units within an organization that

change. Patti (1985) identifies three

change that affects the change agent or

group", change that affects an enti
organization members; and "System",

refers to the number

are affected by the

leveIs: "Component",

a smalI group; "Sub-

re unit or class of

change which affects,

is true
" organ i -

forces
as the

directly or indirectly, the entire organization

The relevance of this for the analysis of the force field
is Lhat "as either the generality or the depth of a proposal

increases, the resistance to be expected from organízational

decision makers is, aIl other things being equal, also like-
ly to increase." (eatti, 1985: p.323)11r

Ð Personal CharacLeristics. The first of these is what

Brager and Holloway (1987) refer to as "organizational self-
interest". This includes an actor's power or autonomy,

share of organizational resources, and accrual of prestige.

They also hint at a broader realm of self-interest as "any-

thing an actor wants" (p.82). This suggests the inclusion

of working conditions as a factor out of which may arise

restraining or driving forces. Às we shalI see in the anal-

ysis of the change efforts, the concern for the protection

of certain working conditions, though having littIe to do

with power or prestige, generated strong restraining forces.

111 rt should
not only
zat i onal
i nc rease
depth and

be clear that I am assuming that this
for management but also for workers as
decision makers". The restraining

for workers as well as for management
general ity increase.
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The second element of personal factors is individual val-

ues and professional ideologies. As in the case of the

organization as a who1e, the values and philosophies of

individual workers affect their propensity to accept or

reject a given change. To the extent that a change mirrors

the values of an individual, these values will present a

driving force for change (Brager, 1978).1 1 2

A final factor in this category is what Brager and Hollo-

way (1987 ) refer to as social attributes, oF the social

appeal of an actor, his or her connections with the "oId
boys's network", and his or her shared professional perspec-

tives. In rny analysis this element will become particularly

evident in what I wiII refer to as "croniism", oF the alli-
ance of persons from similar backgrounds or regions against

those from the outside.

5) lechnotoqical Factors. Two technological requisites

for change are, one, adequate knowledge and expertise, and,

two, clarity and specificity of the nevr tasks (Hasenfeld,

1980). The lack of a clearly specified technology leads to

confusion and ambiguity which can create resistance to

change. It is important that specific short term and inter-
mediate goals be set (Binstock, et âI, 1966) and Èhe tech-

112 r.rhile maintaining that values can lead people to act in
apparent contradiction to their self-interest, Brager
and HoIloway (1987) contend that values are J.arge1y jus-
tificaÈions of self-interest, pointing to the writings
of Lazersfeld and Thielens, to support this (ttre Academ-
ic Mind. New York: Free Press, 1958).
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nology operationalized (HasenfeId, 1980) in order to reduce

the uncertainty and instability that raises the cost of

change. r 1 3

This concludes my theoretical framework. I have thus far

outlined the steps in the FFA and provided the theoretical
basis from which to develop the balance sheet of driving and

restraining forces. I will- nor.r turn to the analysis of the

change ef f ort.

ÀPPLICATION OF THE FORCE FIELD ANÀLYSIS

In the following section I will apply the FFA, proceeding

through the six steps which I have outlined. The primary

focus will be on building and analyzing the balance sheet of

forces. The objective here wilI be, first, âD identifica-
tion of the principle driving and restraining forces, and,

secondlyr äD understanding of the v¡ay in which the modifica-

tions to the change effort, which were described in Chapter

VII, affected the balance of these forces and allowed

increased acceptance of the desired change.

113 while this need for clarity and specificity is argued on
the one hand, there are also suggestions that ambiguity
in change situations is valuable in reducing conflicts
and allowing broader coalitions with differing values to
form in support of the change effort (Binstock, et al,
1966). Berman (1980) indicates that while ambiguity can
be a limiting factor from the perspective of programmed
implementation, from the adaptive implementation per-
spective, rigidity, overspecification, and excessive
control are the factors that create resistance to
change. In the analysis of the forces in the change
environmenÈ these must be weighed against one another.
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Specification of the Chanqe Goal

Às has been repeatedly stressed, the desired change

focused on the adoption of parLicipatory methodologies by

the development technicians in their work yrith the member

communities of the SÀIS, and was operationalized as partici-

pation by the DTs in the planning and implementation of two

experimental participatory projects. The specifics of both

of these projects vtere to be defined during the planning

process. The change effort would be regarded as successful

if the DTs participated in implementing the two projects,

and in planning the process for community participation.

Identification of Critical and Facilitatinq Actors.

Brager and HoIloway (1987 ) state that the critical actors

are located by asking "who (or what group) has the power to

deliver my change if he perceives it to be in his own or the

organíza|ion's interest to do so?" (p.158). In this case the

DTs as a group, and particularly the regional team leaders,

could do most to deliver it.114 The other person that could

be identified as a critical actor was the director of the

114 In identifying the critical and facilitating actors, I
prefer to regard Èhe nature of the different actors as
points on a continuum of importance to the change. I do
not believe that I can say with certainty that the deci-
sion of a particular actor or group of actors would have
assured the implementation of the proposed change.
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Comrnunity Development Division. while, as we shall see in

our subsequent analysis, his povrer was undermined for sever-

aI reasons, he did possess the hierarchical authority to

implement the change.

Facilitating actors included the Executive Council and

the president who had considerable influence over the CDD

through control of needed resources. The other group of

facilitating actors $¡as the hired administration, most

importantly the Executive Director.

Development of the Balance Sheet of Forces.

This balance sheet represents the answer to the practicum

questions about the impeding and facilitating factors to the

adoption of the proposed change toward participatory method-

ologies. To develop the balance sheet I will look at each

category that has been described in the framework and iden-

tify the restraining and driving forces that were present

within it. In brackets at the beginning of each entry I

estimate the potency of the force. r 1 s

1 1 5 Using the framework t.o analyze the success of a change
effort after it has occurred presents the risk of evalu-
ating potency and amenability on the basis of what tran-
spired thereby minimizing its contribution to the analy-
sis of vrhy it transpired. For example, in the case of
an unsuccessful change effort, the tendency might be to
rate the driving factors as low in potency thereby
explaining the results, but at the same time creating a
meaningless circular argument. Consequently it should
be noted that the estimation of potency and amenability
has not been made solely in the aftermath of the change
ef f ort.. These estimations vrere in f act being made as the
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1) Environmental Drivinq Forces. a) External legitima-

tion (low)rtt0 as referred to by Hasenfeld (1980) was evi-

dent within the change situation. Various professional

groups including other SÀISs, non-governmentaf national and

international development organízaLions, and state agencies,

expressed strong support for the need and the direction of

proposed change. At a conference on development strategies

for the Sierra region sponsored by the SAIS, representatives

of these groups vrere invited to comment on the direction of

work within the the SÀIS, with particular reference to the

issue of community work methodologies. At this conference

participants were highly critical of the lack of participa-

tion by the SAIS's communities in the decision making of the

cÐD.

I rated this driving force low due to the fact that DTs

only rarely referred to either this conference or other

external pressure in this direction. It vras not from the DTs

that I heard about this conference but rather from the CWY

adjunct. Even when I questioned DTs directly they seemed to

attach Iittle significance to it.

change effort evolved, and r have remained faithful to
these original calculations.

1 I 6 In rating the potency of these forces I am concerned
primarily with their effect on the critical actors, the
DTS.
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b) Financial resources (low). The availability of finan-

cial resources from organízations that were supportive of

the changes also provided a driving force. Centre for Rural

Development (Con) in Lima made funds available for the pro-

posed projects. The Marquis Project a1so, through its

material support of the exchange project, provided financial

support to the projects. I have rated this force as "Iovr"

in part because the existence of these resources was not

widely known. ÀIso, the CDR resources were targeted for a

specific project. They could not be applied throughout the

SAiS to projects in which DTs might have more interest.

c) Client pressure for changes (High). Members of the

SAiS through their representatives as well as independent of

them were demanding an increased role in the development

projects and training initiatives in their communities.

}lhile much of this pressure yras unfocused and expressed in

terms of general discontent with the work performed by the

CDD, it was recognized by many DTs that without greater com-

munity participation the CDD risked being disbanded. Àfter

one particularly rancorous meeting in Chongos À1to, one of

the agronomists commented,

It's become impossible Lo plan anything that will sat-
isfy our comunero brothers. It would be best just to
let them decide everything and I'II just do whatever
they sayr because even if I planned a miracle they'd
think it was bad or that I was just doing it to get
some benefit for myself.
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The "high" ranking is due to the frequency with which this

was mentioned, the emotion and intensity of debates such as

the one in Chongos AIto, and the contextual factor that, ês

I indicated earlier, the jobs of many DTs depended on the

continued existence of the SAIS.

d) PubIic awareness (low). À grovring awarenessr on the

part of the general public outside of the SAIS, of the prob-

lems faced by the SAIS in its relations with its communities

may also have been a driving force for change, albeit a

minor one. It v¡as generally recognized by the "man on the

street" that the SÀIS suffers from poor representation and

Iow levels of participation, and there vras widespread belief

that the SÀIS' administrators and DTs had become the new

Ianded class of agrarian reform (Sulca, 1984). Despite this

I believe that it was a "Iow" force because, while some of

the administrators and office staff occasionally mentioned

ít, I got no indication from DTs that they were concerned

about what people outside of the SAIS thought about what

happened within it.

Z) Environmental Restraininq Forces. a) Environmental

instabiliLy (High). In addition to the environmental factors

of external legitimation and financial resources mentioned

by Hasenfeld (1980), the instability that threatened the

very existence of the SAIS was clearly a factor which

affected the possibility of change taking place' According
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to Binstock (1966) instability is a restraining force which

creates inertia and impedes change. The instabitity in the

SÀIS vlas a resuLt of the conditions to which I referred in

Chapter III, among them the fact that the federal government

had taken legislative action by passing the "Ley de Comuni-

dades Campesinas" which many fear is the first step to the

dividing up the remaining SAISs between the member communi-

ties. The insLability was also the result of attacks

against the SÀIS by the Sendero Luminoso.l17 One indication

of the DTs concern and sense of instability was that they

spoke frequently about the political involvement of Sendero

in the communities. Another factor which contributed to the

ranking given this force was the fact that several of the

DTs had received death threats from unknown sources claiming

to be associated with Sendero Luminoso. This circumstance

understandably raised the anxiety and instability level and

with it the inertia impeding change.

b) Resistance to outsider control (t'loderate). While

Hasenfeld (1980) rightly points to the importance of exter-

nal, support for change to counteract the inÈernal resis-

tance, the recruitment of outsiders to support or help

implement the change may be resisted if members fear a loss

of control (Binstock, et al, 1966; Burgher, 1979). In this

1 17 Senderistas had
communities and
admi n i st rator s
'87 and March I

on other nearby

actively politicizing within the
responsible for the executions of

the SAIS "Cahuide" in November of
well as attacks and assassinations

c
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case the working group included members from outside of the

CDD, namely myself and the CwY adjunct. It is difficult to

assess the potency of this as a restraining force, but one

of the factors that suggests Lhis as a "moderate" force vras

the rumour of a possible association between myself and the

CIA. In additionr oD severaL occasions I heard DTs criti-

cíze the CwY adjunct of attempting to unduly influence the

SAIS when he had "no interest as a member". Likewise, the

fact that the changes $tere supported at the highest leve1 of

the SAIS by an Executive Director who was generally well

liked and respected, and that Pedro, who also had widespread

respectr wâs involved in the promotion acted to dilute the

potency of this restraining force.

Organizational Drivinq Forces. In order to understand

the forces that arise out of organizational factors it is

necessary to understand that the SÀIS is a product of oppos-

ing orientations to community development. The philosophies

and ideologies embodied in these orientations created con-

flicting views of the proposed change.

On one side of the equation are the formal and rhetorical
philosophies of the agrarian reform and, more recently, the

introduction of popular education into the community work

arena within Latin Àmerica as a whoIe. These have influ-

enced the relationships between the DTs and the communities

in vrays generally consistent with those of the proposed
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change. On the other side are the rural development models

of technological diffusion (Gianotten, 1987), and the hier-

archical educational traditions of the Peruvian system which

shape to a large extent all educational and formal exchanges

(Gianotten, 1987; Sulca , 1984) .

a) Va1ue orientation (l¿oderate). The agrarian reform and

popular education orientations which, if not present in the

work of the DTs, were forces within Peruvian community work,

placed the "campesino" at the centre of the development pro-

cess. Whil-e the initial passion of the agrarian reform

rhetoric was gone, and popular education was not a recogniz-

ed part of the CDD's work, participation of communities in

the development process was always officially espoused.

That fact created formal support for the changes sought and

vras a moderate driving force. This force was "moderate"

because, while it had not been successfully incorporated

into the work processes, as vras shown by the analysis, it
maintained a persistent presence in the rhetoric of the CDD

and the aspirations of the campesinos.

b) Slack resources (row) " Though in general the SAIS v¡as

short of workers, my presence represented a temporary slack

personnel resource.lls This contributed to the change effort
because at least some of the additional work that might be

created could be taken on by me" As a driving force I con-

The
ing

concept of slack
section "Sources

resources is defined in the preced-
of Ðriving and Restraining Forces".
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sider it to be of only "Iow" potency, howeverr precisely

because there vras a perception that participatory methodolo-

gies in themselves are more labour intensive and that the

experimental work projects might be "in addition to" rather

than "instead of" the DTs normal work load.

c) Support of key people within the Organization (t¿oder-

ate). There were at least three people in potentially

influential positions who supported the changes sought. The

executive director of the SAIS was one; the president of the

Àdministrative Council and the director of the CDD were the

others. This support might have been a "high" potency force

except for the specific circumstances that affected each of

these individuals. The executive director was seriously

wounded by gunmen, effectively removing him from the change

effort just as the change promotion was moving out of the

analysis phase. The president of the Administrative Council

was in a weak position within the Executive because he was

an interim president chosen after the resignation of his

predecessor. He also found himself opposing powerful coun-

cilors on several issues. As for the director of the CDD'

his position was tenuous because of the poor job that the

CDD was perceived to be doing under his guidance and because

of the strong opposition of the ex-director who worked as a

DT under his leadership. Às a result of these circumstan-

ces, support that might have been

change was muted.
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Orqanizational Restraininq Forces. a) Internal ideologi-

cal opposition to SÀrS (High). Influential members of the

CDD, the Executive CounciI, and community councils were fun-

damentally opposed to the continuation of the SAIS for ideo-

logical (and personal) reasons. They conseguently opposed

any changes that they perceived to be attempts at strength-

ening the SAIS or improving its function. The potency rank-

ing of this force is calculated on the basis of the increas-

ingly forceful manifestations of this opposition. The

efforts prior to the start of the Peruvian phase of the

project to which I have referred were part of this. The

death threats to the DTs, the public protests and demonstra-

tions organized by the communities of the Canipaco, the

"hostage taking" during the final General Assembly11s and

quite likely the attacks against the production units and

the assassination attempt against the executive director
were all part of the internal opposition to the continued

existence of the SAIS.l2o while it is campesino discontent

I 1 s Àt the General Àssembly meeting near the end of the
practicum, and with the heightened tension following the
assassination attempt against the executive director and
Èhe attacks on the production units, the communities of
the Canipaco organized public demonstrations in Huancayo
against the SAIS, attempted to take over the head offic-
€s r and took aII the other delegates hostage by force-
fully preventing them leaving the meeting pJ.ace until
they had agreed to certain demands.

t20 The attacks against the production units and the assas-
sination attempt were initially blamed on Sendero but
were never claimed by thern. It became increasingly com-
mon speculation that the opposing communities had a hand
in these acts, if not as the main perpetrators at least
in support of them. It should be noted t.hough that this
was not proven. StiII, the perception that this was so
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that also provides a driving force for change, the opposi-

tion by these groups !.ras so complete that any constructive

efforts at change that would strengthen or give credibility

to the SAIS $rere opposed. In my estimation the severity of

these efforts to undermine the SÀIS leave little doubt that

this represents a "high" restraining force. This is further

illustrated by DT reluctance to visit the communities of the

Canipaco, by the temporary cancellation of the General

Àssembly meeting, and by the days following the attack on

the executive director and the production units in which aII

activity was brought to a ha1t.

b) orientation to change (r.ow). The CDD director was,

despite his basic support of the change, a conserver who

felt the need to attempt to consolidate to save his position

in the face of decreasing favour among the Executive Coun-

ci1. This factor essentially negates the driving forces

created by his support mentioned above. Together these two

factors partially neutralized the director as an active

player in the change effort, though he did provide the

opportunity for Pedro and I to attempt the change promotion

efforts by freeing DTs for the evaluation and planning meet-

ing and later to work on the experimental projects.

contributes to
ties opposition

the restraining force of these communi-
to the SAIS.
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c) Sunk costs (Higfr) were present in the commitment of

time and energy that at least some members of the CDD Staff

had made to the present processes. The fact that only two

of the twenty-five DTs had been there for less than two

years, and that sixty percent of them had been with the CDD

for Seven or more years contributes to the potency of this

force. This is further illustrated by a comment made to

Pedro by one of the longstanding DTs. He said that the prob-

lems that the CDD was experiencing " fwere] not methodologi-

cal problems because lte have been doing things this way for

fifteen years. The problem is that the comuneros don't want

to work hard anymore; noh' they want everything given to

them. "

d) The lack of inducement (t'toderate). Pedro and r as the

primary promoters of the change could offer no formal

inducement because of our position outside the CDD. The

only inducements that we could point to vlere those to be

found in increased job satisfaction. Other members of the

working group, the director of the CDD particuJ-ar1y, had the

power to offer some inducements, thus moderating the

restraining nature of this force.

Nature of the Chanqe Drivinq Forces. a) Procedural or

People-focused depth (t'loderate). The change that was sought

had what Patti (1985) calls "procedural depth" and what
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Brager and HoIloway (1987 ) calI "people focused". That is,

the change was concerned primarily with procedure or method-

ology leaving intact the programs and services themselves.

The fact that the change was of this lesser depth was a fac-

tor that would more readily allow its implementation.

Nature of Chanqe, Restraininq forces. a) System general-

ity (t'toderate). At the same time as the change had a proce-

dural depth, it vtas designed to affect, in a formalized

fashion, aII the members of the CDD. Às both Patti (1985)

and Brager (1978) suggest this can be seen as a restraining

force. The fact that those to be affected by this change

were both those opposed and supportive of it contributes to

this being a "moderate" restraining force.

b) Àssociation r¡ith "deeper" changes (l"loderate). rt

became apparent in talking to DTs that the change was asso-

ciated in their minds with other structural changes that had

been previously proposed by management. One of these was

the regional-ization of the CDD. This change would see DTs

working and living in teams in one region for lengthy peri-

ods of time. This vras a change with greater impact or depth

on DTs perceived interests and was largely opposed by them.

As a result, the association of the change we proposed with

this other change v¡as a restraining force. While DTs oppo-

sition to the regionalization was in some instances very
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strong, iL was possible to demonstrate to the DTs even in

the ini t ial- change ef f ort that the the two v¡ere not neces-

sarily linked. This mitigated to some extent the restraining
potency of this force"

Personal Characteristics, Drivinq Forces. a) Personal

value orientation (High). The expressed personal work phi-

losophy of some members of the CDD, notably but not exclu-

sively the social workers, coincided strongly v¡ith the

change proposal. There vras repeated insistence by a number

of DTs, that community participation was of great impor-

tance. Despite a lack of concrete results, this illustrates

a strong value orientation and creates a driving force for

change.

b) Increased prestige (¡,ow) associated with successfully

implementing new methodologies of work. It is possibler ês

Brager and HoIlovray (1987) suggest, that increased prestige

may have accrued to those DTs capable of modifying the meth-

odologies of community work and reducing the alienation

between the communities and the CDD. Still, this $¡as not a

commonly mentioned consideration, and the fact that any

action of the CDD was opposed by some influential members in

and outside the CDD reduced the potency ot this as a driving

force.
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c) Job satisfaction and intrinsic rewards (uoderate).

Some increases in job satisfaction could be expected if the

changes were successful in increasing comrnunity participa-

tion and involvement. There was obvious Èension between the

CDÐ and community members, and DTs frequently expressed

frustration with the lack of both process and outcome

results leading me to conclude that there would be a measur-

able driving force generated by this possibility.

Personal Characteristics, Restraininq Forces. a) A loss

of pov¡er vis a vis the communities (High). In many instanc-

es DTs felt that to involve community members in Lhe plan-

ning or implementing of development projects would be to

sacrifice their standing as experts (development techni-

cians), and depreciate the value of their formal education.

This is tied closely to the value placed on the hierarchy

and the differentiation between the DT "engineers" with post

secondary education and the poorly educated "campesinos".

This belief v¡as a restraining force to changes that proposed

a dilution of that distinction through more horizontal

interaction and participation. Because of the historical

context whichr âs was shown in Chapter II, has consistently

reinforced hierarchical relations, and because of the belief

on the part of both DTs and campesinos that there was sig-

nificance in these differentiations, this force was a "high"

potency restraining force.
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b) A deterioration in working conditions (Higtr) was of

great concern to the DTs in that the changes implied, at

least in the long term, spending more time in the remote

communities and away from the urban centre in which the

offices of the SÀIS and the majority of their families vrere

located. DTs illustrated on many occasions that they would

much prefer t.o spend the majority of their time in Huancayo.

DTs were in fact fighting the regionalization plan on pre-

cisely these same grounds.

c) The croniism (t'toderate). Relationships among DTs and

between Some DTs and members of the executive acted to con-

solidate the opposition to the changes. A power Struggle vtas

ongoing between the ex-director of the CDD and the present

director. Other DTs and members of the executive from the

same region tended to support this ex-director. In the

meetings prior to the evaluation and planning meeting as

well as during that meeting he vras able to generate support

from a group of DTs who came from the same region as he. He

vras also supported by executive members from this region,

notably the president of the Education Committee. While this

support was strong, I have ranked the potency of this force

as "moderate" because I believe that this shared opposition

came more from Shared cgncerns, than from a Sense Of per5gn-

al loyalty or "croniism".
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Technol-oqical Drivinq Forces. a) The availability of

knowledge and expertise (r.ow). This came in the form of

support from various persons and organizations v¡ithin and

without the SÀrS. 1 2 1 v¡hiIe, ês Hasenfeld ( 1 980 ) points out,

the presence of this expertise is crucial for the success of

the change effort, this force was low during the initial

change effort because its existence had not been practically

demonstrated.

Technoloqical Restraininq Forces. a ) Àmbiguity and

uncertainty about the change sought (uoderate). The fact

that the proposed change called for its operationalization

to take place in a participatory process among DTs created

some uncertainty and ambiguity as to what exactly the change

goal signified. WhiIe some DTs, mainly the "asistentas",

spoke with clarity about the methodologies they would apply,

the majority demonstrated uncertainty about the exact nature

of the methodological changes.

Summary of the Initial Balance Sheet

À review of the initial bal-ance sheet of driving and

restraining forces reveals twelve driving forces and twelve

restraining forces. Of the former six are what Brager and

121 These included the support from a newly hired education
coordinator, a member of the Five-Year planning group'
the Centre for Rura1 Development r âs well as the consid-
erable knowledge and expertise of the DTs themselves
which they had never had the opportunity or encourage-
ment to utilize.
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Holloway classify as "i.torking

moderate or high potency. Of

forces, eleven are of moderate

lowing portion of this chapter

ance of forces was altered by

ified change strategy and the

relative success of the IaÈter

forces". These are forces of

the latter, the restraining

or high potency, In the fol-

, I will discuss how this bal-

the implementation of the mod-

implications of this for the

change effort.

The Altered Balance Sheet of Forces.

In the preceding chapter I described the central modifi-

cations which were made in the change promotion strategy.

The primary shift in focus was from formal bureaucratic

relations between the change agents and the DTs to informal

and interpersonal relations. Another shift that took place

vras toward demonstrated implementation of the change. These

each impacted on the presence and potency of the forces.l22

Having already described this modified strategy, I will

point out the changes that it brought in the balance sheet

of driving and restraining forces' comparing this to the

balance sheet of the initial change effort. The development

of this second balance sheet and its comparison with the

first will respond to the question of vrhy the modified

change strategy Þ¡as more effective in promoting change. In

doing this I will address each of the five categories of

t22 As Brager
restraining
increase in

and Holloway (1987 ) note ' a
forces will have the same net
driving forces.

reduction in
affect as an
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forces, discussing the changes that took place in the poten-

cy and direction of t.he forces within them

1) Environmental forces. The fear of outsider control

that vras identified as a restraining force seems to have

been exacerbated by the formal relations between the working

group, the CDD director, and the DTs. The informal nature

of the subsequent relations reduced this perception and its

restraining potency. In the initial change effort I and the

the CWY adjunct were both seen to be orchestrating meetings

and events, because of our direct role in facilitating and

calling meetings. In the less formal, modified effort a

noticeable shift in attitude was evident in the tone of the

discussions. Questions about the intent of the change and

the processes began to be asked with interest rather than

with guarded suspicion.

The driving force associated with resources and support

from other institutions h'as given additional weight because

they became a reality instead of a promise. The fact that

the projects were initiated with the financial and technical

support of the CDR verified and enhanced the existence of

these environmental supports.

2) Orqanizational forces. The removal of the change

effort from the official sanctum of the CDD (both physically

and intellectually) hetped by making the change less risky
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for the director of the CDD, who as $te have noted was essen-

tially a conserver. Since his credibility llas now less tied

to the changes and the experimental projects he was freer,

he said, to informally promoLe them among his DTs.

The second change strategy, by cornmencing the implementa-

tion of the experimental projects, also increased the driv-

ing force present in the support of the key actors. As the

projects rlere irnplemented these actors $¡ere able to demon-

strate. their support by providing needed resources. The

support of the president of the Administrative Council for

example was demonstraled in the provision of transportation

for the team from the CDR and the CDD' as weII as in the

purchase of materials for the course.l23 The initiation of

the projects also allowed individual DTs to demonstrate

their support and for others to see who would or would not

participate before making their ovtn decision. One of the

DTs who joined the course in Canchapalca for its final two

days told me that he had come because there was no one left

in the office and he wanted to find out what was going on.

In addition, the formal nature of the first strategy and

its focus on the entire CDD implied a less reversable and in

many ways more threatening change. In the altered change

123 The community of Canchapalca ïras approximately eight
hours away. Transportation and room and board were pro-
vided for the course instructors as well as for a popu-
Lar theatre group which we invited along. The president
of the Àdiministrative Council and the executive direc-
tor of the SAIS also facilitated the purchase of the
construction materials needed for the course.
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process, the sunk costs, in terms of energy invested in the

present system, were less at risk since DTs sav¡ that they

could more easily return to former practices. Though this

of course reduces the strength and permanence of the change

it v¡as viewed as a necessary trade-off. This alteration in

forces was evident in the statement of one of the regional

team leaders. He said that he would work with us and the

community because "r have no obligation to continue this or

even to stay for the whole course if I don't want, and maybe

it will work. Anyway this course is needed and r would like

to see it in my community."

3) Nature of the chanoe fgrces. By ceasing to r¡ork with

the CDD on a formal basis $¡e reduced the generality, which

was seen as a restraining force, from that of the entire

system to the leveI of the individual DTs or at most the

unit. This meant that ÐTs could become involved with the

change on an individual leveI vlithout implicating or having

to gain approval of the entire CDD.

There may also have been some effect on the depth of the

change. WhiIe the change was and remained a procedural peo-

ple-focused change, by making its acceptance an informal and

largely personal matter it may well have shed whatever ves-

tiges of policy it. had.
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4) Personal forces. One of the major ways that the

modification of the change strategy worked on the personal

characteristic forces vras in removing those DTs who favoured

the changes from the structural and social influence of

those who opposed it. While, for example, few DTs vrere will-

ing to cross the former director of the CDD who opposed the

changes, once outside the group setting many of them vrere

less influenced by his views. In this v¡ay the croniism which

I have identified as a restraining force was reduced. I

believe that this is seen by the fact that one of the DTs

from the Canipaco who, during the formal evaluation and

planning meeting, aligned with the ex-director against the

process, participated in the solar energy food dryer course

in Canchapalca.

The shift in strategies toward informal and interpersonal

contact also allowed the working group to target the DTs

whose personal philosophies coincided with the proposed

change, in this vray maximizing this driving force. Instead

of having to get the entire CDD on side or even an entire

regional unit, it was possible to approach individually

those DTs who had expressed most interest in improving com-

munity participation in their work. This we consciously did

with favourable results in some cases. Àgain this is iIIus-

trated by the participation of one of the DTs who, though

not from the Canipaco himself, was on the regional team with

two DTs who were. The composition of this team would have
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made it very difficult

the support of the enti

him to participate if it required

team.

for

re

Likewise, the initial implementation of the experimental

projects allot¡ed some limited demonstration of increased job

satisfaction through greater community participation and

interest in the projects. After our pre-course visit to

Canchapalca to discuss the courSe with the community lead-

ers, the regional team leader for the area spoke very fav-

ourably of the meeting and of the community's enthusiasm for

the course in the weekly CDD meeting.

5) Technoloqical forces. This same situation was true in

the area of technological factors. By ini t iat ing the

projects the driving force associated with availak'le exper-

tise vras strengthened. DTs were able to see that Pedro and

I had specific ideas about how we would increase community

participation and that these could actually work. One of

the DTs commented, after a visit to one of the communities

in which Pedro and I had been discussing with community del-

egates what they wanted to See in the delegate orientation,

that he had never Seen comuneros get excited about a course

before. White this is probably an exaggeration it demon-

strates the possibility of convincing DTs of the viability

of a different approach through demonstration. Àt the same

time, the restraining force caused by ambiguity and uncer-

tainty as to what the changes rnight mean b'as reduced aS DTs
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saw concretely some of the implications of a more participa-

tory methodology.

While all of the forces listed above were affected by the

modified strategy in a manner consistent with our goaIs,

there were also some counterproductive effects which deserve

mention. These relate primarily to the level of communica-

tion and information flow concerning the change and the

experimental projects. While I have shown that the modified

Strategy improved communication in several ways, in terms of

ensuring that all members of the CDD were aware of plans and

activities, the informal nature of the communication made it

more difficutt and time consuming. The modified strategy

also reduced the formal importance of the change. By doing

so the potential for permanency may also have been reduced.

Summarv of the ÀItered Balance Sheet.

If we look at the effect of the modified strategy on the

restraining and driving forces in terms of their amenabili-

ty, we see that the potency of sixteen forces was altered"

This is illustrated by the following charts. Among the

driving forces, the potency of nine was increased, at least

marginally. These nine were: i) The support of external

organízaLions. ii) The availability of additional resourc-

es. iii) The opportunity for value based support. iv)

Availability of slack resources. v) Increased support of
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key internal actors like the president of the Administrative

Council. vi) The people-focused or procedural nature of the

change. vii) The philosophical commitment of individuals

within the organization. vi i i ) Job satisf action through

community approval. ix) Presence of appropriate expertise.

External legitimation
Finacial resources

Client pressure

PubI ic aYrareness

Value orientation
Slack resources

Support of key
members

Nature of change

Personal values

Increased prestige

Job satisfaction
Technological forces

lnitial Potency

Low

Low

Hi gh

Low

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Moderate

High

Low

Moderate

Low

ILLUSTRATION OF CHANGES IN THE POTENCY
BROUGHT ÀBOUT BY MODIFICATIONS TO THE

OF DRTVING FORCES
CHÀNGE STRATEGY

Effect of Modifications

I nc reased

I nc rea sed

No change

No change

I nc reased

I nc reased

I nc reased

I nc reased

I nc reased

No change

I nc reased

I nc reased

Àmong the restraining forces, the potency of seven ltas

decreased. These seven were: i) The fear of outsider con-

trol. ii) internal opposition. iii) The conserver nature of

the director of the CDD. iv) Sunk costs. v) rne general
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scope of the change. vi )

ence of the ex-director.
nature and implications of

The croniism found in the influ-

vii) The ambiguity concerning the

the change

ILLUSTRÀTTON OF CHANGES IN THE POTENCY OF RESTRAINING FORCES
RESULTING FROM MODIFICÀTIONS TO THE CHÀNGE STRÀTEGY

Initial Potencv Effect of Modifications

Environmental instability
Resistance to outsider
c ont roI
Internal opposition

Orientation to change

Sunk costs

Lack of inducement

Nature of the change

High

Moderate

High

Low

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

No change

Dec reased

Dec reased

Dec reased

Decreased

No change

Dec rea sed

No change

No change

Dec reased

Dec reased

(includes both generality and
association with deeper change)

Loss of polrer

Deterioration of
working conditions

Croni i sm

Technological uncertainty

Às can be seen by these illustrations and in the preced-

ing discussion, there were significant changes in the driv-

ing and restraining forces brought about by the modifica-

tions to the initial change strategy. Whereas in the
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balance sheet associated with the initial change effort

there vrere six high or moderate potency forces of a positive

or driving nature (working forces), the potency of a total

of nine driving forces has been increased in the second

change effort. Perhaps more importantly, whereas the ini-

tial effort was restrained by eleven moderate or high poten-

cy forces, the modified strategy has reduced the potency of

seven of these. I believe that this change in the quantity

and the potency of the driving and restraining forces,

brought about by the modifications to the change promotion

strategy, accounts for the increased success that we experi-

enced in promoting change through the modified strategy.
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUDING COMMENTS REGARDING THE PRÀCTI CUM

IMPLI CÀTT ONS

AND ITS

The practicum itself began with four principle objectives

listed in Chapter I. In this report these objectives have

found expression in five questions:

1 ) What was the community work model employed by the
SATS?

Ð What vtas the nature of community participation in
the work of the SAIS's Community Development Division?

3) What factors impeded the adoption, by the SÀIS's
Community Development Division, of the participatory
methodologies of community work?

4) What factors facilitated the adoption, by the SÀIS's
Community Development Division, of the participatory
methodologies of community work?

5) What strategies were most effective in promoting the
acceptance of participatory methodologies of community
work and for what reasons?

The answers to these questions became the report's central

focus. In this brief and concluding chapter I will revisit

the responses to these questions, suggesting possible impli-

cations for community work and some additional questions

that deserve further consideration"

The community work model employed by the SAIS in its work

with the communities has been described in Chapter V. rn

that chapter I have shown that their model $tas characterized

by a primary orientation to concrete, substantive needs
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through the provision of

planning. In Chapter VI I

communities' partic ipation

lyzing three community work

of a low level of community

to the lack of importance

butions.

direct services and centralized

have described the nature of the

in the work of the CDD. In ana-

projects, there emerged a view

participation, in large part due

accorded the communities' contri-

As I discussed in Chapter VII, the findings of the commu-

nity work assessment informed the goals and the planning of

a change promotion strategy. For the evolution of the prac-

ticum these findings were, therefore, significant. For the

community worker at large they may also be of importance in

that the orientation that was found reinforces the need for

increased efforts to promote participation. Recognizing the

lack of meaningful participation illustrated in these

results, the community worker should be aware that the gap

which exist.s between the rhetorical and philosophical stance

of an organization and its practice of conmunity work may be

wide. He or she should be particularly aware of this danger

in the international arena where, while tending to romanti-

cize so-caIled popular movements and projects, there are

fewer opportunities to verify their participatory nature.

The remaining three practicum questions focused on iden-

tification of the forces which influenced the change effort

and on the promotion of a change to more participatory meth-
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odologies among the development technicians. Some of. the

strongest and most significant restraining forces included:

the high level of instability and risk in the external envi-

ronment, which while making change necessaryr also made it a

very uncertain and risky even life threatening proposi-

tion; the internal philosophical or ideological opposition

Lo the SAIS; sunk costs in the existing system; the poten-

tial loss of power that the DTs may suffer vis a vis the

communities; the fear of outsider control; and the deterio-

ration of working conditions.

Among the key driving forces contributing to the accep-

tance of participatory relations I{e found the following:

the client pressure for change vras considerable; the stated

value orienÈation of the SÀISi the personal value orient.a-

tion of many DTs; intrinsic rewards such as increased pres-

tige and job satisfaction; the support of key actors; the

resources made available by or for the changes;

While aIl of the impeding and facilitating factors which

acted upon the adoption of participatory methodologies may

be of interest to the community worker or change agent in

his or her attempts to promote changer several of these mer-

it additional comment. Of particular interest is a compari-

son of the relative potency of the driving forces associated

with external legitimation and with client pressure. The

low potency of the former and the high potency of the latter
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suggest vte should focus on

the client or community

change.

strategies of change which emPIoY

group as principal catalyst of

The restraining force arising from a resistance to out-

sider control of the process is also significant. It signals

an area of potential conflict in all change promotion and

community work endeavours and reinforces the need to devote

significant energy to building relationships with and trans-

ferring control to target groups. In the practicum, the

association of respected members of the SAIS with the change

reduced the potency of this force, and by making the change

inf ormal v¡e vrere able to transf er some control of it to the

individual DTs

This practicum report has also pointed to deep conflicts

and serious tensions within the SAIS itself. The effect that

these had on the promotion of change and on the DTs' rela-

tions with the communities illustrates that the external

community worker or change agent is by no means immune to

them. Prior to the beginning the practicum I was to some

extent unprepared for the intensity of these conflicts and

was Surprised by the degree to which they pervaded the work

of the CDD. This fact must promote a heightened attention to

and respect for the internal and external conflicts of a

community and their impact on a change process. It also

points to the need for a more thorough understanding of the
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cultural context of community work. Had f, for example, been

av¡are of the exLent to which the identity of the highland

communities is tied to the ownership of land I may well have

better anticipated and prepared for the intensity of the

internal SÀIS conflicts.

In the analysis there also emerged two restraining forces

to which I found no direct reference in the theoretical 1it-

erature. The f i rst of these l.ras the assoc iat ion of the pro-

posed change with other changes about which the DTs had par-

ticularly strong negative feelings. To analyze the impact of

a proposed change as if it vtere an isolated adjustment is

inadequate for understanding people's reaction to it. In

advocating change one must be ar.tare of past attempts at

change and their impact on the current effort. The second

of these þ¡as what I called "croniiSm", or the personal aIIi-

ances based on a sense of common or.igin. While similar per-

sonal allegiances are acknowledged in the literature, these

were notable for their inclusion of people on the basis of

their communities of origin.

with regard to the change promotion strategies that

proved most effective, I found that a strategy based on

informal rather than formal contacts within the organization

and on the implementation of experimental projects prior to

a formal commitment to participate vras more effective in

producing the desired changes. As stated in the summary to
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Chapter VIII, the success of this strategy lay in its effec-

tiveness in increasing the potency of driving forces associ-

ated with such things as internal and external support, and

with job and client satisfaction, while, ât the same time,

reducing the potency of restraining forces. While this

strategic approach may provide an option for the community

worker involved in change promotion, its relevance will

depend on the existence of a similar combination of circum-

sLances. The convergence of factors in this practicum

allowed changes to be made in the nature of relations, for-

mal to informal, and in the timing of the experimental

projects. t{here similar possibilities and similar driving

and restraining forces exist it is possible that this work

experience may provide a relevant model.

Out of this experience emerges an additional observation

of note. That is that the creation of the conditions for

community workers in rvhich they can, in relative safety,

experiment with alternative methodologies is a key to pro-

moting change. Às indicated, a significant part of our

strategy lay in identifying the DTs who shared a concern for
participatory community work. By providing these DTs with

opportunity to experiment without fear of job loss, sanc-

tions from other DTst ot extra work, impetus arose from

within the CDD for the change.
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In addition to the conclusions and implications which can

be drawn directly from the answers to the five practicum

questions, there are other insights that, although not

explicitly addressed, should not be lost. One of these

relates to the duration of community work. Clear1y the com-

plexity of a community work project of this nature and of

the situation vrithin the SAIS made the relatively short

period of time a limiting factor to what could be achieved.

The phases of orientation and the community work analysis

occupied the majority of my five month stay, leaving 1ittle

time for the actual promotion of change through the experi-

mental projects.

An addiLional observation pertains to the source 'of the

exchange project and the practicum's initial focus on the

establishment of a training prograrn as the primary objec-

tive. The negative reaction of the DTs to this idea sug-

gests that they had no role in its development and illus-

trates ihe importance the importance of involving all levels

of an organization in the planning of similar projects. In

other words, it reinforces the the importance of the use of

participatory methodologies when planning a project focusing

on the promotion of participation. The difficulties and

misunderstandings which were encountered in this process of

establishing objectives highlight the difficulty of planning

international projects and arriving at mutual understandings

of objectives and processes when meetings with all concerned
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are not possible. While this does not mean that such

projects are not feasible, it should insti1l, in the organi-

zations and individuals involved, a degree of caution or at

the very least openness to substantial modifications in

approach. Pushing ahead with the initial plan to develop a

formal training program in spite of the CDD's reluctance,

would certainly have reduced even further the effectiveness

of the change promotion.

In writing the practicum report I focused on five ques-

tions. Sti11 there remain many questions and areas of

inquiry that would need to be considered before we could say

that this practicum experience has been fuIly analyzed and

that it has taught us all that it might. Principal among

these are two related questions which, in the early optimism

of planning the practicum, I had hoped to be able to

address, but which I have found myself obliged to leave, ât

Ieast temporarily, untouched. One of these questions focus-

es on what the role of the external community worker, Pâr-

ticularly from countries of the North, can or should be in

community development work in the South. Related inextrica-

bly to this is a second, the question of culture in communi-

ty work and the impact of work performed across cultural

boundar ies .

While the scope of this report has not allowed for inclu-

sion of these questions they are ones that still need to be
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asked, and I would like to suggest a starting point for fur-

ther investigation. In the analysis of community work and

participation in the SÀIS, I believe that vre saw clearly the

need for increased participation and a role for the change

promoter, perhaps even one from the outside. In the writing

of Jose Carlos Mariategui, to whom many Peruvian Transforma-

tionists ov¡e considerable allegiancer wê find calls for the

adaption of Western European knowledge and social experience

to the evolution of a Peruvian revolutionary alternative.
For Mariategui, in the 1920's the question was how to incor-

porate these into the knowledge of the Peruvian popular

classes while at the same time valuing the traditions and

cultural expression of the masses. That guestion remains

largely unchanged. How do I or do you as community workers

bring new knowledge which, rather than supplant and subvert

the collective traditions and understanding of the people,

build on these? Though this question is not one that is

directly addressed, I believe that the careful reader may

have begun to see examples within Èhe discussion of our work

in such areas as the bajada de bases, the delegates train-

ing, and the solar food dryer course, upon which to begin to

construct a positive and creative response to this important

question. Such a response might flow frorn the overall prin-

ciples of communiLy involvement in planning as in the exam-

ple of the reforestation project which has been analyzed in

the report ¡ oÊ it might flow from small specific actions
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such as the evening meetings that were

food dryer course in Canchapalca.

part of the solar

While this practicum and its results have noL been ana-

Lyzed from the perspective of the cultural interaction

inherent in it, this dynamic vras undoubtedly at work.

Implicit throughout this practicum and indeed throughout

virtually aI1 community work literature is an assumption

that if given the opportunity a community will want to par-

ticipate and that community participation is in and of

itself good. But what of the cultural orientation to partic-

ipation? À multitude of questions could be posed, but a

starting point for this investigation might well focus on

questions r+hich relate the concept and objective of broad

based participation to cultural manifestations of community

involvement. Essentialty, what are "culturally appropriate"

forms of participation, and how does the external community

worker separate these from his or her own cultural and ideo-

logical biases?

Nor should v¡e forget that the realities of a dangerous

political situation, in which Some DTs were facing threats

to their Iives, play a significant part in determining the

level and type of interaction with the community. In

reflecting on this work then \{e rnust also ask what the real

impact of these circumstances is and how in the face of them

an appropriate form of participation can be achieved?
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A final question that I believe is worth raising for

additional consideration relates to the differences that

v¡ere noted in the community work methodologies employed by

the asistentas sociales as compared to the other DTs. In the

work of Sulca to which I have referred we find a suggestion

that the participatory nature of their approach is rooted in

the training that they receive during the course of their

formal studies. What other factors might be involved in cre-

ating this difference, and, if in fact this is an adequate

explanation, could elements of that training be adapted to

other community work professionals?

I began this practicum report by saying that the practi-

cum represented one effort among many to contribute to par-

ticipatory community work. Though clearly incomplete, in its

attempts to value the participation of the popular classes

and to construct a horizontal relationship between them and

the authorities and technicians, and in its successes in

promoting the DTs' involvement in participatory community

work, I believe that this practicum does, in fact, represent

one very small and peaceful step along this path.
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND FREOUENTLY-USED SPÀNISH TERMS

Asistentas Sociales (or "asiStentas" ) . . . SociaI workers
within the CDD.

Bajada de Bases... À series of meetings in the communities
between officials of the SÀIS and community members.

Campesino(a) . . . peasant or small farmer.

CIub de Madres... Mothers' Ctubs or organizaLions estab-
lished in several communities to help women address communi-
ty issues.

Comunero... The head of a campesino household in a member
community of the SAIS, usually but not always men.

CDD... Community oevelopment Division of the SAIS.

CWY... Canada Wor1d Youth'

CDR. .. Centro de Desarrollo Rural, the Lima-based rural
development centre which provided the technical expertise
for the training project in solar energy food drying

DT(s)... Development Technicians, the professionals of the
CDD including the "asistentas sociales" who worked directly
with the communities Èo improve their level of socio-econom-
ic development.

8C... Education Committee of the SAIS.

Faena... À communal work project.

Hacendado... The wealthy owner of an "hacienda", usually
living in a feudal relationship with the campesinos.

Hacienda... Large expansive privately owned farms of which
seven vrere expropriated and turned over to the SAIS.

PU... Production Unit, the large farms, previously hacien-
das, that were now owned collectively by all of the member
communities of the SÀIS.

SAIS... Sociedad Agricola de Interes Social. Agricultural
Soc iety for Soc iaI I nterest.

Senderistas... Members of the Shining Path, or Sendero
Luminoso r 9uêrr i 1la rnovement .

Sendero Luminoso... Shining Path guerrilla movement, lead
by Abimael Guzman.
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